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The 2018 National Defense Strategy: 
Continuity and Competition 

After nearly two decades of fighting Islamic terrorists and insurgents, 
including the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, the United States Department 
of Defense is refocusing on great power competition. The unclassified sum-
mary of the new National Defense Strategy (NDS)1 is unequivocal: 
“Inter-state strategic competition, not terrorism, is now the primary 
concern in U.S. national security.” By focusing on near-peer threats and 
declaring a new era of great power competition, the NDS sounds a sober 
warning: “Today, every domain is contested—air, land, sea, space, and 
cyberspace.” It lists China and Russia as the central challenges to US 
prosperity and security and mentions rogue regimes such as North Korea 
and Iran as destabilizing states, though it is for China alone that the 
NDS reserves its strongest language. Given growing Chinese capabilities 
and political ambitions, Beijing seeks “Indo-Pacific regional hegemony 
in the near-term and displacement of the United States to achieve global 
preeminence in the future.” 

To meet such a challenging strategic environment, the NDS calls for 
a “more lethal, resilient, and rapidly innovating Joint Force, combined 
with a robust constellation of allies and partners” to “sustain Ameri-
can influence and ensure favorable balances of power.” The three pillars 
of the strategy are to restore readiness and build a more lethal force, 
strengthen traditional alliances and build new partnerships, and reform 
the business practices and efficiency of the Pentagon. This NDS pro-
poses to drastically reorient US defense priorities to prepare for great 
power competition and conflict. But to the extent the NDS offers a 
strategy at all, it fits squarely within the post–Cold War strategic tradi-
tion of military preeminence and forward-based presence. 

Each of the lines of effort—improvements to military readiness and 
modernization, strengthening alliances and partnerships, and reforms to 
the department—represents more continuity than change in the Trump 
administration’s defense policies. First, this NDS doubles down on US 
military investments, striking familiar themes about technological inno-
vation, force modernization, and defense capacity. With calls to “restore 
readiness and modernize our military,” the strategy seeks to develop and 
leverage new technologies, such as “advanced computing, ‘big data’ 
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analytics, artificial intelligence, autonomy, robotics, directed energy, 
hypersonics, and biotechnology” to gain a decisive competitive advan-
tage over potential adversaries. The idea of leveraging technological 
innovations is nothing new; it dates back to at least the post–Vietnam 
War period—and beyond. Indeed, the readiness improvements and 
technologies singled out as necessary to “ensure we will be able to fight 
and win the wars of the future” are the kinds of capabilities previously 
proposed as part the Third Offset Strategy, put forward by former Deputy 
Secretary of Defense Robert Work. 

Second, when it comes to alliances and partnerships, this NDS remains 
firmly committed to a forward military posture and to the alliances and 
partnerships the current administration inherited. As a candidate, Donald 
Trump regularly criticized US allies for not contributing a fair share to 
the burden of collective defense and questioned the relevance of NATO, 
describing it as obsolete. These complaints were not unfair, as our 
European allies have cut their defense budgets to the bone since the 
end of the Cold War. In this new defense strategy, however, the Trump 
administration toes the line on alliances in Europe and Asia that have 
been cornerstones of US defense strategy for the past 75 years. This NDS 
echoes former administrations, declaring, “Mutually beneficial alliances 
and partnerships are critical to our strategy, providing a durable, asym-
metric strategic advantage that no competitor or rival can match.” It 
further affirms the critical role of alliances and partners in “maintaining 
favorable balances of power that deter aggression and support the 
stability that generates economic growth.” Even the strategy’s prioritiza-
tion of the Indo-Pacific, NATO, and the Middle East is nothing new, at 
least for anyone who has read the 2012 Defense Strategic Guidance or the 
2014 Quadrennial Defense Review. 

Along with the European Reassurance Initiative and the renewal of 
US security guarantees to Japan (both initiatives of the Trump adminis-
tration over the past year), this NDS signals the US will not turn inward 
as so many commentators feared. If anything, this administration is 
even more ambitious than the last one as it seeks to attract new partners, 
thus incurring additional security obligations. Even as this NDS pro-
poses “transitioning from large, centralized, unhardened infrastructure 
to smaller, dispersed, resilient, adaptive basing,” it still envisions a for-
ward force posture, albeit one better able to maneuver and survive under 
attack. The emphasis of the 2018 NDS on US allies and partners thus 
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indicates that the US global role will not shift dramatically under the 
“America First” presidency, and the US military presence and operations 
overseas will continue unabated. In other words, it’s business as usual. 

Finally, the promise to reform the business practices and effectiveness 
of the Pentagon is also nothing new. Almost every secretary of defense 
promises to reform the defense department. The George W. Bush–era 
defense reforms of secretary of defense Robert Gates are still ongoing. 
Gates made a serious effort to overhaul the military’s procurement, ac-
quisition, and contracting process, but more than eight years and two 
secretaries of defense later, fundamental acquisitions change remains 
elusive. In recent years, Congress has used the National Defense Autho-
rization Act to mandate organizational reforms within the Pentagon. Cur-
rent defense secretary James N. Mattis will now have his chance to take on 
the department’s infamous bureaucracy. Of course the Pentagon is poised 
to receive a major cash infusion, with defense spending projected to rise 
to $629 and $647 billion for fiscal years 2018 and 2019, a $165 billion 
hike over budget caps for the next two years. This budget windfall, even 
if short-lived, removes financial incentives for the department to become 
more efficient. Giving the Pentagon all it wants is not the way to inspire 
innovation and improve efficiency; shrewdly crafted budget constraints 
may focus it on better spending choices and urgently needed innovation. 

But how will building a more agile and lethal, forward-deployed 
force—even if more innovative and less wasteful—make the US more 
secure? The United States is inherently secure, with the largest economy 
in the world and an enviable geographical position, endowed with ample 
natural resources, wide oceans, and relatively weak neighbors to the 
north and south. All of this suggests that the American security posi-
tion is far from precarious. And yet the United States spends more on 
national defense than all of its competitors’ militaries combined. How 
will seeking more military power by spending more on national defense 
better protect the American people and their interests? 

Unfortunately, the unclassified summary of the NDS leaves this critical 
question not only unanswered but also unasked. The closest it comes is 
with the pronouncement, “The surest way to prevent war is to be pre-
pared to win one.” It is difficult to argue against such logic. But none 
of the strategic difficulties of the past two decades have arisen because 
the military was not strong enough to prevail in battle, a point appar-
ently lost on this administration. As Gates observed astutely, “One of 
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the most important lessons of the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan is that 
military success is not sufficient to win.”2 In short, more military means 
alone are not sufficient to achieve US national security objectives. 

As a statement on strategy, this NDS is wanting, as it offers no dis-
cernible theory of victory. A good defense strategy aligns policy, that is, 
the political ends, with strategic ways and military means as well as offers 
a theory of how and why the specific force structure, force posture, and 
mix of capabilities should be expected to achieve the desired outcomes. 
In this defense strategy (at least, the unclassified summary), the pursuit 
of military power is the end in itself. It is unclear what building an even 
stronger military accomplishes in terms of US interests in the South 
China Sea or confronting Russian aggression. 

Instead of reflecting on the strategic blunders of the past 16 years, 
the administration embraces the mistaken notion that a more mus-
cular approach to American foreign policy improves our relative power 
position. The NDS depicts the emerging security environment as “more 
complex and volatile than any we have experienced in recent memory” 
and warns the “long-standing rules-based international order” is under 
severe threat. Both China and Russia are building militaries to com-
pete with the United States, North Korea has acquired nuclear weapons, 
Iran has grown more aggressive across the Middle East, and operations 
continue unabated against jihadist terrorists. Given the United States 
has been the single most powerful state in that global order, could it be 
that the militarized and forward-leading foreign policy of the last two 
decades contributed to these worrisome trends? 

Regardless, this NDS advances the same self-defeating, unnecessary, 
and costly strategic prescriptions as the Clinton, Bush, and Obama ad-
ministrations. It characterizes the past 16-plus years as “a period of strategic 
atrophy” when it has been anything but. The US has not suffered from 
an absence of strategy but has instead pursued a consistent strategy of 
primacy since the end of the Cold War. From the wars in Iraq and 
Afghanistan to military interventions in Bosnia, Kosovo, Libya, and 
Syria as well as counterterrorism worldwide and freedom-of-navigation 
operations in the Persian Gulf and the Pacific, the US has consistently 
sought to remain the strongest military power in the world and shown a 
willingness to use military force to shape the global order. 

Unfortunately, this muscular strategic approach has been largely un-
successful. Strategic activism has generated predictable pushback from 
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other states and nonstate actors. Together with the National Security 
Strategy, this NDS adheres to the same grand strategy of primacy as 
practiced for nearly 30 years, supported by a massive increase in defense 
spending. But more of the same is likely only to reproduce the same pat-
tern of strategic frustration that the US has experienced since the end of 
the Cold War: irremediable disorder and self-generated threats. 

What is the United States to do? For most academic realists, the answer 
is clear: focus a more restrained grand strategy on preventing Chinese 
dominance of the Indo-Pacific region. Since the US is relatively secure 
and therefore faces few threats to its safety, it need not engage in un-
necessary, risky, and costly military activities in a fruitless attempt to 
preserve American global primacy. History attests repeatedly to the self-
defeating nature of great power ambitions and warns against the risks 
of actively pursuing power-maximizing strategies. For the past 30 years, 
the American hegemonic project has proved both unsustainably expensive 
and strategically illusory. 

Instead, the US should pursue a more cautious, balance-of-power 
strategy in Asia while engaging with regional actors to limit the capacity 
of jihadist terrorists to strike the homeland. Consistent with the emphasis 
of this NDS, a strategy of restraint prioritizes great power competition 
over terrorism. Given concerns about the rise of China, it would focus 
on the deterrence and containment of Chinese military power. At the 
same time, it would shift most of the burden of building military power 
to deter Russia in Europe to the Europeans, so that the United States 
can better concentrate its resources in the Indo-Pacific theatre. It would 
also mean avoiding unnecessary wars, including a preventative attack on 
nuclear North Korea. The US military would be less active. Used spar-
ingly, American economic and military power should not be squandered 
in futile attempts at remaking the internal affairs of other countries by 
the point of the spear—a conclusion shared by this NDS. Such a 
strategy calls for the United States to exercise more discipline in its policy 
goals and military means, avoid unnecessary military engagements, and 
genuinely reconstitute the nation’s strength for this era of renewed great 
power competition. 

Kelly A. Grieco
Air Command and Staff College
Air University
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Notes

1. The excerpts in this policy forum piece can be found in Department of Defense, Summary 
of the 2018 National Defense Strategy of the United States of America: Sharpening the American 
Military’s Competitive Edge (Washington, DC: Office of the Secretary of Defense, 2018), https://
www.defense.gov/Portals/1/Documents/pubs/2018-National-Defense-Strategy-Summary.pdf.

2. Robert M. Gates, Landon Lecture (speech, Kansas State University, Manhattan, KS, 26 
November 2007), http://archive.defense.gov/speeches/speech.aspx?speechid=1199.
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The Trump Nuclear Posture Review: 
Three Issues, Nine Implications

President Donald J. Trump’s Nuclear Posture Review (NPR) is espe-
cially important because of its timing and contents.1 Together with the 
administration’s National Security Strategy and other documents related 
to defense and security policy, the NPR offers both continuity and change 
with respect to the Obama administration’s policy statements and guide-
lines. Russia and China are identified in national security documents 
as US peer competitors and as systemic disrupters that constitute the 
main threats to international stability and future American security. This 
recognition in the NPR and other documents of a return to great power 
rivalry as the fulcrum of military-strategic activity, including deterrence, 
explicitly embraces political realism as the preferred model for inter-
preting international politics. 

Some of the Trump administration’s proposed changes in nuclear 
policy and force structure planning affect US national security in three 
aspects: nuclear force modernization, nuclear arms control, and non-
proliferation. Although theorists and military strategists may treat these 
three issues as distinctly compartmentalized, in practice they overlap 
and together contain important implications for nuclear deterrence. 
Summarized below are nine such implications. 

First, the Trump administration plans to deploy new lower-yield war-
heads, including weapons for use on Trident II D-5 submarine-launched 
ballistic missiles. The implication is that this would provide additional 
targeting options for the most survivable arm of the strategic nuclear 
triad. New warheads for Trident missiles might be as low as 1 to 2 kilo-
tons, as opposed to 100 kt or more, allowing for more discrimination in 
target selection and less collateral damage in case of actual use.

Second, a new nuclear-capable sea-launched cruise missile (SLCM) 
would be developed and deployed. The proposed deployment of nuclear-
capable SLCMs is a good illustration of an issue that overlaps force modern-
ization and arms control stability. Nuclear-armed SLCMs were previously 
deployed by the US until 2011 when the program was cancelled. The 
assumption is that the nuclear SLCM would provide additional non-
strategic nuclear response capability that is rapidly deployable in theater 
conflicts in Europe or Asia. These capabilities would contribute to US 
nuclear reassurance of allies who might otherwise be more vulnerable 
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to nuclear blackmail. Sea-launched nuclear missiles could also support 
arms control: they would be neither first-strike vulnerable nor most suit-
able for preemptive attacks. The possible deployment of nuclear SLCMs 
could also be used as bargaining chips as against Russian departure from 
the Intermediate Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty (like the original ground-
launched cruise missiles in the 1980s, prior to the INF Treaty) and 
resulting deployment of additional nonstrategic nuclear weapons in 
European Russia.2 However, expert analysts have warned that new sea-
based nuclear weapons can have drawbacks with respect to deterrence 
and arms race stability. According to Lawrence J. Korb, “Because the 
United States already has a sub-launched conventional cruise missile, 
adding a nuclear cruise missile to the inventory means the Russians 
would have to assume any (submarine-launched) cruise missile is in fact 
a nuclear weapon. And finally, producing new small-yield nuclear weapons 
could provoke an arms race in that realm—even though the United 
States already possesses 1,000 low-yield nuclear weapons, including the 
B-61 bomb and an air-launched cruise missile that can deliver yields 
between 0.3 to 170 kilotons.”3

Third, the Trump administration foresees an increased probability for 
a nuclear response to a strategic nonnuclear attack, for example, cyber-
attacks that might cause large numbers of US or allied casualties; wide-
spread destruction of critical infrastructure, including electric power 
grids, communications, and digital supervisory control and data 
acquisition systems; and, especially, cyberattacks against components of 
nuclear command, control, and communications (C3) and early warning 
systems. Of course, this assumes that the problem of attribution of the 
source for any such cyberattack could be solved with sufficient clarity—
no small challenge.4 

Fourth, nuclear planning guidance assumes that a wider spectrum 
of nuclear capabilities is necessary to improve deterrence of Russia and 
China. Administration planners are especially concerned about Russian 
and Chinese temptations to “escalate for de-escalation”: to engage in 
limited nuclear first use to prevent defeat in a conventional war, with the 
expectation that the other side would back down. This line of thinking 
follows the arguments of some expert analysts that effective deterrence 
now requires greater attention to threats posed by diverse adversaries and 
contexts, including the possible exploitation of limited nuclear threats 
and/or nuclear coercion by great powers and rogue states.5 On the one 
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hand, the NPR addresses the concern that a larger spectrum of nuclear 
weapons could make decision makers more prone to engage in nuclear 
first use. It states, “To be clear, this is not intended to, nor does it enable, 
‘nuclear war-fighting.’ Expanding flexible US nuclear options now, to 
include low-yield options, is important for the preservation of credible 
deterrence against regional aggression. It will raise the nuclear threshold 
and help ensure that potential adversaries perceive no possible advantage 
in limited nuclear escalation, making nuclear employment less likely.”6

On the other hand, whether the availability of a wider range of nuclear 
yields will increase the likelihood of escalation is dependent not so much 
on military-technical factors as on political ones. It is unpredictable before 
the fact whether the “deterree” on the receiving end of an intentionally 
limited nuclear attack will interpret these strikes as deliberately con-
trolled bargaining measures or as preludes to a more ambitious symphony 
of destruction.

Fifth, there is little apparent emphasis on the importance of nuclear 
arms control, including extension of the New START strategic nuclear 
arms reduction treaty (signed in 2010 and expiring in 2021 unless 
extended to 2026 by mutual agreement). Trump’s position on New 
START extension is unclear. Also with respect to nuclear arms control, 
the US and Russia are possibly on a path of permanent departure from 
one of the most important arms limitation agreements of the previous 
century: the INF Treaty that has prevented for decades the development 
and deployment of US and Soviet or Russian ground-launched ballistic 
and cruise missiles within the ranges of 500–5,500 kilometers. 

Some Russians now regard this treaty as obsolete and argue that INF 
has increased Russia’s vulnerability to neighboring states with growing 
inventories of ballistic missiles. As well, Russia views NATO enlarge-
ment and US missile defense deployments in Europe as provocative 
to its security, requiring a larger menu of usable nuclear weapons and 
launchers deployed in Europe. But the US and NATO regard Russia’s 
annexation of Crimea and destabilization of eastern Ukraine, together 
with Russia’s frequent reminders of its nuclear capabilities with respect 
to perceived threats from the US and NATO, as provocative and destabilizing 
of European security, therefore requiring enhanced NATO preparedness 
across the spectrum of deterrence.

Sixth, there is not much apparent interest in the topic of nonprolifera-
tion, with the exception of North Korea and Iran. Trump wants to scuttle 
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the Iran deal or revise it, which puts the United States at potential odds 
with the other members of the five permanent members of the UN 
Security Council (China, France, Russia, the United Kingdom, and the 
US) plus Germany who are cosignatories to the Joint Comprehensive Pro-
gram of Action.7 Supporters of the Iran nuclear deal feel that abrogation 
of the agreement would actually increase the risk of Iran eventually be-
coming a nuclear weapons state. Critics of the Iran nuclear deal argue 
that it merely slows down Iran’s march to the bomb and allows Iran 
to move closer to the status of a virtual nuclear weapons state, mean-
while expanding its inventory of long range missiles with reach across 
the Middle East and into Europe.

Seventh, the nuclear modernization plan to support the Trump policy 
review accepts the Obama modernization plan committing an estimated 
$1.2 trillion over 30 years, plus new weapons proposed by Trump.8 The 
Trump NPR modernization will maintain all three legs of the current 
strategic nuclear triad of intercontinental land-based missiles (ICBM), 
submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBM), and bombers. The NPR 
notes that eliminating any leg of the triad would “greatly ease adversary 
attack planning” and “allow an adversary to concentrate resources and 
attention on defeating the remaining two legs.”9 Ohio-class ballistic mis-
sile submarines (SSBN) will eventually be replaced by Columbia-class 
SSBNs, maintaining at least 12 SSBNs available throughout the transi-
tion. The US ICBM force of Minuteman III missiles will be replaced 
beginning in 2029 by the ground-based strategic deterrent, including 
the modernization of some 450 launch facilities supporting a deployed 
ICBM force of 400 missiles.10 The administration also plans to deploy a 
next-generation strategic bomber (the B-21 Raider) that will eventually 
replace elements of the conventional and nuclear-capable bomber force, 
beginning in the mid-2020s. Currently the bomber leg of the triad con-
sists of 46 nuclear-capable B-52H and 20 nuclear-capable B-2A strategic 
bombers.11 Critics have questioned whether a new strategic bomber and 
a replacement for the air-launched cruise missile called the long-range 
stand-off cruise missile are both necessary and whether a new land-based 
missile is needed to replace Minuteman III or if Minuteman should be 
refurbished at lower cost.12 

Eighth—ignored or virtually so—is the accelerating risk of war due 
to accident or miscalculation, especially in Asia but also in Europe as between 
Russia and NATO.13 Too many US and Russian nuclear missiles remain 
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on alert, according to some expert analysts; others dismiss this as a seri-
ous problem. Cold War history shows that in times of peace or crisis 
leaders may misperceive warning information or misinterpret the behav-
ior of their counterparts. Future warning and command and control sys-
tems may invite attack on themselves unless they are protected against 
prompt cyberattacks or lurking malware inserted prior to the eruption 
of a crisis.

Ninth and more abstract, a case can be made for the arrival of cognitive 
deterrence as an umbrella term to refer to present and future challenges to 
nuclear stability and security. To some extent deterrence has always been 
about psychology and mind games, as the works of noted theorists such 
as Robert Jervis and Thomas Schelling have explained.14 However, at 
the level of applied science and military-strategic planning, many past 
issues of deterrence were argued about in terms of hardware: numbers 
and kinds of launchers, warheads, re-entry vehicles, and the physics or 
engineering of their performance parameters. Future deterrence discus-
sions must also take into account the priority of software and network 
security. The scope of such discussions will include the potential for 
flawed or degraded networks and nuclear C3 systems to fail the required 
crisis management, intrawar deterrence, or conflict termination “stress 
tests.”15 “Deterrence” old style is a difficult term to apply in cyberspace, 
and cyberspace itself is not holding still.16 Formerly cyberspace was con-
ceived as just another domain for which military leaders had to plan 
deterrence and defense. But cyberspace has the potential to evolve into 
the master narrative of military-strategic behavior by default: the history 
of military-technical revolutions in the United States is rich with illus-
trations of techno-fixation triumphing over strategy. The nexus among 
policy, strategy, and military operations (ends, ways, and means) is 
vulnerable to disruption at both ends of the “strategy bridge” as Colin 
Gray has described it.17 

Conclusion
The Trump administration NPR offers proposals and perspectives that 

require careful consideration by the US national security community. 
It is more evolutionary than revolutionary in recognizing the need to 
recapitalize the nuclear force and to rethink the need for flexible nuclear 
responses in a changing security environment. However, the implica-
tions for nuclear arms control are mixed. While the overall size of the 
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US nuclear force may not change very much, the quality of the force 
and its supporting command and control systems must pass newer stress 
tests between now and 2046 when modernization plans are fulfilled. 
The role of nuclear employment policies in deterring escalation in limited 
war remains problematic and begs the question: Are we headed for a 
lower threshold between conventional war fighting and nuclear first use 
in Europe or Asia? If so, plans for nuclear deterrence and arms control 
must fit within a policy-strategy-operations continuum that recognizes 
the uniqueness of nuclear dangers and the need for strategic discipline 
in deterrence and arms control. 

Stephen J. Cimbala* 
Pennsylvania State University–Brandywine

Notes

*Grateful acknowledgment is made to Paul Bracken and Paul Davis for comments on an 
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Attribution and Operational Art:  
Implications for Competing in Time

Lt Col Garry S. Floyd Jr., USAF

Abstract

The world is wired with networks and unblinking sensors that track 
everything from spending habits to the movements of armies. Yet, de-
spite the proliferation of data, attribution remains an enduring prob-
lem. A plane crashes into a building. A nuclear physicist dies under 
mysterious circumstances. So-called fake news spreads disinformation 
across social media on the eve of an election. These things happen and 
too often the world is left with questions about who to hold account-
able. Decision makers need a way to assess attribution problems caused 
by adversaries, while also identifying and understanding opportunities 
when they hold and might utilize an attribution advantage. This article 
offers a model that visualizes attribution decisions and their associated 
risks at the operational and strategic echelons of command. The model 
is tested across three mini-case studies. What emerges in the analysis is a 
novel approach planners can use in considering covert operations, an ap-
proach that better accounts for the attribution problems inherent to op-
erations in the cyber domain. The results of the analysis further suggest 
that properly leveraging attribution advantage creates opportunities for 
controlling the timing and tempo of military operations. Finally, this ar-
ticle presents several recommendations about how attribution advantage 
can be pursued at lower echelons in multi-domain operations that may 
offer some defense against attribution problems imposed by adversaries.
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During a keynote speech to the Air Force Association in September 
2016, Air Force Chief of Staff Gen David Goldfein described his vision 
of the future of warfare as the intersection of an effects grid, a sensing 
grid, and multi-domain command and control. He further stated that “if 
you take a look at the effects grid, you have to create effects that are at-
tributable, or not attributable. Sometimes I want them to know it’s me, 
sometimes I don’t.”1 General Goldfein offers a compelling perspective on 
the nature of modern and future war. Yet when one considers airpower 
and the US Air Force the images that most likely come to mind are those 
of a fighter pilot straining against gravity through difficult maneuvers or a 
bomber crew tirelessly flying long-range strike missions across the globe. 
Why, then, did the senior ranking general in the world’s most powerful air 
force make reference to “non-attributable combat capabilities and effects?

The answer lies in understanding the role that attribution might play 
in operational art, and specifically, how attribution can help one side 
gain an advantage in the dimension of time. Attribution is defined here 
as the act of “ascribing agency to an agent.”2 Whenever anything terribly 
bad or wonderful and good happens human nature demands an answer 
about whom to hold responsible, whom to reward, or whom to punish. 

In operational art, attribution can be a tool well suited to the task of 
dominating the dimension of time. Time refers to that human-made 
construct that influences nearly every aspect of society by measuring the 
relationship between events. Seeking advantage in the dimension of time 
can be defined as diplomatic and military efforts designed to influence 
or disrupt decision cycles of opponents to gain more time or control 
the timing of events. Military theorist John Boyd envisioned weapons 
and operational concepts that could “simultaneously compress” time for 
one side while stretching it out for the other to “generate a favorable 
mismatch in time (and) the ability to shape (an environment) and adapt 
to change.3 So where is the crossroad of attribution, Boyd’s pursuit of 
advantage in time, and an emerging focus on military operations across 
multiple domains? 

The promise and prominence of war fighting in the cyber domain is 
one part of the answer, but there is a broader context, also reflected in 
General Goldfein’s message, that speaks to the enduring nature of war. 
Despite every attempt to thwart them with technology, the basic 
elemental forces of war—uncertainty, friction, and chance—still loom 
over the battlefield, menacing even the best laid plans. With proper 
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planning and execution, non-attributable effects are possible in every 
war-fighting domain. There is diversity in non-attributable effects. It 
can be cognitive, logical, or physical in nature. In this sense, non-
attributable effects might include covert aerial drone strikes, difficult-
to-trace offensive cyberattacks, special operations forces operating deep 
in another country, or information attacks designed to undermine rival 
governments. 

Attribution advantage occurs when one party in a conflict creates a 
military effect and then intentionally and successfully exercises influence 
over the detection and attribution of that effect while thwarting similar 
efforts from adversaries. This article first explores the cognitive terrain 
where uncertainty thrives despite increasingly persistent intelligence 
sensors. Next, it briefly reviews existing military doctrine on deception 
and considers the relationship between deception and attribution. Then 
the article offers a model that provides a method for evaluating when 
nonattributed effects should be pursued, when self-attribution might 
prove beneficial, and the implications for both. Self-attribution in this 
context occurs when a party takes credit, or perhaps blame, for an action 
that they may or may not have taken. The potential utility of the model 
offered in this paper is evaluated in three mini-case studies as notional 
examples: Putin’s invasion of Crimea, US support for the Afghan muja-
hideen during the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan, and the dramatic 
events surrounding the Sony Pictures hack. What emerges is that at-
tribution advantage—for those who can gain it—offers opportunities 
in the contest for time, but not without serious implications that must 
be considered and accounted for in planning. Boyd sought to “collapse 
(an) adversary’s system into confusion and disorder by causing him to 
over- and underreact to activity that appears simultaneously menacing 
as well as ambiguous, chaotic, and misleading.”4 The concept of attribu-
tion advantage supports those aims.

Attribution and the Cognitive Domain
Attribution problems are rooted in the cognitive domain, that space 

in the minds of commanders where facts and fears contest for decision. 
While many scholars, observers, and practitioners have attempted to 
frame the immense cognitive challenges of war, none have done so with 
more impact than Carl von Clausewitz. Uncertainty and friction domi-
nate in Clausewitz’s depiction of war, looming insidiously to varying 
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degrees behind nearly every decision in the prosecution of campaigns 
and battles. While Clausewitz never uses the phrase “cognitive domain,” 
his words describe its nature. He wrote that “war has a way of masking 
the stage with scenery crudely daubed with fearsome apparitions” and 
that the “difficulty of accurate recognition constitutes one of the most se-
rious sources of friction in war, by making things appear entirely differ-
ent from what one had expected.”5 Clausewitz further elaborated about 
how new information tends to “trickle” in to the commander, making 
him “more, not less uncertain.”6 The stark reality of war in terms of the 
effects created by friction, uncertainty, fear, chance, and danger is pre-
cisely what makes attribution advantage so compelling. 

Attribution advantage suggests that both strategic-level decision makers 
and operational-level commanders should give thought to attributing 
combat effects in multi-domain operations. There may be situations in 
which operational benefit might be had in purposeful self-attribution. 
Scenarios in which self-attribution causes adversaries to question entire 
information streams or data sources are one example. This might involve 
informing an adversary that their weather radars are no longer provid-
ing accurate storm tracking or that the facilities where they store fuel 
are no longer accurately measuring the amounts on hand. Informing an 
adversary that their command systems data is being tampered with may 
cause that adversary to lose trust in an information conduit or a source. 
A most likely and immediate result of doing so is that the adversary’s 
decision processes will suddenly take longer as the adversary attempts 
to find decision data they can trust. Longer decision cycles expose the 
adversary to additional intelligence collection efforts and potentially en-
hance kinetic targeting. While self-attribution might mean sacrificing 
a capability, advantages in time can be found by surprising the enemy.

Clausewitz and Boyd frame war as a daunting mental endeavor given 
its violence and the consequences of failure. Perhaps the minds of 
decision makers may soon prove even more vulnerable to manipulation 
as an emerging conditions of warfare. The internet, by its very nature, 
aside from providing an effective conduit for non-attributable effects, 
may be magnifying decision makers’ susceptibility to cognitive 
manipulation. Nicholas Carr takes on the task of understanding the 
internet’s influence on mankind’s collective ability to think critically in 
The Shallows: What the Internet Is Doing to Our Brains. Carr describes the 
internet as “an interruption system,” and his findings suggest that the 
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internet is making it both practically and physiologically more difficult 
for humans to think deeply about problems.7 This does not bode well 
for the human species writ large, much less the military commander. 
Daniel Kahneman, in Thinking, Fast and Slow and in numerous other 
publications, has explained the myriad number of ways in which the 
human mind is already primed to reach incorrect conclusions from 
hastily assimilated data.

Kahneman challenges the notion that actors in a political or economic 
arena behave rationally and therefore predictably by unveiling a litany 
of shortcomings and biases. He does this by describing human think-
ing as happening in two separate and distinct systems. The first he dubs 
“System 1” thinking that “operates automatically and quickly,” which is 
opposite from “System 2” thinking that is more deliberate and useful in 
complex situations.8 Kahneman demonstrates that human failings are 
often the result of heuristic processes employed in System 1 thinking to 
reach expedient solutions. Indeed, he offers an entire lexicon of heuristic 
practices that can lead to cognitive inspired failings. One particularly 
powerful idea is his WYSIATI concept, an acronym for What You See is 
All There Is.9 Kahneman asserts that in System 1 thinking, “the measure 
of success is the coherence of the story it manages to create. The amount 
and quality of the data on which the story is based is largely irrelevant.”10 
When the battlefield is the mind of an enemy commander, System 1 and 
System 2 thinking become new avenues of approach in key terrain.

Indeed, taken together, Kahneman and Carr’s portrait of the cogni-
tive domain suggests that the human mind is increasingly vulnerable to 
attack despite the digital assistants making their way into every modern 
home. The minds of decision makers are no less vulnerable, despite their 
assumed access to exquisite sources of intelligence. Non-attributable ef-
fects, or effects generated with the intent of eventual and purposeful 
self-attribution, magnify uncertainty. An operational objective might be 
to maximize uncertainty to push adversary decision makers from System 
1 to System 2 thinking for the purpose of expanding decision time. An-
other line of operation might include covertly inserting data that blends 
in with the background data fueling the adversary’s shallow System 1 
thinking. Still another method might involve finding ways to alter com-
mand signals moving from the headquarters to the field. Subordinates 
reserving their System 2 thinking for other tasks may prove vulnerable 
in cultures where questioning orders from higher echelons is not encouraged.
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Attribution and Deception
Vulnerabilities inherent within the cognitive domain suggest that the 

attribution problem has its basis in deception. Deception is prerequi-
site for attribution advantage whenever or wherever detection cannot be 
avoided. For example, perhaps one generates an affect that its adversary 
is not only unaware of but remains unaware of until some critical 
moment when it discovers that a critical capability is suddenly impo-
tent or providing inaccurate data. At that moment, when the adversary 
discovers an effect, subterfuge about who is responsible fuels attribution 
advantage and preserves flexibility for the aggressor. Another possibil-
ity is that the target is made aware of the effect by its adversary but not 
its author, and the proffered symptoms of the problem lead the target 
toward attributing the source of the problem to other causes. Machines, 
in fact, do sometimes break down and humans in the loop are always 
prone to error. The advantages an operational artist derives from these 
opportunities hinge upon deception. In many of these scenarios, where 
detection is rightly presumed to be only a matter of time, someone or 
something is always being lied to or misled. In those moments, the in-
formation streams upon which decisions are made are polluted and unsafe. 
When stealth enables a non-attributable effect, the adversary does not 
even know not to trust their systems, data, or processes for as long as 
detection is delayed. 

Deception is fundamental to generating non-attributable effects. 
There is always some element of deception at work, even in those in-
stances where the introduction of deceptive or false information is not 
the primary goal of the operation. While current joint doctrine on 
military deception does not directly address the pursuit of attribution 
advantage, it does provide guidance that seems applicable. There is an 
action element coded in joint military deception doctrine. The object 
of deception operations is not simply to mislead, but to force a desired 
outcome concerning the enemy. For example, US Department of Defense 
Joint Publication 3-13.4 defines military deception as actions executed 
to deliberately mislead adversary military, paramilitary, or violent ex-
tremist organization decision makers, thereby causing the adversary to 
take specific actions (or inactions) that will contribute to the accom-
plishment of the friendly mission.11

Achieving attribution advantage is a balance between positive and 
negative actions of both the party with initiative and the target of the 
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desired nonattributed attack. Positive actions mean “doing something” 
while negative actions refer to one side or the other “not doing some-
thing.” For the party with the initiative, positive actions involve 
building a strong case for plausible deniability or leaving behind clues 
in the wake of an operation that lead an adversary to misattribute the 
cause of the effect. Again, for the party with the initiative, negative 
actions eschew active misdirection in favor of efforts aimed to achieve 
stealth. Whichever approach the operational artist pursues, the goal is 
to cause the adversary to make a bad decision, a positive action, or to 
perhaps miss a critical opportunity through negative action or inaction. 

 Joint doctrine explores the approaches to deception by introducing 
the concept of conduits to explain these various approaches. Conduits 
are defined as “information or intelligence gateways to the deception 
target. Conduits may be used to control flows of information to a de-
ception target. It is rare that a deceptive message is sent directly to the 
deception target itself. Most often, deception messages are sent to in-
telligence collectors (conduits) with the expectation that the deceptive 
message will systematically make its way to the deception target.”12

While the concept of conduits seems sound and logical, joint doc-
trine seems to unnecessarily constrain the operational artist’s thinking. 
Indeed, in the near future, it may be common for actors with the ini-
tiative to send “deceptive messages” directly to decision makers. The 
question becomes one of just how directly and effectively that can be 
accomplished balanced against the perceived necessity for stealth and 
nonattribution.

However, it is worth noting that deception is a tool that is also avail-
able to defense. Eric Gartzke and John R. Lindsay point out that “if it is 
easy for a covert attacker to gain access to an organization’s data, it is also 
easy for a network protector to feed the attacker data that are useless, 
misleading, even harmful.”13 If one considers attribution advantage as 
something to be won in the cognitive domain, and the contest between 
offensive and defensive efforts in deception, Boyd’s famous “OODA 
Loop” begins to look less like a theory about decision-making processes 
depicted in a wire diagram and more like a terrain map of targets in a 
contested battlespace. 

Through the OODA Loop, Boyd explained basic decision making 
as observing, orienting, deciding, and acting upon information. 
SAF targeteers traditionally place red triangles on the targets upon 
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which they desire to create effects. If one places a few triangles on the 
OODA Loop it begins to look like a map of physical space or per-
haps a campaign map for the cognitive battleground (see figure 1). The 
small triangles indicate targets for the aggressor or traps the defender 
leaves open to its attacker. The result is that attribution becomes a 
question to be answered in the synchronization of effects in multiple 
war-fighting domains, for all of the parties involved in the conflict. 
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Figure 1. Boyd’s final OODA-loop sketch. (Adapted from Grant Tedrick 
Hammond, The Mind of War: John Boyd and American Security [Washington, DC: 
Smithsonian Institution Press, 2001], 190.) 

Operational Art and Attribution Advantage
Clausewitz described the atmosphere and the challenges inherent with 

the cognitive domain. However, Sun Tzu’s guidance from over 2,000 years 
ago may be more relevant to the operational art of attribution advan-
tage. Sun Tzu wrote, “War is the art of deceit. Therefore, when able, 
seem unable; when ready, seem unready; when nearby, seem far away; and 
when far away, seem near . . . if [your opponent] is humble, encourage his 
arrogance . . . if he is internally harmonious, sow divisiveness in his ranks. 
Attack where he is not prepared; go by way of places where it would never 
occur to him you would go.”14 

Sun Tzu’s contribution to military thinking and strategy is the art 
and practice of indirect warfare. Winning without fighting still means 
winning. The terms by which the desired result is achieved are simply 
different. The mindset that accompanies indirect warfare is useful in 
considering warfare in the cognitive domain and the exploitation of at-
tribution advantage.
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Boyd drew some important distinctions between the approaches 
taken by Clausewitz and Sun Tzu to warfare in the cognitive domain. 
He suggested that Clausewitz “failed to address the idea of magnifying 
an adversary’s friction and uncertainty.”15 Further, Boyd’s understanding 
of Sun Tzu is that commanders should seek opportunities to “shape the 
enemy’s perception of the world to manipulate his plans and actions.”16 
That understanding is reflected in Joint Publication 3-13.4 in that the 
purpose of deception operations should be to cause the enemy to either 
do or not do something tangible, rather than simply to make the enemy 
think something. Considering the pursuit of attribution advantage as 
a cognitive avenue of approach suggests an indirect method for setting 
conditions for the conflict, such as the timing and location.

To pursue a nonattributed effect, or to self-attribute an effect pre-
viously undetected or unattributed by an adversary, is to seize the 
initiative in the cognitive domain. The questions that now emerge turn 
upon operational utility, risk, planning, and execution. The answers may 
be found in the measures of effectiveness by which the risk and opera-
tional utility of attribution advantage might be assessed. Defining those 
measures of effectiveness can be thought of as establishing the questions 
decision makers and planners should ask prior to execution. Some of 
these questions include:

How much damage will this attack cause to the targeted system?

The question of damage is not trivial. The amount of damage done 
may correlate directly to the adversary’s response. Further, given the rise 
of social media, the impact of operations on public opinion is felt sooner, 
providing just-war traditions like proportionality with new strength.

How long until the adversary detects something is wrong in the 
targeted system that is, how long before effects become visible or 
measureable?

Regardless of the domain in which effects are created, detection of 
effects by an adversary starts the clock on the adversary’s response. In 
a seminal work on covert actions, Gregory Treverton wryly asserts that 
covert operations are always eventually discovered.17 If taken as truth, 
delaying detection is the first order for the side with initiative. Preventing 
or delaying attribution becomes the challenge upon discovery. 
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What is the likelihood this operation might cause 
unintended damage?

Some authoritarian regimes seem to have developed an immunity to 
the concept of collateral damage. However, for most, the question of un-
intended damage is crucial, particularly when nonattributed effects are 
the goal. The political consequences of severe collateral damage can only 
be magnified when they occur during the execution of a covert operation. 

Is plausible deniability feasible?

Recently the leader of a nuclear-armed nation was able to foster am-
biguity and maintain a semblance of plausible deniability in an era of 
constant coverage by both the media and intelligence sensors. Further, 
disinformation branded as “fake news” seems to have given new life to 
an old concept. Plausible deniability places the burden of proof on the 
accuser. An intelligence service may have evidence of an offense com-
mitted by an actor, but whether policy makers can use that to publicly 
make their case without compromising sensitive sources and methods 
is always in question. Of course, plausible deniability is not necessarily 
an easy path for the would-be attacker. Joseph Nye points out that an 
“attacking government or non-state actor knows what its role was, but it 
cannot be sure how good the opposing forensics and intelligence are.”18 
Nye’s focus was on deterrence in cyberspace, but the statement stands 
for other covert actions as well.

What is the assessed ability to shape attribution toward another actor?

The truism that perception is reality holds sway, and circumstantial evi-
dence can be thought of as camouflage for the mischievous. When two 
parties are in conflict, it provides near perfect cover for a third party to 
skillfully exploit the situation, whatever the motivations. False-flag at-
tacks, where assailants disguise themselves as another, should be expected.

How vulnerable are one’s own interests should a tool, asset, or 
operation be discovered?

This is particularly relevant in the cyber domain. Before an elegant 
cyberattack is unleashed on some unsuspecting adversary, one should 
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first explore the possible implications if the weapon is discovered and 
then repackaged and redirected against its creators.

What attribution resources might an adversary bring to bear once 
an effect is discovered?

Some actors simply have more capabilities to apply against an attribu-
tion problem than others. However, an aggressor should always bear in 
mind that when something “new” is observed, whether in the physical 
or the digital realm, the discovery draws attention from those seeking 
either to understand it, counter it, or replicate what has been found. 

Modeling Attribution
The model represented by the spider chart in figure 2 is offered to ad-

dress these questions by providing a graphical depiction of the operational 
utility and risks of weaponizing attribution under various conditions. 
The attribution advantage model provides seven vectors upon which to 
measure the merits of attribution. It provides a method for framing the 
opportunities and risks associated with pursuing nonattributed effects 
and whether one should self-attribute an effect or capability that might 
otherwise have remained stealthy. The model is meant to help an opera-
tional commander or decision leader better understand when they have 
an attribution advantage and guide their thinking about how and when 
they should use that advantage.

For the purpose of introducing the model, three conditions are set 
in figure 2, and in each the assumption is that the desired effect can 
be achieved with the highest possible confidence. In practice, scoring 
within the model will always be somewhat subjective, as scoring is neces-
sarily based on the best available all-source intelligence on the adversary’s 
capabilities and situation, as well as one’s understanding of one’s own 
capabilities (see appendix for further discussion of scoring). Further, it is 
once again important to note that this model is not meant solely for the 
cyber domain. The model is intended as a means to analyze the attribu-
tion question across the range of covert capabilities, from cyberattacks 
to stealthy air strikes and special operations employment.
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Attribution Supremacy Attribution Superiority Attribution Parity

Desired effect (de)
[30 = achieved]

Reciprocal vulnerability (rv)
[30 = no vulnerability]

Adversary’s commitment
to attribution (ac)

[30 = lowest assessed investment]

Misdirection (m)
[30 = highest likelihood for misdirection]

Plausible deniability (pd)
[30 = absolute]

Unintended effects (ue)
[30 = none]

Detection likelihood (dl)
[30 = No assessed chance

of detection]

Figure 2. The attribution advantage model

Borrowing from airpower doctrinal terms, the highest tiered condition 
is “attribution supremacy.” Under conditions of attribution supremacy, the 
aggressor possesses a weapons platform, tool, or capability that achieves 
the desired effect with little chance of detection and little chance of 
causing unintended effects. In a scenario where attribution supremacy 
exists, the aggressor is highly certain of its ability to maintain plausible 
deniability, is confident that it can misdirect attribution toward another 
party or cause, and has taken steps to ensure that it is invulnerable to 
the attack it is about to unleash on its opponent. Further, the party with 
the initiative assesses that its target will dedicate minimal resources to 
discover attribution, either by choice or because of resource scarcity. In 
conditions of attribution supremacy, incentives for aggressors to con-
duct operations designed to produce non-attributable effects are very 
high. The party with initiative is also in position to control the timing 
of attribution. If decision makers and planners sense an advantage in 
self-attribution, they can do so given their limited vulnerability to a 
reciprocal attack and the lack of unintended consequences for which 
they might be held accountable. Finally, under conditions of attribution 
supremacy, the assailant is highly confident it can attribute attacks in-
tended to be non-attributable delivered by its enemy or interested third 
parties. That confidence might stem from exquisite access to adversary 
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decision making or simply the ability to mass resources against attri-
bution problems.

Sustained attribution supremacy may be difficult to maintain or even 
achieve. A more realistic objective for an aggressor might be “attribu-
tion superiority.” Plausible deniability and successful misdirection are 
achievable—but more temporary. The advantage of preventing one’s 
actions from being detected is more fleeting. Therefore accounting for 
the discovery of one’s actions is more prudent during operational plan-
ning. Further, under conditions of attribution superiority, the ability 
to remain undetected may prove localized, meaning the target might 
remain unaware of an attack, but other interested parties may prove able 
to gather and process data suggesting that something is afoot. When a 
third party detects an act or an attack that they assume the perpetrator 
wishes to remain secret, they face an important series of questions. Do 
they attribute the act publicly, spoiling the apparent, perhaps tempo-
rary attribution superiority the aggressor had enjoyed? Do they covertly 
confront the aggressor conducting the act in pursuit of some profit or 
political advantage? Do they covertly inform the aggrieved party, again 
for some profit or advantage? Or do they simply remain quiet, preserv-
ing the ability to detect and attribute until some greater benefit might 
be had? 

However, many scenarios are likely to more closely resemble “attri-
bution parity,” depicted in figure 2 by points plotted more toward the 
center of the graph. Risks abound under conditions of attribution par-
ity. Perhaps the actor possesses a platform that is highly effective but is 
equally as vulnerable to the weapon, given the costs of preemployment 
inoculation or postattack remedy. Furthermore, under conditions of at-
tribution parity, the development of a special capability might make it 
exquisitely complex and costly to produce. This might frustrate plausible 
deniability or technical efforts to misdirect attribution. Lindsay suggests 
“the increasing costs of attack against valuable targets [offer] some hope 
that strategies of denial can protect vital systems. The vulnerability of 
anonymous attackers to compromise in the most complex targets also 
offers some hope for deterrence strategies.”19 Lindsay primarily focuses 
on the attribution problem in the cyber domain, but his statement holds 
true across domains. The employment of an exquisite capability limits 
the possible number of responsible actors, as high-value targets are often 
the most well defended.
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Still another problem for the side seeking to go on the offensive under 
conditions of attribution parity are the unintended effects that a covert 
operation might have and the blowback that may result from discovery. 
Many reporters and scholars have focused on the Stuxnet computer worm, 
which comprised a highly sophisticated cyberattack that targeted Iran’s 
nuclear facilities. If David Sanger’s reporting is accurate, key US policy 
makers at the highest level did not demand assurances that the worm 
would not cause unintended damage until after it had begun spreading to 
unintended systems in cyberspace.20 Unintended or collateral damage is 
no longer simply a concern for targeteers employing traditional bombs or 
cruise missiles.

The conditions found in attribution parity suggest the party attempting 
to seize the initiative has very little control over whether or not attribution 
occurs and may be vulnerable to an attack delivered via a similar platform. 
There is a high risk of detection, as the adversary is likely to invest signifi-
cant resources to attribute the attack once the effect is discovered. Trev-
erton puzzles over how decision makers seem to always believe that their 
covert operations will remain secret, despite ample evidence that suggests 
otherwise.21 That said, if mitigation is available for the vulnerability prob-
lem, there may be scenarios at attribution parity where self-attribution 
should be considered as a means to control the narrative or to enhance 
one’s future credibility for launching future attacks. Finally, attribution 
parity implies that one’s adversary may be very capable of creating their 
own difficult-to-attribute effects. This creates conditions favorable to long, 
limited conflicts where the risk of sudden, uncontrolled conflict escalation 
is continually high.

Attribution Advantage in Practice: 
Putin, Ukraine, and Crimea

Vladimir Putin’s Russia seems to have an implicit understanding of the 
political risks and benefits of attribution. Since 2013, Russia has report-
edly been involved in military interventions and linked to offensive cyber 
actions in Syria, the Baltic States, Georgia, and Ukraine. In 2014, British 
Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) News captured a dilemma shared by the 
news media, scholars, and other observers of military matters:

The internet has no shortage of photographs and videos showing armed men in 
Crimea who look like members of the Russian military. Their guns are the same as 
those used by the Russian army, their lorries have Russian number plates and they 
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speak in Russian accents. Yet according to President Vladimir Putin, they are in 
fact members of “self-defense groups” organized by the locals who bought all their 
uniforms and hardware in a shop. This poses a challenge to the media covering the 
crisis: what do you call people who are officially not there? 22

Just short of a year later, BBC News reported that Putin, in a documen-
tary made for Russia’s state-run news service, had admitted a military role in 
the annexation of Crimea well before Crimeans held a referendum on self-
determination.23 Certainly, Putin’s moves in Crimea and the timing of his 
pronouncements suggest grand strategic design and operational planning. 

Mathew Kroenig suggests that Russia, in knowing that it would likely 
fail in a direct conventional conflict with the United States and its North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) allies, must “use hybrid warfare 
to make its revisionist actions as subtle as possible, avoiding moves that 
would trigger an automatic, robust response.”24 He describes the tools 
available to Russia via hybrid war thusly: (Russia) can use the pretext of 
protecting Russian nationals, ties to sympathetic elements within the 
victim country, propaganda campaigns, cyberattacks, irregular warfare 
including professorial soldiers in unmarked uniforms (the so-called little 
green men), and coercion through the massing of conventional forces on 
the border.25 Kroenig and many others suggest that these were the tactics 
Russia employed in Georgia, eastern Ukraine, and Crimea. Further, 
creating and maintaining ambiguity is essential. Marcel Van Herpen, 
who has examined Russia’s brand of hybrid warfare, writes:

An integral part of this new kind of warfare is the “plausible deniability” of the 
implication of the aggressor nation’s soldiers, Spetsnaz, or secret services. This 
“plausible deniability” is supported by an “information war” that accompanies 
the hostilities and that has the objective to convince public opinion at home 
and abroad of the aggressor’s version of the facts.26

Contesting the cognitive domain through information warfare is a 
critical component of hybrid warfare. When an actor seemingly invests 
effort and resources into shaping public opinion for both domestic and 
foreign audiences it suggests it is attempting, at least to some extent, to 
avoid some undesirable outcome or cost. In other words, Russia’s ac-
tions in Crimea imply that Russia’s leadership was in some way uncertain 
or insecure about the possible backlash from foreign or domestic quarters. 
While that is likely true to some extent, by intentionally fostering the 
appearance of ambiguity Russia provided an escalation “off-ramp” for its 
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adversaries. Ambiguity is useful to those playing for more time when the 
costs of direct intervention or further escalation seem too high. 

While current analysis benefits from hindsight, the notional example 
attribution advantage model in figure 3 frames some of the attribution 
considerations for Russia’s actions in Crimea. The specific values offered 
in this model and the others offered in this paper, though informed by 
available open-source information, are notionally assigned and intended 
to explore the terms and framework of the overall model (see appendix 
for more details on the author’s scoring). That said, desired effect (de) 
and reciprocal vulnerability (rv), are notionally and subjectively rated 
here at 21 and 23 of 30 possible points. One cannot know whether 
Russian planners could have forecasted similar scores before the opera-
tion, but it seems feasible. Assuming the desired effect was a change in 
Crimea’s political status, putting troops on the ground proved effective. 
Further, aside from possible reciprocal actions in cyberspace, Russia 
appears to have been relatively invulnerable to a Ukrainian response.

Russian military operations in Crimea Control

(rv)

(ac)

(m) (pd)

(ue)

(dl)

(de)

Scaled 1-30

Figure 3. Attribution advantage in Crimea
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However, as noted in the constriction in the curve, strategic and op-
erational risk increases greatly across the remaining axes. Given the rea-
sonable assessment that Ukraine would invest heavily to attribute an al-
leged violation of its sovereignty, the adversary’s commitment (ac) moves 
close to center, a notional score of 3. The expected intense focus from 
both Western intelligence services and media coverage further suggest 
that misdirection (m) and plausible deniability (pd) values would also 
demonstrate high levels of operational risk, hence their notional scores 
of 5 and 10. Russia did reportedly experience unintended effects (ue) as 
a result of its overall operations in Crimea and Ukraine, and the score 
of 8 here that a planner might have forecasted may be generous. Per-
haps the most notable example included the shoot-down of a Malaysian 
jet airliner, which resulted in 298 civilian deaths.27 Despite Russian deni-
als, numerous sources, including Ukraine, held Moscow responsible for 
the incident. Finally, given the situation on the ground, the success of 
misdirection (m) efforts seems to have been limited, despite Moscow’s 
efforts to divert responsibility for the airline crash and other violations 
to other causes. Overall, this example model suggests that Russia’s ac-
tions in Crimea were risky on a number of fronts and that ambiguity 
could never have been sustained for very long. However, given Russian 
forces’ proximity to the operations area, Putin did not need much time. 
Whether Putin’s opponents leveraged attribution problems and the ap-
pearance of ambiguity as a political cover for doing relatively nothing 
over that short span of time is another question.

Attribution Advantage in Practice: The Soviet Invasion of Afghanistan

The United States has frequently leveraged attribution to conduct co-
vert operations. America’s support to the Afghan mujahideen following 
the Soviet Union’s invasion of Afghanistan remains one of the largest 
known covert operations in history, and it provides a useful example of 
weaponized attribution. In George Crile’s account of the Central Intelli-
gence Agency’s (CIA) support to the mujahideen, plausible deniability seems 
to underlie every major decision. Crile describes how Charlie Wilson, a 
congressman from Texas, played a major role in helping, and sometimes 
forcing, the CIA to leverage the United States Congress’s power of the 
purse to provide the mujahideen with the weapons they needed to fight 
the Soviet occupation. Plausible deniability was a constant necessity.28 Crile 
states there was an “implicit understanding in Afghanistan” that the 
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“United States would not taunt the Soviets with an overt demonstration 
of involvement.”29 Policy makers and intelligence analysts determined 
that maintaining plausible deniability was necessary because they feared 
that in its absence, the conflict might escalate beyond the borders of 
Afghanistan. 

Both Crile and Treverton make it clear that Pakistan’s fear of a Soviet 
invasion drove the need for subterfuge.30 Pakistan’s leaders walked a tight-
rope amidst a backdrop that has become all too familiar. Refugees were 
pouring out of Afghanistan; creating the conditions necessary for their 
return meant aiding them in their fight against the Soviets. However, if 
those aid efforts went too far, the Soviets might retaliate. Pakistan’s president 
frequently told foreign diplomats and military personnel “we must make 
the pot boil for the Russians but not so much that it boils over into 
Pakistan.”31 Facing a perennial threat from India, Pakistan could ill afford 
a second front with the Soviets.

The attribution advantage model helps explain attribution’s role in the 
shifting nature of the risks the Americans and Pakistanis faced over time. 
Crile’s account makes it clear that the Soviets enjoyed an asymmetric 
advantage over the mujahideen in the form of the Mi-24 “Hind” attack 
helicopter. The Hind was an armed killer, and the mujahideen stood 
little to no chance of success when a Hind appeared over battlefield. The 
question of what to do to help the mujahideen against the helicopters 
consumed Wilson and others. According to Crile, the CIA worked to 
ensure that any weapons provided to the mujahideen would appear as 
Soviet in origin.32 The answer to the Hind problem lay in providing the 
mujahideen with a portable surface-to-air missile that could shoot down 
the helicopters. Crile writes that as late as the fall of 1985 those familiar 
with the problem knew the Stinger “was the best mule-portable plane 
killer in the world…but…the CIA was adamant about not introducing 
the American weapon. Putting in the Stinger would have been like ad-
vertising the CIA’s involvement in the war in Red Square.”33 However, 
after a policy review, and facing the realization that plausible deniability 
was all but untenable given that “over three quarters of a billion dollars 
annually” was then flowing to the mujahideen, the CIA relented and 
the Stinger entered the fight.34 The Stinger decision provides a bench-
mark for studying how the role of plausible deniability and attribution 
evolved over time. 
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The example model in figure 4 depicts the risks involved for the United 
States and Pakistan both prior to and after the introduction of the Stinger. 
By all accounts the Stinger made a significant impact in favor of the mu-
jahideen. As the CIA understood, Russian detection rose and plausible 
deniability evaporated with the Stinger’s arrival, hence the significant dif-
ference in their scoring. Unintended effects were a matter of great concern, 
and notionally score low in both scenarios at 10 pre-Stinger and 4 after. 
Crile writes that prior to 1986 “the idea of a Khomeini loyalist shooting 
down a TWA flight with a General Dynamics Stinger was too much” given 
the difficulty of controlling whose hands the missiles ended up in.35 That 
concern suggests a higher than preferred level of reciprocal vulnerability 
(notional scores of 23 and 7). That the Soviets would dedicate significant re-
sources to understanding the origin of the new threat killing its helicopters 
was a given.

U.S. support to the Afghan Mujahideen (pre-Stinger)
U.S. support to the Afghan Mujahideen (post-Stinger)
Control

(rv)

(ac)

(m) (pd)

(ue)

(dl)

(de)

Figure 4. US attribution advantage during the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan
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With hindsight emerges an additional unintended consequence, per-
haps unfathomable to decision makers at the time. To maintain plausible 
deniability, American military aid to the mujahideen flowed through 
Pakistan. Crile contends that the Afghans “had no idea” their mules 
were loaded down with weapons paid for by American taxpayers, sug-
gesting that to them, the weapons were “gifts from Allah” or perhaps 
Pakistan.36 In his epilogue, Crile reflects deeply on the chain of events 
that connect the Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan to the 11 September 
2001 terrorist attacks. Crile does not frame the point explicitly, but one 
is left to wonder what impact a different approach to attribution taken 
early in the conflict might have had across the years that followed.

This example clearly reflects that time was an important factor in the 
context of the CIA’s covert support. Early on the CIA planners wanted 
to raise the costs for Russia for as long as they could. They were unsure 
how long their mujahideen proxies could stand up to Russia’s superior 
firepower. Once the Afghans proved their resilience the CIA’s support 
grew to the point where attribution became more likely. That increased 
risk is evident in the model given how the points collapse in toward 
the center. However, by the time the Stingers were introduced to the battle 
space, the risk of Russian retaliation against Pakistan had become less of 
a concern.

Attribution Advantage in Practice: North Korea Goes Offline

December 2014 should be remembered as an important moment in 
the history of cyberwarfare. Controversy arose over a movie, whose un-
likely plot revolved around a CIA attempt to assassinate North Korean 
dictator Kim Jong-un. The North Koreans were not amused. According 
to the BBC, as early as June 2014 a spokesman on North Korea’s state-
run news agency declared, “Making and releasing a movie on a plot to 
hurt our top-level leadership is the most blatant act of terrorism and war 
and will absolutely not be tolerated. . . . If the US administration allows 
and defends the showing of the film, a merciless counter-measure will 
be taken.”37

Press reports from North Korea often seem rather hyperbolic and bellicose 
when focused on the United States. However, by the following November, 
Sony Pictures, the company responsible for The Interview, found itself 
to be the target of a crippling cyberattack. Sony’s networks experienced 
severe outages, the salaries and social security numbers for thousands of 
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employees were made public, and several unreleased movies leaked to the 
public. 

North Korea publicly supported the hack but denied a direct role, 
suggesting that North Korean “supporters” and “sympathizers” around 
the world were likely responsible.38 The saga did not stop there, even as 
Sony delayed release of the movie over terror threats to movie theaters. 
In mid-December, following Sony’s delayed release, Kim Zetter, an 
internet security reporter for Wired.com, wrote:

In the service of unraveling the attribution mess, we examined the known 
evidence for and against North Korea . . . . We have to say that attribution 
in breaches is difficult. Assertions about who is behind any attack should be 
treated with a hefty dose of skepticism. Skilled hackers use proxy machines and 
false IP addresses to cover their tracks or plant false clues inside their malware 
to throw investigators off their trail. When hackers are identified and appre-
hended, it’s generally because they’ve made mistakes or because a cohort got 
arrested and turned informant.39

Given the stated difficulties of cyber attribution, Zetter and her team 
at Wired.com concluded that the available evidence against North Korea 
was thin and circumstantial.40 Of note, two years later Fred Kaplan 
stated in his book Dark Territory: The Secret History of Cyber War that 
the National Security Agency “had long ago penetrated North Korea’s 
networks: anything that its hackers did, the NSA could follow.”41 Still, 
the entire episode frames the difficult issue of cyber attribution—but the 
story does not end there. 

Just days after Zetter’s analysis in Wired.com, someone or something 
severed North Korea’s extremely limited connection to the internet.42 
According to Kaplan and his sources:

The United States government played no part in the shutdown. A debate broke 
out in the White House over whether to deny the charge publicly. Some argued 
that it might be good to clarify what a proportional response was not. Others 
argued that making any statement would set an awkward precedent: if U.S. of-
ficials issued a denial now, then they’d also have to issue a denial the next time 
a digital calamity occurred during a confrontation; otherwise everyone would 
infer that America did launch that attack, whether or not it actually had, at 
which point the victim might fire back.43

It is worth noting that at least one group reported evidence and pub-
lished analysis suggesting that North Korea’s loss of its internet con-
nectivity was due to a distributed denial of service attack and that a 
hacktivist group was likely involved.44 Still, the dilemma for US policy 
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makers in similar situations remains. Time is a valuable commodity in 
a place like Washington, DC, where the next election, congressional 
recess, or holiday is always looming. Time spent debating a response 
to accusations is time not spent advancing other agendas. Thus, in the 
cyber domain, when someone else seizes attribution advantage, the ef-
fect on decision cycles in terms of debating response options is very real.

As in the earlier scenarios, the attribution advantage model (see figure 5) is 
intended to help planners and decision makers ask good questions about 
these respective operations. The assessments represented by the graph 
are intended as examples, though they are somewhat informed through 
the benefit of hindsight and open-source information. At the very least, 
those capable of carrying out operations such as these should be able to 
make an assessment in response to the questions posed in the model. Of 
note, the following analysis assumes that someone intentionally took 
down North Korea’s internet, meaning human or mechanical error was 
not to blame, although that still remains possible.

The Sony Pictures Hack
North Korea Internet - Unplugged
Control

(rv)

(ac)

(m) (pd)

(ue)

(dl)

(de)

Figure 5. North Korea cyberwarfare, 2014
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Clearly both attacks should score highly in terms of desired effect. 
This model assesses their notional score at 28 and 30 on the 30-point 
scale. North Korea’s internet infrastructure, by all accounts, is made vul-
nerable by its small scale. While the Sony Pictures hack proved highly effec-
tive, in both cases the perpetrators likely had a reasonable expectation 
that they could achieve their desired effects. Of course, the perpetrators 
should not have had any expectation of their attack going undetected 
given the nature of the attacks. The model assesses a detection likelihood 
score of close to zero. These attacks were fundamentally different than 
other famous attacks. Stuxnet, the cyberattack against Iran’s uranium 
centrifuges, likely provides a better example of an attack in which stealth 
was pursued. In fact, stealth was central to the worm’s trust-exploiting 
design. Of Stuxnet, cyber experts Singer and Friedman write, “the most 
insidious part [is] . . . it was an integrity attack par excellence. Stuxnet 
didn’t just corrupt the process, it hid its effects from the operators and 
exploited their trust that the computer systems would accurately and 
honestly describe what was taking place.”45

Stealth, in terms of the target not knowing anything was happening, 
was not a requirement in the Sony hack or the attack that severed North 
Korea’s internet. When Sony’s users logged onto their machines in the 
early stages of the attack they were greeted by skulls on their monitor ac-
companied by a message that they had been hacked.46 One can assume 
Kim Jong-un quickly discovered that his internet connection had been 
severed. Stuxnet provides a good example of an effect created to put 
more time on the clock for other political actions.

Unintended effects are more difficult to judge in this case based on 
the available open-source information, but logic suggests the chances 
of unintended effects were low, notionally scoring 26 for the Sony hack 
and 23 for North Korea going unplugged. If the assailants that severed 
North Korea’s internet connection had only intended to bring down 
one website, for example Korea’s state-run news agency, then they over-
reached in their attack. This seems unlikely given the aforementioned 
evidence that a denial of service attack brought down North Korea’s 
internet. The “smash and grab” nature of the Sony hack leaves little 
room for consideration of unintended effects. 

Plausible deniability and misdirection seemingly discover high scores 
on the graph. The model in figure 5 rates their possible values at 25 and 
19 respectively. Kaplan attributed the Sony hack to North Korea, but 
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only with the apparent hindsight benefit of a source that may have had 
access to classified US government information. Attribution seemed far 
less certain for Zetter at Wired.com and others. While circumstances 
led many to assume the United States turned off North Korea’s internet, 
Kaplan is equally decisive in his claim that the United States was not 
responsible. It is difficult to know if the respective assailants concerned 
themselves much with attribution or misdirection. That said, their re-
sults speak for themselves.

For the hackers who conducted the attacks, judging their adversary’s 
commitment to attribution and their own reciprocal vulnerability seems 
relatively straightforward. Surely Sony’s assailants understood that Sony, 
a leading institution in a multibillion dollar industry, could marshal sig-
nificant resources for attribution on its own, not counting any support 
that might have been offered by the US government. Indeed, without 
help from China or some other interested party, North Korea would 
seem to have fewer capabilities available for attribution than Sony. The 
model assesses a high score for reciprocal or “in-kind” vulnerability for 
whoever cut North Korea’s internet, as North Korea seems to have been 
unable to appropriately place the blame. As such, for North Korea, 
whether the attacker was a hacktivist group or cyber warriors based in 
the United States, returning the favor would likely have proven difficult. 

Again, for the purposes of this analysis the question of reciprocal vul-
nerability focuses on whether an attacker should fear their cyber weapon 
being turned on them. In other words, if an attacker “unveils” a new 
weapon in any domain then reciprocal vulnerability should be a con-
cern. Whoever attacked Sony likely had only minor concerns in this 
area. Surely they would have assumed that Sony would not respond 
directly. A better question might have been whether or how the United 
States would respond. One might surmise from Kaplan, or from Singer 
and Friedman’s depiction of the various policy debates, that America 
would not have responded to an attack against a business with an all-out 
cyber assault of its own. 

This leaves hacktivist groups, which represent something of a wild 
card. Hacktivists militantly support a variety of issues, so the potential 
for a reciprocal attack conducted as retribution for the Sony hack seems 
high. For example, the loose-knit hacker group known as Anonymous 
has a reputation for retaliating against the suppression of speech. Hack-
tivists emerge as likely suspects in the attack that led to North Korea 
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briefly losing its internet connection. Indeed, when thinking about re-
ciprocal vulnerability, the question of who will respond to an attack, 
if the attack is properly attributed, seems just as important as whether 
someone will reciprocate. Some actors are simply far less constrained 
than others.

Recommendations for the Future

Accept Risks at Lower Command Echelons

US Army doctrine defines operational art as “the pursuit of strategic 
objectives, in whole or in part, through the arrangement of tactical actions 
in time, space, and purpose.”47 That definition appropriately conveys 
the requirement for military planners to synchronize operations across 
war-fighting domains. There simply is no potential for synchronicity 
and synergy if the right effects do not happen across the desired domains 
at the right time. Therefore, if a nonattributed effect is desired, that ef-
fect must be generated at the right moment in concert with other more 
visible efforts.

Further, in line with deception doctrine, there must be an operational 
reason to pursue nonattribution. One area where nonattributed effects 
might prove particularly effective is in shaping the battlespace in support 
of future operations. Kaplan relates the story of Operation Orchard, in 
which he claims that an elite Israeli cyber unit successfully hacked Syria’s 
air-defense radars in such a way as to keep Syria’s radar screens blank 
while the Israeli Air Force launched a devastating attack on a Syrian 
nuclear facility.48 To maximize the chance that their fighters could penetrate 
Syrian airspace unnoticed, the Israeli team had to achieve the cyber ef-
fect at just the right time. This was a covert cyber operation, a perfect 
example of a covert, nonattributed effect achieved at just the right 
time, for just the right amount of time, in support of the overall op-
erational plan. 

The Operation Orchard example highlights the necessity for syn-
chronization across domains or, put another way, it is an example of 
multi-domain operations in action. That level of integration and plan-
ning suggests several things about planning and execution. Clearly, an 
airstrike against another country’s secret nuclear program would require 
strategic level direction. However, planning, coordination, and execution in 
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real time could likely have occurred at a lower echelon. Indeed, given the 
synchronization necessary for the cyber operators to control the Syrian 
air picture just as the fighters were preparing to penetrate Syrian airspace 
suggests the necessity for tight command and control integration. It also 
implies that the Israelis were prepared to “lose” whatever tool they em-
ployed in the hack. That willingness is critical for synchronizing opera-
tions at lower echelons.

This suggests the need for further development of operational con-
structs and doctrine that push planning, decision making, and execu-
tion for non-attributable effects down to lower command echelons. 
The establishment of small teams at multi-domain operations centers 
(MDOC) with access to US Cyber Command tools and authorities that 
resemble Air Force National Tactical Integration cells that already sup-
port the air component in the joint fight seems warranted. These spe-
cially trained, cyber-oriented integration teams would play a key role in 
helping future MDOC strategy and targeting cells leverage attribution 
as a source of advantage.

The attribution advantage model examples seem to support the idea of 
pushing execution authority for nonattributed effects to lower echelons. 
In near perfect conditions of attribution supremacy, the overall risk is 
such that decisions impacting real-time coordination and execution can 
likely be assigned to lower echelons of command. Of course, the highest 
echelon authority would most likely always need to approve something 
like Operation Orchard. The Israelis appear to have intended that opera-
tion as a surgical use of military force, in what was likely hoped to be a 
singular event. However, had the Israeli action been part of a prolonged 
air campaign, the operation might better have been served by push-
ing authorities down and accepting risk at lower echelons. Pushing that 
risk down to lower echelons with necessary authorities and capabilities 
should be considered because doing so seemingly creates opportunities 
to begin winning the conflict to the left of “Phase 0” on traditional plan-
ning timelines. 

Self-Attribute to Win Time and Boost Deterrence 

Attribution challenges traditional thinking about deterrence, and 
formulating deterrence strategies against adversaries that have achieved 
attribution advantage seems inherently difficult. This is because deter-
rence begins with one actor understanding the capabilities and actions 
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of another. There is an inherent promise within deterrence that some 
form of costly retaliation will occur if one actor crosses the “red line” of 
another. Such retaliation begins with realization and attribution. If one 
is unaware of being attacked or is unable to attribute the attack, effec-
tive retaliation is difficult. In this way, nonattribution creates a difficult 
problem for effective deterrence strategies. However, self-attribution, 
which involves credibly claiming responsibility for an act one may or 
may not have committed, emerges as a tool that can help commanders 
influence the timing and tempo of conflict.

John Norton Moore brilliantly explored the role deterrence plays in 
conflicts outside the digital realm between democracies and non-democ-
racies. He defined “effective deterrence” as the “aggregate of external in-
centives known to and understood by a potential aggressor as adequate 
to prevent the aggression.”49 A critical aspect of the relationship between 
deterrence and attribution is that an actor with digital realm attribution 
advantage can add two critically important words to the end of Moore’s 
definition: “if caught.” Further, in his 2003 essay entitled “Solving the 
War Puzzle,” Moore reached an important conclusion. While exploring 
the dynamic between democracies and non-democratic states engaged 
in war he found that “the principle path to major interstate war for 
democracies seems to be failing to ensure adequate levels of deterrence 
when confronted by potential aggressors.”50 Moore then summarized 
the reasons why deterrence fails:

Deterrence failure can occur because of an absence of adequate military forces, 
as was true of the U.S. entry into World War II and, in part, the Japanese attack 
on Pearl Harbor; lack of communication of intent (or even any advance forma-
tion of an intent to defend), as was true in the Korean and Gulf Wars; or lack 
of believability of the guarantee, as was true of British entry into World War II 
and, in part, Milosevic’s decisions to defy NATO in Bosnia and Kosovo.51

Moore focused on interactions between nations, but his conclusions 
about deterrence would better hold up against a range of state and non-
state actors were it not for the complications created by the difficulty 
of attribution in the cyber domain. Attribution creates an obstacle for 
deterrence and incentivizes attacks by the weak against the strong.

Henry Kissinger senses the danger in the difficulties of cyberattack 
attribution. In World Order, Kissinger writes that “internet technol-
ogy has outstripped strategy or doctrine—at least for the time being.”52 
What he means is that the combination of the public’s reliance on the 
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internet and the internet’s current and perhaps inherent vulnerabilities 
creates incongruence within the international system. Attribution is at 
the core of his concerns as Kissinger asserts that “when individuals of 
ambiguous affiliation are capable of undertaking actions of increasing 
ambition and intrusiveness, the very definition of state authority may turn 
ambiguous.”53 He continues, stating “actions undertaken in the virtual, 
networked world are capable of generating pressures for countermea-
sures in physical reality, especially when they have the potential to in-
flict damage previously associated with armed attack.”54 But how certain 
must a “responsible” actor be of the culprit after a particularly damaging 
or disruptive attack? Such is the nature of attribution advantage. 

A nation under cyberattack may feel pressured from within to retali-
ate, but uncertainty about who conducted the attack and why can lead 
to decision paralysis or, perhaps worse, conflict escalation with a rival 
that may not even be responsible for the attack. In a broader sense, 
time can be thought of as an output in deterrence-based equations. The 
United States and the Soviet Union seemed destined for armed conflict 
for decades during the Cold War. However, during moments of crisis 
the existence of nuclear weapons provided a deterrent to conflict escala-
tion. This bought both sides the time necessary to attempt to achieve 
their political goals through less destructive means, at least until one side 
exhausted the resources necessary to sustain the status quo.

The difficulty of the attribution problem and whether attribution 
remains beyond the reach of traditional deterrence strategies is up for 
debate. Kissinger suggests that this “new world of deterrence theory 
and strategic doctrine now in its infancy requires urgent elaboration.”55 
USAF Gen Kevin Chilton, in line with Moore’s analysis of deterrence 
failure, suggests that part of the problem is “the lack of a known his-
torical track record of US detection, attribution, and response” which 
fundamentally challenges the credibility of deterrent threats.56 He further 
advocated that responses to cyberattacks need not be limited to the cyber 
domain.57 Therein lies the key. If one accepts the notion that time is an 
output of deterrence calculus, then self-attribution seemingly becomes 
necessary. If deterrence is a function of capability, credibility, and com-
munication, then at some point capabilities must be made known. 

Lindsay points out attackers may derive some benefit in terms of ac-
knowledged capability once an effect for which they are responsible is 
attributed.58 Doing so certainly requires the type of thorough evaluation 
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explored above. In the cyber realm, transparency probably means that 
some techniques, tools, and even networks should be set aside from 
more elegant capabilities and made visible only if doing so supports 
the commander’s intent. If a status quo develops in which no one ad-
mits capabilities, no one admits detecting the capabilities of others, and 
no one risks responding to cyberattacks for fear of revealing detection 
methods, then the ability of deterrence to serve as a well from which to 
draw time will remain diminished.

Wargame Attribution Advantage

Unlocking the full potential inherent in the above recommenda-
tions for weaponizing attribution requires investment in two enabling 
concepts. First, multi-domain attribution choices must be present in 
operational war gaming and exercises. Helmuth von Moltke the Elder, 
who in his military career mastered sweeping technological advances in 
firepower, transportation, and logistics technology, wrote, “We in the 
military pay due attention to the progress of science and to inventions 
in other than military matters. But an invention is not what it is in itself. 
The value of any invention rests not only in theory, even if correct, but 
mainly on its practical application by complete technical development . . . it 
will therefore no longer suffice merely to observe what is done in other 
areas. We must ourselves perfect the invention.”59

Perfecting inventions and mastering operational concepts requires re-
alistic training, exercises, and war gaming. A report published by the 
Defense Science Board echoes Moltke’s comments: “Effective experi-
ments are an innovation-enabler . . . these procedures can improve the 
effectiveness of new defense systems and can create surprise, challenge 
our adversaries, and help anticipate how new technologies and systems 
concepts might be used against U.S. forces.”60

Personalized training tailored to every echelon of command across 
scenarios modified to present different challenges has the potential to 
make training more realistic than ever. 

Gaming technology and virtual reality will have the potential to in-
crease the frequency and lower the cost of training. While there is noth-
ing that quite compares to the danger of being under fire, technology 
is creating the opportunity for training opportunities that are profound 
in their realism. Soldiers, Sailors, Marines, and Airmen must be allowed 
to employ techniques and tools that leverage the underlying premise 
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of attribution advantage. For example, cyber domain war games must 
accurately demonstrate how accesses gained and maintained months or 
even years before what one might consider the traditional beginning of 
Phase 0 shaping operations can be brought to bear and synchronized 
with other effects. 

Of course, training should not just revolve around using cyber and 
other tools to leverage attribution advantage. Commanders at all levels 
should consider how to respond and even how best to render their best 
military advice, when the adversary has seized attribution advantage for 
itself. How does one structure one’s thinking in formulating a response 
when the assailant’s identity and motivations are ambiguous? In his 
book Misguided Weapons, Israeli defense expert Azriel Lorber describes 
a type of technological surprise in war whereby the “existence of a new 
weapon is known,” but its capabilities are not fully considered across 
“potential battlefield scenarios.”61 Lorber also describes situations where 
an adversary had actually faced a weapon before, but for whatever rea-
son—perhaps because lessons were not properly learned and applied—is 
surprised more than once by the same technology. He call this unfor-
tunate state “self-inflicted surprise.”62 Unless war fighters are allowed 
to succeed and fail in their efforts to leverage attribution advantage it 
is difficult to imagine how the potential of those techniques might be 
fully realized in war. Further, war fighters who have not been trained to 
adequately anticipate and respond to the attribution problems posed by 
adversaries would seem to be at a disadvantage here, in what may prove 
to be the age of hybrid warfare. 

Defend with Open-Source Intelligence

A second enabling concept required for achieving attribution advan-
tage involves placing increased focus on and investment in open-source 
intelligence collection, processing, and analysis. Attribution advantage 
cannot be thought of in offensive terms only. Attribution superiority 
involves achieving attribution advantage in support of one’s own opera-
tions while denying it to the enemy. Therefore, defensive measures must 
be anticipated to thwart the efforts of adversaries who might weaponize 
attribution toward their own ends.

Open-source intelligence and data mining seem to hold some promise 
in this regard. Looming advances in artificial intelligence (AI) systems 
meant to improve our personal lives will quickly find military applications. 
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AI-empowered analytical processes may prove to be incredibly powerful 
for open-source intelligence. In his book The Inevitable, Kevin Kelly 
writes about how Google Photo’s AI can remember objects in every one 
of the 130,000 pictures he has uploaded. He also points out that Face-
book has AI capable of correctly identifying a single person’s face in a 
crowd of billions.63 What if that same computer vision technology had 
been employed against Putin’s little green men? In scenarios like Crimea, 
political leaders may not be able to counter the claims of their rivals 
without exposing sensitive sources and methods. Open-source intelli-
gence enhanced by artificial intelligence and machine learning seems 
both promising and necessary.

If one considers open-source intelligence as encompassing everything 
from foreign news services to tourists posting pictures on social media, 
what begins to emerge is a data-rich, yet chaotic, information environ-
ment. Col Jason Brown recently described this potential as “seeing the 
data trails” left behind by the various actors in a conflict and described 
how a “simple tweet” sent at the wrong time could have “blown the 
cover of the SEAL team sent to kill Osama bin Laden.”64 The varying 
degree of chaos in the data trails will make following those trails difficult 
for humans acting alone. This is because the raw data is created and 
moves throughout the environment in myriad ways. 

For example, a tornado forms near a city. The local news channels will 
report on the event, weather radars will provide data, and individuals near 
the affected area will take pictures before, during, and after the event. 
Eventually a complete picture of the event, informed by numerous 
sensors, emerges and enhances understanding of what happened. AI sys-
tems have the potential to bring order out of that chaotic information 
environment, creating decision-quality information in less time than 
humans could ever manage on their own. This holds tremendous poten-
tial in making weaponized attribution both an offensive and a defensive 
reality. When an actor in the conflict claims not to be responsible for 
some atrocity that has happened, AI-driven systems may eventually be 
able to provide analysts with the open-source information necessary to 
refute that claim. Disinformation from “fake news” will find itself sur-
rounded by “antibodies” of truth at machine speed. This means the side 
that better exploits emerging AI technologies will hold a clear advantage 
in the contest for time. They will be capable of sense-making faster than 
their adversaries and will be able to burn through the false narratives 
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future adversaries push in the information environment in less time. 
From that come flexibility and increased decision space.

Conclusion
Time is everything in attribution advantage. Decision cycles turn 

upon the ability of command and control systems to accurately connect 
actions with actors. Attribution emerges as a fundamental component 
throughout decision making. The problems that attribution can create 
present both an opportunity for fresh thinking about targeting and a 
challenge in terms of deterrence, defense, and retaliation. 

A number of topics addressed in this article would benefit from addi-
tional research. The models captured in the spider graphs were provided 
as examples intended to help facilitate analysis of the model itself and 
how the attribution advantage model presented here might help deci-
sion makers and planners visualize the risk and opportunities inherent 
to the pursuit of nonattributed effects. The notional values assigned to 
the model’s various components were derived from unclassified open-
source material. While classified data would better inform real-world 
model employment, for the purpose of this paper the exact numeric 
values depicted are meant to explore the terms of the model and the 
general phenomenon of attribution. The real question is whether the 
attribution advantage model would aid strategic decision makers, com-
manders, and operational planners with questions about whether to 
employ nonattributed effects prior to conflict. Exploring that requires 
specifically tailored war gaming. Finally, the costs and implications of 
the recommendations made in this paper need further refinement and 
exploration at a higher classification.

The question of attribution seems to turn upon the degree to which 
one is seeking to either foster uncertainty or produce friction in adver-
sary systems. There are many scenarios where maintaining the stealth of 
the effects being generated for as long as possible is necessary to gener-
ate the maximum amount of friction in the adversary’s systems. Yet, 
one should expect and plan for every covert operation to be discovered 
eventually. Still, therein opportunities to gain further advantage await. 
Leveraging the moment when an adversary discovers a previously un-
detected effect to foster uncertainty about the effect’s origin will often 
cause the adversary to expand their decision cycles as they attempt to 
decipher what is happening and who to blame. However, self-attribu-
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tion, conducted aggressively and defiantly at the proper moment, may 
cause the adversary to question the reliability of other data streams. Self-
attribution, if accomplished without compromising exquisite, irreplace-
able tools and capabilities, seems necessary for reinforcing deterrence, 
especially in cyberspace.

Seizing attribution advantage means controlling or influencing what 
adversaries know about what is happening to them, and most impor-
tantly, who they blame. This provides the operational artist with a 
unique method of influencing or even dictating the timing and pace of 
events, even as they produce additional effects across multiple domains. 
Therefore, attribution should be made more explicit in planning multi-
domain operations, especially for the early phases of conflict. While no 
one can alter the physics of time, military planners and targeteers should 
seek to influence the pace at which events unfold. Planners can guide 
their adversaries toward hasty decisions made on faulty premises or even 
generate and later take credit for effects that cause adversaries to have so 
little trust in their data streams that it paralyzes their decision making. 
There is great opportunity for those who seek and seize the initiative in 
such moments. 

APPENDIX 
Author’s Note on Scoring with the  

Attribution Advantage Model
As described in the text, scoring within the attribution advantage 

model is necessarily subjective in that it will always be based on imper-
fect all-source knowledge of the adversary and, potentially, imperfect 
knowledge of one’s own capabilities. Still, decision makers and planners 
need ways to structure their thinking about how to identify those 
moments prior to or even during a conflict when they might hold attri-
bution advantage. Further, the attribution advantage model provides a 
visualization of risk. The more points an analyst plots toward the center, 
the higher the assessed level of risk.

Whether employed academically or as an operational planning tool, 
the scores within the model can only be assessments made from the best 
available information. For example, operational planners might assess 
that there is zero percent chance that an effect will have unintended con-
sequences during or after execution. Utilizing this model, they would 
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give ue a score of 30. The planners would then be wise to have an ex-
planation for their certainty ready prior to briefing their commander, 
because any commander well trained or tested by the inherent uncer-
tainties of war will challenge that assessment. This model is presented 
as a tool intended to structure both the commander’s and the planners’ 
thinking while providing a visual aid that highlights the risks involved 
in generating effects that one would prefer to remain unattributed, either 
forever or until the moment of their choosing.

Attribution Supremacy Attribution Superiority Attribution Parity

Desired effect (de)
[30 = achieved]

Reciprocal vulnerability (rv)
[30 = no vulnerability]

Adversary’s commitment
to attribution (ac)

[30 = lowest assessed investment]

Misdirection (m)
[30 = highest likelihood for misdirection]

Plausible deniability (pd)
[30 = absolute]

Unintended effects (ue)
[30 = none]

Detection likelihood (dl)
[30 = No assessed chance

of detection]

Figure 6. The attribution advantage model 

The following scales are offered to further explain the author’s intent 
for scoring in the model, to illustrate scoring in the mini-case studies, 
and to guide others who might use the model. 

Desired Effect
0 5 10 15 20 25 30

0: No assessed chance of achieving desired effect with the capability 
in question. This might be due to hardening or redundancy in the target 
or the nature of the adversary’s political system.
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15: The odds of achieving the effect are assessed at 50 percent given 
the nature of the target, the adversary’s preparations for the intended ef-
fect, and the nature of aggressor capabilities. 

30: Achieving the desired effect is an absolute certainty given a clear 
overmatch between the aggressor’s available capabilities and the adver-
sary’s vulnerabilities.

Detection Likelihood

0 5 10 15 20 25 30

0: The adversary will detect or notice this effect the moment it is generated.
15: The odds of detection are assessed at 50 percent given the nature 

of the adversary, the adversary’s defenses, and the nature of tools avail-
able to achieve the effect

30: There is no chance the adversary, or any other party, will ever de-
tect the planned effect.

Unintended Effects

0 5 10 15 20 25 30

0: The effect, once employed, will spread in ways the aggressor can-
not control and will have numerous unintended effects throughout the 
targeted system.

15: The likelihood of unintended effects generated is 50 percent, due 
to limited testing, lack of knowledge about the offensive capability, and 
unknowns in the targeted system.

30: There is no chance of unintended effects based on superior under-
standing of the target system and a high degree of successful operational 
testing of the capability being considered.
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Plausible Deniability
0 5 10 15 20 25 30

0: There is zero chance that the aggressor can make the targeted party 
and the rest of the world think that some other party is responsible for 
this effect.

15: The odds that the aggressor can plausibly deny responsibility for 
the generated effect are 50 percent, given the adversary’s defenses, third-
party interest, and the nature of available capabilities required to achieve 
the effect.

30: There will never be enough proof for an adversary or third party 
to positively attribute the effect to the aggressor with the certainty neces-
sary to justify retaliation.

Misdirection
0 5 10 15 20 25 30

0: Not only will the aggressor’s action be detected, but also any steps 
the aggressor took to make it look like some other party was responsible 
will also be noticed.

15: The odds of misdirection working are assessed at 50 percent given 
the nature of the adversary, the adversary’s defenses, and third-party 
interest and investigation.

30: The aggressor’s efforts to cause its adversary to believe that some 
other party is to blame for the aggressor’s actions succeed with absolute 
certainty given the technology in play or the adversary’s predispositions 
and impatience with forensic efforts.

Adversary’s Commitment to Attribution
0 5 10 15 20 25 30

0: The adversary and interested third parties possess limitless resources 
and commitment to forensic efforts designed to uncover the party re-
sponsible for the generated effect.
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15: The adversary and aligned third parties can bring significant fo-
rensics capability to bear, and odds that they will eventually attribute an 
effect accurately are assessed at 50 percent.

30: The adversary completely lacks forensics capability with the ag-
gressor’s vector for covert attack, and third parties are either unaware or 
uninterested in offering outside assistance.

Reciprocal Vulnerability
0 5 10 15 20 25 30

0: The aggressor shares the same vulnerabilities as the adversary, and if 
the capability is employed, the aggressor will inevitably and unavoidably 
fall victim to the same capability.

15: The odds of the aggressor finding itself vulnerable to the effects 
it intends to generate against an adversary are 50 percent, given incom-
plete efforts to insulate itself from the capability.

30: The aggressor’s capabilities are so tailored and precise, and its own 
defenses are so secure, that the aggressor is completely immune from 
the capabilities it intends to unleash against its adversary’s in pursuit of 
some desired effect. 
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Abstract

Scholars and analysts continue reviewing and analyzing elements of 
change and continuity in President Trump’s US national security policy. 
Voices within the media and policy community have often questioned 
whether it is descending into chaos.1 Behind the focus of the daily news 
cycle is a more profound question: is President Trump’s approach to the 
use of military force characterized more by change or continuity com-
pared to his predecessors? The prevailing opinion has favored change. 
We argue that even the apparently confusing periods of the first year of 
the Trump administration have been characterized more by continuity 
in military force decisions than change. In this article, we outline the 
reasons for this claim and defend it through three examples involving 
military forces: anti–Islamic State operations in Syria and Iraq, combat-
ing the Taliban in Afghanistan, and confronting North Korea. 



With over a year having passed since Donald Trump’s inauguration, 
American scholars and analysts have gone into overdrive in reviewing 
his record to date, both predicting and prescribing his administration’s 
future national security policy. The daily tide of presidential tweets and 
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occasional interviews on Fox TV has often been regarded as the pri-
mary indicator of the president’s thinking. Trump’s grand strategy has 
been characterized as “hard-nosed and realistic—and less ambitious and 
idealistic than prior efforts . . . a ‘corrective’ to the past 16 years of 
American foreign and security policies that overestimated America’s in-
fluence and importance, and lost track of priorities.”2 His senior staff 
has labeled it “pragmatic realism.”3 And it has generally been assumed 
by policy scholars and media that the president’s outpouring of often 
contentious comments is indicative of both American foreign policy 
and the country’s evolving military strategy.4 To date, a variety of views 
have been expressed about President Trump’s approach to foreign and 
security policies, that it: is nonexistent; is haphazard and chaotic, and 
thus incoherent; is “transactional” and pragmatic; or is ideological—an 
“America First” approach interpreted by some as isolationist but better 
understood as Jacksonian populism.5 But the widespread consensus is 
that chaos rules and the president is fickle, often undermining his staff’s 
comments on a variety of issues spanning from Afghanistan to North 
Korea, NATO, and various conflicts in the Middle East. The successive 
firings of both Rex Tillerson and H. R. McMaster, to be replaced by 
more hawkish appointees Mike Pompeo and John Bolton, respectively, 
have amplified that view. Moreover, President Trump’s cabinet officials 
have chosen to gut the departments they lead by firing or not replacing 
departing staff. Indeed, by 1 December 2017, the Trump administra-
tion was estimated to have filled only 26 of 54 of its top Department 
of Defense jobs and 55 of 153 Department of State positions.6 This 
indicates there may be elements of truth to the criticisms. Certainly, 
the 2017 National Security Strategy did nothing to dispel the confusion, 
with its focus on China and Russia as strategic competitors, in contrast 
to the president’s favorable comments about the leadership of both, and 
an emphasis on a multilateral approach, versus the president’s occasional 
unilateral decisions.7 

But behind the focus of the daily news cycle, the firings and hirings, 
and official publications is a more profound question: is the adminis-
tration’s approach to actual military operations characterized more by 
continuity or change compared to his immediate predecessors? The pre-
vailing opinion among elites to date, suggesting change, is based on the 
president’s rhetoric and policy statements. That opinion is understand-
able. President Trump appears at times to be the “anti-Obama” in his 
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castigation of NATO allies; coddling of Saudi Arabia; blatant snubbing 
of Angela Merkel; demonization of London mayor Sadiq Khan; laudatory 
characterization of Vladimir Putin, Rodrigo Duterte, and Tayyip Erdogan; 
and willingness to launch Tomahawk missiles against the Syrian govern-
ment. Except for the missile strike, none of these examples entail 
military operations.

We dissent from the popular judgment that focuses predominantly on 
chaos and change when it comes to the critical realm of national security 
by examining the conduct of military operations. Our optic thus moves 
beyond the tweets by surveying what American military forces have done 
in the administration’s first year. We suggest that, given his rhetoric, President 
Trump’s influence to date in shifting the contours of America’s existing 
or potential military operations has been more modest than might be 
expected. We contend that President Trump’s campaign promises to ini-
tiate larger, radical military changes have gone unfulfilled. Rather than 
his spoken threats to unleash “fire and fury” on North Korea’s regime, his 
speeches proclaiming a new strategy in Afghanistan, or his tweets about 
launching a larger war that would “bomb the hell out of ISIS” and then 
seize Iraq’s oil fields, the administration’s behavior to date has predomi-
nantly had the hallmarks of continuity, not change.8 

Recognizing that the churning of senior appointments may change 
this pattern, we nonetheless defend our claim and explain the reasons 
for the disjuncture between President Trump’s radical rhetoric and the 
general continuity demonstrated by his administration’s ongoing and 
prospective military operations. The reasoning includes how military 
operations are constrained by local conditions and reinforced by domestic 
and leadership constraints. We then provide three high-profile examples 
to substantiate our position, specifically chosen because of both their size 
and significance and the fact that they have received significant media 
attention since the inauguration: anti–Islamic State operations in Syria 
and Iraq, efforts to combat the Taliban in Afghanistan, and the military 
movements and potential consequences of the ongoing nuclear crisis 
with North Korea. In the first two scenarios, the circumstances have 
remained consistent and so have the operations. In the North Korean 
case, a change in military operations has occurred, but it has been in-
fluenced by changing circumstances in the theater of war and so remains 
a deterrent approach coupled with an offer to negotiate consistent with 
the behavior of his predecessors. Pointedly, the ramping up of North 
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Korean aggression has resulted in a comparable increase in American 
operational deployment and preparedness. Collectively, these three 
geographically diverse cases focus on priority areas most scholars and 
analysts regard as the priorities of contemporary national security 
strategy: counterterrorism, counterinsurgency, and preventing nuclear 
conflict.

Drivers of Continuity in Military Operations
American military operations in the twenty-first century must adapt 

to local conditions and a dynamically evolving environment.9 This is 
because local military operations are conditioned by the answers to 
three questions. First, what type of actors do US forces face? During the 
Cold War, American planners largely (although not exclusively, as the 
Viet Cong demonstrated) had to strategize against adversarial states or 
state proxies. They still exist—from Iran to North Korea—as the recent 
National Security Strategy stressed. But now the US must also contend 
with a variety of nonstate actors, stretching from transnational terrorist 
groups and criminal organizations to pirates and even private corpora-
tions who participate, for example, in money laundering. 

Second, what type of threat does the US face? As the number and 
types of strategic actors have proliferated, so have the forms of threats. 
The Cold War concentrated the minds of American strategic planners on 
narrowly defined military threats, notably the Warsaw Pact and assorted 
client nationalist proxy groups (for example, in Angola or Mozam-
bique). In the twenty-first century, however, the American public and 
thus American strategic planners have expanded the definition of a secu-
rity threat to incorporate a variety of illicit flows: of people, of drugs, of 
nuclear and fissile materials and parts, and even of viruses.10 Relatedly, 
the geographic source of the threat has also expanded. It now includes 
a vast expanse of scattered ungovernable zones we now call “failed and 
fragile states,” whereas it used to be primarily focused on Europe.

Third, what forms of conflict does the US face, or potentially face, in 
a particular theater? The focus of the Cold War remained squarely on inter-
state forms of conflict such as conventional and nuclear war.11 To that 
has now been added both asymmetric warfare (in fighting a succession 
of irregular wars in fragile states) and, more recently, hybrid conflicts 
that combine aspects of the first two with novel technological elements 
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that include cyber instruments, as the Russians vividly demonstrated in 
Eastern Ukraine. 

American forces now face varying configurations of all three, depending 
on local conditions in a theater of conflict. They contend with pirates 
off the Somali coast and criminal gangs seeking to smuggle drugs into 
the United States, who both use asymmetric means and are motivated 
by little more than theft. They combat jihadists in the Middle East who 
are engaged in an ideological struggle and use asymmetric and hybrid 
means. And they oppose a North Korean state that poses (at least poten-
tially) an existential threat to US territory. Furthermore, many strategists 
believe that a new era of great power conflict has already begun with 
China or Russia. In summary, the combinations abound.

By focusing on continuity, we are not suggesting that operational 
changes in strategy never occur. In practice, as we demonstrate, these 
factors can and do change in theaters of conflict. The character of the 
opposition can evolve, as was the case when the Revolutionary Armed 
Forces of Columbia (FARC) morphed from a revolutionary group into 
a transnational criminal organization. The nature of a threat can change, 
as North Korea’s recent development of intercontinental ballistic mis-
siles (ICBM) that threaten American territory highlights. And the form 
of warfare can alter, as the Islamic State (IS) shifting from employing 
conventional and irregular warfare tactics in a territorial conflict to 
transnational terrorism using asymmetric tactics illustrates. Strategies 
therefore change to meet local conditions. 

Nonetheless, although operational circumstances may evolve over 
time, presidents generally inherit the same or similar ones of their prede-
cessors. President Trump—despite his forthright approach—is as much 
of a captive to these constraints as were his predecessors, George W. 
Bush and Barack Obama. Despite the president and his advisors’ procla-
mation that they will pursue different approaches than those of previous 
administrations, circumstances generally limit their degrees of freedom 
in the prosecution of military operations.

Domestic Bureaucratic and Leadership Constraints 
on Military Operations

Furthermore, presidents inherit both the domestic political, bureau-
cratic, and historical capabilities and constraints of the American political 
system and national security state. Incoming presidents invariably de-
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pend on a national security structure developed over decades. It includes, 
below the level of political appointees, many of the same personnel and, 
of course, standard operating processes, budgetary claims made by 
powerful congressional constituencies, legal constraints, administrative 
traditions, and institutional cultures. The size and structure of the 
national security apparatus by default reinforces a propensity for continuity 
and can therefore often undermine the grand promises of politicians. 

As many journalists and scholars have documented, especially in the 
wake of 9/11, the national security state has inexorably grown, with a 
base budget increase of more than 50 percent between 2001 and 2016.12 
With that has come an increase in the size of its bureaucracy. That 
bureaucracy, broadly defined, now includes the Department of Home-
land Security and the various intelligence agencies, those responsible for 
managing the massive growth of government contractors and private 
security services, and departments specifically created to address new 
forms of conflict across the entire electromagnetic spectrum (including 
cyber and space). Pointedly, national security professionals, regardless of 
their personal views and even any political differences, cannot simply be 
ignored; they are necessary for policy and strategy implementation. 
Indeed, they are more valuable than ever in the absence of more than 
half the number of key appointees. Furthermore, entirely consistent 
with the classic scholarship on bureaucratic and organizational behavior, 
their familiarity with ongoing operations and standard operating pro-
cedures generally reinforces the strategic status quo rather than radical 
change, often for fear of the unknown consequences of any major shift.13 
Complete withdrawal from Afghanistan, for example, sounds good on a 
bumper sticker, but the long-held concern of thereby giving terrorists a 
base from which to attack the United States suggests otherwise.

President Trump’s choice of leadership has reinforced this trend. The 
incoming leaders of national security departments often arrive intent on 
instituting dramatic strategic changes. Sometimes they even succeed in 
some aspects, a notable example being the changes in immigration policy 
instituted by the Trump administration’s Departments of Justice and 
Homeland Security to date.14 President Trump chose, however, to install 
three distinguished career military personnel at the apex of his adminis-
tration: Lt Gen H. R. McMaster as his second National Security Advisor, Gen 
James Mattis as secretary of Defense, and Gen John F. Kelly, initially as 
secretary of Homeland Defense and now chief of staff. Their extensive 
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and distinguished military careers socialized them to view strategic 
challenges from a pragmatic, operational perspective rather than a dog-
matic one. McMaster’s studious personal manner reputedly grated the 
president, eventually leading to his departure. But if reports are to be 
believed, President Trump regards Mattis and Kelly as credible and authori-
tative to the point where he routinely delegates strategy to them.15 It is 
not surprising, therefore, to discover that they reputedly favor institu-
tionally and culturally embedded conventions, abjuring many of the 
president’s more radical proposals (as McMaster did) when it comes to 
force deployment.16 In effect, they recognize the contextual factors that 
operate in differing theaters of war—such as Secretary Mattis’ insistence 
on sustaining troop deployments in Eastern Europe—that often rein-
force the propensity for continuity.17 Commentators, such as George 
Will, expressed an early concern that Trump’s third national security 
advisor, John Bolton, may adopt a more aggressive approach to force 
deployment.18 At this point, however, there is no evidence by which 
to measure the relationship between Bolton’s fiery rhetoric and his pre-
scriptions when it comes to deployments. Time will tell if Bolton will be 
willing and able to impose new deployment patterns on both his more 
cautious colleagues and a possibly recalcitrant bureaucratic apparatus.

Thus, while sounding a cautious note, the available evidence to date 
has generated an ironic paradox in President Trump’s case. The vacuum 
created by his administration’s lack of senior appointments, coupled 
with the training of many of those he has appointed to leadership roles, 
has collectively reinforced the natural tendency to be circumspect in 
instigating any major operational changes.

From Top-Down to Bottom-Up in the  
Calibration of Military Operations

In effect, our approach reverses the focus of analysis usually em-
ployed by scholars, politicians, and many pundits: from the deductive, 
top-down approach inherent in most discussions of national security 
(reflected in the most recent National Security Strategy and National 
Defense Strategy) to a bottom-up one that examines what the US mili-
tary does on a daily basis. High-profile debates aside, operations are 
calibrated to deal with local conditions and continuity is reinforced by 
domestic constraints.19 
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Such an approach clearly has its advocates. Senior military leaders like 
calibrated approaches because they often correspond to what combatant 
commanders tell them needs to be done. Bureaucrats in Washington like 
calibrated approaches because they generally conform to the standard 
operating procedures used in the Pentagon when the military encounters 
specific challenges—and are thus the default position when faced with 
the jostling and infighting common to Washington. And despite their 
best efforts, political leaders often abandon their commitment to their 
chosen electoral promises and succumb to the need to address a problem 
this way because of the exigencies of responding to a vocal media and an 
anguished public about an imminent threat.

Strategy is distinct from policy, and both are distinct from field op-
erations. What we describe links both to military operations: what the 
military, diplomats, and senior policy makers do rather than what politi-
cians say or what official documents, spokespeople, or even public state-
ments claim. Our view is that, given the often-contradictory statements 
of President Trump and his closest staff members, it is important to 
ignore the tweets and focus on how operational imperatives constrain 
the strategic choices of the president and other senior policy makers. 
Actions speak far louder than words—and the deployment of resources 
portrays those actions. 

Admittedly, 12 months is a relatively limited timeframe on which to 
evaluate the new administration’s record. But from our perspective, it 
is not surprising to read headlines such as “Trump Embraces Pillars of 
Obama’s Foreign Policy,”20 “Trump’s ‘Secret Plan’ to Defeat ISIS Looks 
a Lot Like Obama’s,”21 “Clinton and Obama Laid the Groundwork for 
Donald Trump’s War on Immigrants,”22 or, as we discuss below, the sug-
gestion that “Trump’s Afghanistan Strategy Is Simply Old Wine in a 
New Bottle.”23 Certainly, there are individual foreign policy decisions 
that rise to the level of categorical and profound changes, like the deci-
sion to withdraw from the Paris Climate Change Agreement. But we 
argue it is hard to find evidence of any major shifts in military opera-
tions. And when they occur, those shifts are driven more by changes in 
the actors, threats, and potential form of warfare than by the president’s 
preferences. 

In the brief examples that follow, we illustrate our claims of a sur-
prising propensity for continuity when it comes to core deployments 
despite President Trump’s avowed pledge to reverse Obama’s approach. 
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Our examples are clearly not comprehensive. But they share impor-
tant qualities. First, we examine three of the most prominent national secu-
rity disputes in the last year. Second, they are all cases where candidate 
Trump promised radical change but then, as president, he subsequently 
admitted that “it’s complicated.” And finally, they are cases that are of 
the greatest security concern to national security scholars, the admin-
istration, and the public, involving the issues of terrorism and nuclear 
conflict.24 

Combating the Islamic State in Syria and Iraq
The Obama administration’s approach to the fight against IS was a 

strategy of sponsorship, often derided as “leading from behind.” This 
approach generally entails the United States abdicating a leadership role 
while bolstering and subsidizing allies who share America’s interests and 
are motivated to implement them.25 President Obama self-consciously—
and at some political cost—resisted calls for greater engagement. Notably, 
he reneged on his threat to take the initiative and launch a military of-
fensive if the Assad regime in Syria continued to use chemical weapons 
against civilians. But consistent with a sponsorship strategy, the new ad-
ministration did logistically support the Kurds, Iraqi government forces, 
and various rebel groups in Syria in their general campaign to repel IS 
and Assad in both countries, even as Kurdish involvement raised the ire 
of Turkey, America’s NATO ally.

In practice, the US contribution under Obama was largely limited to 
providing materiel and training while standing by with airpower, pro-
viding intelligence and, on occasion, forward support to these proxy 
forces. This strategy saved American lives and helped avoid the messy 
domestic politics of again escalating the US role in the region. Con-
versely, of course, it also exposed Obama to accusations of inaction and 
inconstancy in the struggle against the Islamic State.

As a candidate, Trump excoriated President Obama, claimed that 
Hillary Clinton would continue this strategy, and claimed to have a 
“‘secret plan’ to destroy IS.” More remarkably, the candidate vowed “I 
would bomb the s*** out of them.”26 In that vein, the new administra-
tion’s early decisions were well publicized. The Trump administration 
instituted a policy shift by loosening the rules of engagement to allow 
larger and more risky strikes in Syria, effecting the one possible area of 
operational change. It also initially appeared markedly more open to col-
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laborating with Russia to address the Syrian war, before later launching air 
strikes against an airfield used by the Assad regime and shooting down a 
Syrian MIG, actions that led to fears of direct conflict with Russian forces. 

Administratively, a key decision by President Trump was that the 
formulation and supervision of operational strategy (and related troop 
levels) would be delegated to the military command, whether a sign 
of Trump’s faith in Mattis, intended to dampen some of the initial in-
fighting amongst his national security and political aides, or as a way of 
politically distancing himself from any responsibility if things eventu-
ally go awry. Civilian leadership had maintained a tight control over 
military strategy in the two prior administrations. But in the Trump 
administration the locus of decision making has firmly shifted to the 
military, generating attendant fears of an abrupt change in strategy and 
thus operations. 

From our perspective, however, the key question concerns whether 
these policy and potential strategic shifts have resulted in major opera-
tional changes. Yes, the Trump administration has undertaken several 
high-profile military strikes in Syria and employed harsher rhetoric 
about destroying the Islamic State, which is fairly easy to do given the IS 
retreat throughout 2017. Yet, any operational changes have been nominal. 
As one commentator suggested, Trump “mainly accelerated a battle 
plan developed by President Obama.”27 There has been no large-scale 
recommitment of US forces. Instead, just as during the Obama admin-
istration, the fighting against IS has predominantly been left to proxies, 
including Kurds, rebel forces in Syria, and what passes for central govern-
ment troops and militias in Iraq. As before, the US contributes training, 
logistics, intelligence, and occasional air strikes. It is not a frontline state 
in either theater, and there are no tangible signs to date that it intends to 
become one. The theaters where the battle against IS will be won or lost 
have been fought without a significant American presence.28 

Developments in the summer of 2017 suggested that the American-
led coalition may be “nearing the endgame with ISIS.”29 Bryan McGurk, 
the special presidential envoy for the Global Coalition to Counter IS (a 
rare appointment by Obama retained by President Trump30), argued 
that the changes in approach authorized by President Trump have “dra-
matically accelerated” the demise of IS.31 But these strategic and policy 
changes—more autonomy for local commanders and increased burden 
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sharing with international stakeholders—appear to have resulted in few 
operational changes. 

This continuity works in diametrically opposed ways in terms of either 
possible “proclaimed” strategy. As far as is publicly known, the administration 
has no plans to de-escalate the anti-IS fight, as might be expected from 
“America First” rhetoric. Nor, on the other hand, has it undertaken new 
military, diplomatic, political, or economic initiatives that might result 
in differing or greater deployments on the ground, as might be expected 
from a more muscular or primacist approach to countering terrorism. 
Rather, adjustments to the strategy and operations initiated by Obama 
have borne fruit under President Trump, who in claiming victory none-
theless put his own spin on counterterror operations.32 But the evidence 
suggests that little has altered in terms of trajectory. 

Doubling Down on Afghanistan
The United States launched Operation Enduring Freedom against the 

Taliban and those al-Qaeda members sheltering in Afghanistan under the 
Taliban’s protection weeks after the 9/11 attacks. The American strategy 
was consistent with a liberal one of multilateral leadership of NATO 
forces, with the goal of conquest and reconstruction. In the words of 
Barack Obama, George W. Bush’s “good war” eventually became a “for-
ever” one, with his promise of a complete withdrawal being overtaken 
by circumstances.33 The logic for continued engagement in Afghanistan 
is simple and apparently compelling for American strategists. Daniel 
Byman and Will McCants offer a critical assessment while helping to 
locate the Afghan conflict within the wider context of US global counter-
terrorism efforts: “Fear of safe havens and the politics that undergird it 
are misplaced. Safe havens can be dangerous, and at times it is vital for 
the United States to use force, even massive force, to disrupt them. Yet 
not all safe havens—and not all the groups in the havens—are created 
equal.”34

In a world of unequal safe havens, Afghanistan has proven itself to be 
an exceptionally problematic one for American strategists. Withdrawal 
has become inconceivable as long as the threat of a Taliban resurgence 
is tangible. And the existence of a continued threat is undeniable, with 
tangible costs. In the past 16 years, more than 2,300 Americans have 
been killed and over 17,000 wounded. Yet neither the US, its NATO 
allies, nor the Afghan government has been able to defeat the Taliban or 
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allied Islamist forces. Subjugation has always been temporary, followed 
by resurgence. 

As a private citizen, long before he began campaigning for the Re-
publican presidential nomination, Donald Trump largely ignored this 
logic. He explicitly favored jettisoning a multilateral leadership strategy 
in favor of one of retrenchment when he tweeted, “We have wasted an 
enormous amount of blood and treasure in Afghanistan. Their govern-
ment has zero appreciation. Let’s get out!”35 

But that abrupt change in strategy has not materialized. Secretary 
Mattis set the stage for a continuation in America’s “forever war” strategy 
when he acknowledged in testimony before the Senate Armed Services 
Committee that “we are not winning in Afghanistan, right now, and 
we will correct this as soon as possible.”36 And four months into the 
new administration, McMaster, who served in Afghanistan, and Mattis 
advocated committing an additional 3,000–5,000 American troops.37 
Notably, such figures would not be enough to destroy the Taliban and its 
allies but perhaps might be enough to staunch further losses, signaling 
little discernable shift in strategy from the Obama administration.

The future of US involvement in Afghanistan depends on the imple-
mentation of the general “South Asia Strategy” review commissioned by 
Mattis. It included changes in tactics within Afghanistan (more trainers 
and higher troop limits), greater pressure being exerted against Pakistan 
to stop any support for terrorist groups, and closer relations with India 
as a regional counterweight to both Pakistan and China.38 Most pub-
licly, and perhaps surprisingly, Mattis revealed before the Senate Armed 
Services Committee that US forces are operating under more aggres-
sive rules of engagement: “You see some of the results of releasing our 
military from, for example, a proximity requirement—how close was 
the enemy to the Afghan or the U.S.-advised Special Forces.”39 As a 
result, new reports suggest that “U.S. forces are no longer bound by 
requirements to be in contact with enemy forces in Afghanistan before 
opening fire.”40 But the only tangible effect of any change to date has 
been an increase in the number of civilian casualties—reputedly rising 
by more than 50 percent—to record levels, as a result of the adminis-
tration’s policy change.41 That’s because, as a practical matter, while the 
reputed increase in the actual number of US troops on the ground has 
not been substantial (from 11,000 to 14,000), the increase in air strikes 
has been.42 In September 2017, the United States conducted 751 air-
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strikes in Afghanistan, a 50 percent increase over August’s figures.43 As 
always in counterinsurgency operations and civil wars, specialists end-
lessly debate whether it is possible to kill one’s way to victory. The new 
administration has made it marginally easier to strike enemies from the 
air but not, yet, found a comparable foundation for a military victory or 
lasting political settlement. Operationally, in effect, the new administra-
tion has done more of the same.

Indeed, it appears that the administration’s comprehensive position 
largely echoes the Afghanistan-Pakistan (AFPAK) strategy associated 
with Richard Holbrooke and announced 27 March 2009 by the Obama 
administration. As then–national security advisor Gen James Jones 
briefed, “The cornerstone of this strategy, I think, is that it’s a regional 
approach. And for the first time, we will treat Afghanistan and Pakistan 
as two countries, but . . . with one challenge in one region.”44 It also co-
incided with a surge (a la 2007 Iraq45) of American troops and, given the 
Obama administration’s preference for multilateralism, increased troop 
contributions to the International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) from 
other NATO members.46 The surge, of course, resulted in greater pres-
ence and a larger number of kinetic operations. President Obama did 
eventually de-emphasize the term AFPAK in 2010 because it was deeply 
unpopular with Pakistan.47 But many academics, military experts, and 
government officials recognized the importance of thinking in broad, 
multifaceted regional terms in combating insurgents and terrorists in 
South Asia.48 Secretary Mattis has offered the same.

 President Trump undoubtedly faces the same domestic pressures to 
remain tough on terrorism faced by his predecessors. As such, the United 
States currently leads a coalition capable of propping up the Afghan 
central government and periodically sortieing against jihadists. The for-
ever war in Afghanistan will likely continue indefinitely, with the United 
States sharing the burdens with NATO and local allies, even as political 
leaders preach an America First strategy.49 Despite the end of the ISAF 
combat operations mission in 2014, NATO Secretary General Jens 
Stoltenberg is considering a request from Gen John Nicholson, com-
mander of US Forces Afghanistan, to commit more forces from non-
American members. The new troops will join NATO’s Resolute Support 
mission to, in words predating President Trump’s inauguration, “provide 
further training, advice and assistance for the Afghan security forces 
and institutions.”50 
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On 20 August 2017, President Trump delivered a major policy speech 
on the way ahead for American involvement. In it, the president ac-
knowledged his longstanding criticisms of his predecessors before 
offering two major adjustments: a “shift from a time-based approach 
to one based on conditions” and “the integration of all instruments of 
American power—diplomatic, economic, and military—toward a suc-
cessful outcome.”51 As many critics have suggested, neither adjustment 
seems transformational nor likely to improve the prospects of stabilizing 
Afghanistan.52 Rather, the new administration appears to be traveling 
down a well-trodden road. As President Trump conceded in a New York 
Times interview when discussing Afghanistan, “My original instinct was 
to pull out . . . and, historically, I like following my instincts. But all my 
life I’ve heard that decisions are much different when you sit behind the 
desk in the Oval Office.”53 It remains to be seen whether the reintroduc-
tion of these 3,500 troops will change the dynamic of the last 16 years.54 

North Korea and the Game of Nuclear Chicken
Long-standing tensions with North Korea (DPRK), dating to the 

1953 armistice ending the Korean War, flared even before President 
Trump assumed office. As president-elect, apparently in response to 
provocative statements by Supreme leader Kim Jong Un, he tweeted 
that “North Korea just stated that it is in the final stages of developing a 
nuclear weapon capable of reaching parts of the U.S. It won’t happen!”55 
News accounts had suggested that, having offered a barrage of increas-
ingly incendiary ballistic missile tests and defiant language over the past 
12 months, North Korea was planning further tests and to restart its 
Yongbyon plutonium reactor.56 North Korea’s technological advances 
have been impressive. And the tests themselves have often been con-
frontationally timed, beginning in February 2017, when North Korea 
tested the Pukguksong-2, reportedly a solid-fueled, medium-range 
system, while Mattis was on his first official tour of Asia as the newly 
appointed secretary of defense. This pattern continued. By the end of 
the first year of the Trump administration, “Pyongyang ha[d] success-
fully tested two different types of intercontinental ballistic missiles, a 
new intermediate-range ballistic missile, a solid-fuel missile based off 
a submarine-launched design, and its most powerful nuclear device.”57

President Trump had offered inconsistent positions on the North Korea 
nuclear program when a private citizen and then a presidential candi-
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date. Almost two decades ago he appeared to favor a preemptive strike 
against the regime. But on the campaign trail he mused that China 
should take care of the problem and/or Japan should develop its own 
nuclear weapons.58 

In contrast to these shifts in position, his approach in the opening 
months of his administration remained consistent. He was quick to 
threaten military action and quick to resist calls, both from inside his 
administration and from the international community, to attempt further 
diplomacy to achieve a political solution (although subsequently, by 
March 2018, the prospect of Trump meeting with Kim Jong Un was 
raised as an option). Furthermore, the president pressured allies to both 
condemn the Kim regime and impose stronger sanctions on the North 
Korean government and its key leaders.59 

The crisis escalated not simply because of the North Korean missile 
tests and inflammatory language but also because of President Trump’s 
public responses. One notable example was his claim in an interview 
with Fox Business News that “we are sending an armada. Very powerful. 
We have submarines, very powerful, far more powerful than an aircraft 
carrier, that I can tell you.”60 McMaster made clear in an interview that 
“all our options are on the table,” although he also emphasized that he 
hoped there would not be a need for military action.61 And Trump’s 
own senior military leadership argued that a ground invasion would 
be required to eliminate the prospects of a nuclear attack but was not 
feasible, in part because of the enormous cost it would entail in terms of 
South Korean civilian casualties—reinforcing what his predecessors had 
learned over the last two decades.62 

The Trump administration has also undertaken a wide variety of 
military operational responses. Specifically, it initiated several dem-
onstrations of power, including a rare multilateral exercise involving 
three aircraft carriers: the USS Ronald Reagan, the USS Nimitz, and 
the USS Theodore Roosevelt. The exercises, which included elements of 
the Japanese Maritime Self Defense Force and the South Korean navy, 
was officially intended to “conduct air defense drills, sea surveillance, 
replenishments at sea and other training in international waters.”63 In 
a speech while visiting South Korea, President Trump himself made his 
main point clear: “We sent three of the largest aircraft carriers in the 
world and they’re now positioned. We have a nuclear submarine, we 
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have many things happening that we hope—we hope to God we never 
have to use.”64

In addition to a military demonstration of offensive power, the Trump 
administration hastened deployment of the terminal high altitude de-
fense (THAAD) missile defense system to South Korea. In theory, it 
could provide a modest level of defense against the DPRK’s large number 
of intermediate missiles. But this move itself generated controversy. News 
reports suggest that South Korean citizens believe the THAAD deploy-
ment signifies that the Trump administration is preparing for a preemp-
tive attack.65 Moreover, in an incident highlighting the tensions between 
crisis management and the administration’s unilateralism, many South 
Korean were offended by President Trump’s off-the-cuff suggestion that 
South Korea should pay $1 billion for the system’s deployment. Amid 
protests in South Korea, on 30 April 2017, McMaster reaffirmed the 
details of an earlier agreement on THAAD in which South Korea bore 
no financial burden.66 

In North Korea, the Trump administration confronts a state actor 
armed with a large conventional military and a growing array of bal-
listic missiles capable, once engineering and operational challenges are 
resolved, of carrying nuclear warheads and reaching key treaty allies like 
Japan and now, potentially, American territory in Guam and the mainland. 
A preemptive strike involving American forces, of dubious legality under 
international law unless an attack was deemed imminent, is one of the 
military options under discussion.67 Indeed, administration officials 
including the president and then–Secretary of State Rex Tillerson have 
indicated that, in Tillerson’s words, “If they elevate the threat of their 
weapons program to a level that we believe requires action then that 
[military] option is on the table.”68 

Journalists and former Obama administration officials have publicly 
suggested that some Trump officials, part of an informal “war party,” are 
advocating limited attacks sometime in 2018.69 These officials argue that 
the character of the North Korean threat has swiftly changed. The first, 
most prominent factor is the DPRK’s rapid upgrading of new missile 
and nuclear technology. The second is the increased volubility, and now 
feasibility, of their threats against the American homeland. While North 
Korea’s leadership has threatened the US before, its existential character 
is novel.70 Yet, the specific challenges facing US or allied forces in taking 
offensive action against North Korea remain unchanged. As Tom Ricks 
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reminded us, the United States has been preparing for a North Korean 
military crisis since the cease-fire concluded the Korean War—and 
preparing intensively since Pyongyang threatened military action over 
20 years ago.71 North Korea’s conventional forces, while out-of-date 
and, in some cases, poorly maintained, are formidable. The Council on 
Foreign Relations summarizes the weapons systems maintained by the 
North Korean 1.1 million-man armed forces as having “more than 1,300 
aircraft, nearly 300 helicopters, 430 combatant vessels, 250 amphibious 
vessels, 70 submarines, 4,300 tanks, 2,500 armored vehicles, and 5,500 
multiple-rocket launchers. Experts also estimate that North Korea has 
upwards of one thousand missiles of varying ranges.”72 Perhaps most 
importantly, even if North Korea cannot yet reach the American main-
land with nuclear armed warheads,73 its nuclear weapons pose threats to 
American forces (not to mention allies) in theater, some accounts sug-
gest it may possess biological and chemical weapons, and cyberattacks 
attributed to North Korean actors have disrupted commerce and could 
do so again.74

President Trump’s retaliatory threats invoking “fire and fury” against 
an enemy (the DPRK) and criticism of an ally (South Korea) may not 
have helped.75 Indeed, it might have been tactically naïve, as some critics 
contend, because it has boxed the United States into an unfavorable 
position with regard to future negotiations.76 

Nonetheless, to suggest that any operational changes are a product 
of President Trump’s ill-judged statements is mistaken. That is because, 
when it comes to military operations related to the current North Korean 
crisis and preparations for a potential war, it is hard to argue that either 
President Bush or President Obama could have done much else under 
these circumstances.77 Obama’s efforts with Iran suggest he might well 
have first tried to negotiate. But his offers to talk to the DPRK when they 
conducted cyber hacking and espionage operations did not prove nota-
bly more effective.78 Furthermore, it is hard to argue that the changing 
military circumstances—a growing existential threat coupled with viru-
lent rhetoric from Kim Jong Un—would not dictate the installation of 
THAAD missile systems and the assemblage of what President Trump 
referred to as a powerful “armada,” regardless of who was president.79 Any 
operational changes therefore represent the culmination of a long-held 
position and have been prompted more by dynamic local conditions 
than any major shift. America has adopted a deterrent military strategy 
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against North Korea for six decades. The current conflict is its latest 
manifestation of that strategy. Rhetoric aside, by the early months of 
2018, it is therefore hard to imagine an alternative operational response. 

President Trump and Future Military Operations?
 On 19 January 2018, Mattis presented to the public an unclassified 

summary of the Trump administration’s long-awaited National Defense 
Strategy, the DOD’s counterpart to the National Security Council’s 
National Security Strategy released in December 2017.80 It clarified some 
but not all of the outstanding questions regarding the administration’s 
broad strategy.81 On the one hand, it confirmed the NSS focus on pre-
paring for great power competition; on the other, it left unresolved how 
the United States military would extricate itself from Afghanistan, Syria, 
and Iraq. Further, while the NDS summary argues that “[e]ffectively 
expanding the competitive space requires combined actions with the 
U.S. interagency to employ all dimensions of national power,” it remains 
silent on how this will be successful given budgetary limits on foreign 
operations spending. 

The new NDS has already provided more fodder for academics, pun-
dits, and the media.82 So has Trump’s replacement of senior appoin-
tees with more hawkish officials like Pompeo at State and Bolton as 
national security advisor. But neither the new document nor the new 
appointments are likely, at least in the short run, to substantially alter 
the military’s implementation of any overarching American national se-
curity strategy. To understand whether the Trump NDS has altered US 
strategic behavior, commentators will have to analyze military opera-
tions rather than speeches, outbursts on social media, or even planning 
documents. Given the evidence of the first 12 months of the Trump 
administration, we expect that any such analysis will reveal far more 
continuity with the recent past than many expected from a president 
who relentlessly criticized the choices of his predecessors and called for 
radical change. 

We do not suggest that operational change cannot occur. It can and 
does. The admixture of shifts in the external environment and even pos-
sibly the relentless pursuit of preferences among domestic leaders can 
eventually overcome bureaucratic inertia. Furthermore, the increase in 
resources and eventually military capabilities may contribute to change, 
especially when any threat’s scope rapidly increases. 
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Yet the evidence to date regarding this administration is significant 
and possibly generalizable: even those that promise and pursue acute 
shifts in operations encounter the constraints imposed by the theater of 
war. The Afghan and IS conflicts have evolved incrementally over several 
years. Little fundamentally has changed on the ground since President 
Trump took office. The North Korean case has done so more rapidly, 
even though Mattis conceded that the new North Korean ICBMs have 
“not yet shown to be a capable threat against us right now.”83 In each 
case, within reasonable parameters, the requisites of military operations 
now largely generally mirror those of President Trump’s predecessors. 
Even the acceleration in deployments we note in the North Korean case 
is consistent with the historical trajectory. As Jacqueline Klimas sug-
gests, despite all this pre-positioning of military resources, President 
Trump’s approach to North Korea to date still looks a lot like President 
Obama’s, a mixture of deployments and offers to negotiate.84 Of course, 
the crisis is taking place with North Korea as we write in early 2018. It 
could abate or escalate at any point. Miscalculation or arrogance could 
trigger a military conflict verging from military skirmishes to the truly 
catastrophic. 

No doubt, broader changes in the external environment, further re-
placements in cabinet-level leadership, and even congressional politics 
will help reshape strategic documents such as the National Security Strategy, 
the National Defense Strategy, and the Nuclear Posture Review over the 
lifetime of the Trump administration. There are already signs of an 
emerging Trumpian grand strategy that focuses on strategic competi-
tion with revisionist great powers—Russia and China—and “rogue” 
states—North Korea and Iran. But as we have argued elsewhere, “in the 
absence of radical changes in culture, institutional decision-making and 
in resources . . . the United States will muddle along, pursuing calibrated 
strategies by default, despite the intellectual effort and ink spilled in an 
effort to develop a coherent grand strategy.”85

Nonetheless, the nature of the adversaries, the character of the threats, 
and the potential forms of conflict themselves, varying in different re-
gions of the globe, will determine what military operations are possible 
given the capabilities available to combatant commanders. To an extent 
alarming to his supporters and consoling to his critics, the evidence to 
date suggests that President Trump’s military leadership has adopted, 
and will continue to adopt, what President Obama disparagingly referred to 
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as “the Washington Playbook”—notably the propensity to pursue “milita-
rized responses”—when it comes to facing national security challenges. The 
United States, furthermore, is likely to continue to do so in the foreseeable 
future.86 
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Abstract

As the national security ramifications of climate change grow more 
pronounced, climate manipulation technologies, called geoengineering, 
will become more attractive as a method of staving off climate-related 
security emergencies. Geoengineering includes methods of carbon di-
oxide removal and/or solar radiation management and can theoreti-
cally achieve significant reductions in warming-related environmental 
changes, but they are scientifically untested. Geoengineering technolo-
gies have the potential to disrupt the global ecological status quo and 
mount a potentially coercive threat with implications as serious as those 
in wartime. Several of these technologies can be deployed from the 
global commons, but international law provides no more than indirect 
guidance as to how they should be governed as a matter of international 
security. We argue that, lacking explicit scientific or legal guidance, just 
war theory provides a useful normative framework for restraining the 
use of environmental force. Modifying just war theory into “just geo-
engineering theory” will provide ethical standards for security decision 
makers as they consider whether or how geoengineering should be used.
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Academics, military practitioners, think tanks, and international 
organizations—even the UN Security Council—are increasingly con-
cerned about the national security ramifications of a changing climate.1 
These range from direct physical effects such as loss of territory due to 
sea level rise, to higher order effects such as greater spread of infectious 
disease, geopolitical instability in a thawing Arctic, and climate change–
driven migration. The increasing security toll of climate change is clearly 
recognized as a significant driver of civil unrest and conflicts such as the 
Arab Spring.2 The US military has addressed climate change in both the 
2010 and 2014 editions of the Quadrennial Defense Review, and other 
states around the world are likewise concluding that climate change is a 
threat multiplier.3 Even the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC) now recognizes the human security impacts of climate change 
and has addressed security in its Working Group II report.4 With NASA’s 
announcement that 2016 and 2017 will likely be the two hottest years 
ever recorded, it is clear that the international community is failing to 
control climate change at the global level.5 Atmospheric concentra-
tion of carbon dioxide has reached a new high of 405 parts per million 
(ppm) and continues to climb.6 The emissions restrictions and other cli-
mate change mitigation actions contained in the multilateral agreement 
signed in Paris in December 2015, even if fully implemented, will only 
result in limiting any global temperature increase to 3.5°C above pre-
industrial levels, rather than the recommended 2°C target.7 The Trump 
administration has now withdrawn the United States, one of the largest 
emitters, from the Paris Agreement, placing even the 3.5°C result in 
jeopardy. Such ongoing and future security concerns will lead policy 
makers’ attention to climate-modifying technologies, which are begin-
ning to appear in scientific and policy discussions as viable alternatives 
to climate mitigation. 

Considerations of the scientific, technological, financial, and ethical 
implications of geoengineering technologies have appeared in various 
reports since 2009,8 but the implications of such technologies for secu-
rity and defense have not been part of any recent analyses. However, 
geoengineering on any but the smallest scale means that one state may 
be able to substantially change the material conditions in another state 
or even globally on a unilateral basis. Given the lack of any specific 
laws, treaties, or norms governing planetary technologies of this type, 
states must look elsewhere for guidance on whether, when, and how 
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to use them in the interest of national security. A modification of just 
war theory will serve as a framework for restraining the use of environ-
mental force by states and provide guidance in setting ethical norms 
and standards for the deployment of climate-altering technologies. This 
article first explains the types of geoengineering technologies considered 
feasible for altering the climate. Next it analyzes existing legal guidance. 
Finally, the article presents a “just geoengineering theory” for considering 
deliberate climate modification. 

Geoengineering Technologies
Currently, we have three options to address the changing climate and 

its second- and third-order environmental and security effects: adapt 
to the changes with improved infrastructure and other technologies, 
mitigate the phenomenon through global greenhouse gas (GHG) emis-
sions reductions, or geoengineer the climate in an attempt to offset or 
“undo” the damage. Adaptation is the path of least resistance regarding 
climate change. However, this option requires states rethink the many 
climatic assumptions, such as stable temperatures and regular precipita-
tion, upon which their economy, their culture, and their infrastructure 
are based. This type of fundamental change presents huge political and 
logistical challenges for large and small states.

Mitigation would provide the greatest long-term climate stability, but 
GHG emission reductions could be economically costly because they 
would require a massive shift away from fossil fuel use.9 States have at-
tempted to create a global climate change mitigation regime but have 
only generated piecemeal agreements, such as the Reducing Emissions 
from Deforestation and Forest Degradation in Developing Countries 
plan and the intended nationally determined contributions contained 
in the Paris accord.10 Meanwhile, sovereign governments will continue 
to act in their own best economic and political interests rather than in a 
generalized global interest. 

If the security problems resulting from climate change are severe enough, 
and if both mitigation and adaptation are seen as undesirable for time or 
cost reasons, then geoengineering may emerge as a credible method of 
responding to a national security threat. Geoengineering technologies fall 
into two distinct types, carbon dioxide removal (CDR) and solar radiation 
management (SRM). CDR includes any method of removing carbon di-
oxide, and possibly additional gases, from the ambient air with the inten-
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tion of reducing the greenhouse effect and allowing more heat to escape 
the atmosphere. SRM methods attempt to bounce sunlight away from 
the earth before it has the chance to be absorbed and re-radiated from the 
surface as infrared heat, becoming trapped in the atmosphere and contrib-
uting to the greenhouse effect.11 Most methods of SRM or CDR can be 
deployed from land and so would fall under laws and norms of national 
governance. However, three of the current CDR/SRM methods must be 
deployed from the global commons (oceans or atmosphere) and would 
require novel changes to our ideas of international governance because 
they cannot be implemented under current assumptions of international 
sovereignty and security. Those global commons three include:

1. Ocean Iron Fertilization (OIF)

Carbon dioxide can be pulled from the air and sequestered by natural 
processes in the ocean. Seeding high-nutrient, low-chlorophyll areas of 
the ocean with nutrients such as iron can stimulate plankton growth, 
which then absorb carbon dioxide via photosynthesis from the ocean. 
When the plankton die, the carbon sinks to the ocean floor. This method 
is estimated to capture between one and four gigatons of carbon dioxide 
per year, though it would take decades to scale up to that level of cap-
ture, and more still would be needed to achieve a 1.5°C climate target.12 

2. Sulfur Aerosol Dispersal

Dispersal of sulfur dioxide particulates into the upper atmosphere 
is the most commonly discussed SRM method. Using airplanes, high-
altitude balloons, airships, or other means, injected aerosol particulates 
would then create a global haze that would reflect sunlight, limiting the 
solar energy reaching the earth’s surface and thereby cooling the planet. 
By way of example, the 1991 eruption of Mount Pinatubo in the Philip-
pines spewed approximately 20 million tons of sulfur and other particulates 
into the atmosphere, resulting in a global average temperature drop of 
1°C for about a year.13 The equivalent of approximately one Pinatubo 
every four years would be needed to counteract the effects of climate 
change over the next few decades.14

3. Marine-Based Cloud Brightening

Since clouds are a natural method of reflecting sunlight, the stimula-
tion of cloud formation may serve to reduce incoming solar radiation. 
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Using sea salt particles as cloud condensation nuclei could encourage 
clouds to form and reflect sunlight without the use of sulfur dioxide.15 
This method would require approximately 1,500 unmanned ships called 
Flettner spray vessels to release seawater micro-droplets into the lower 
atmosphere.16 These ships could operate on the high seas, thus removing 
them from territorial interference from other states, and would be un-
manned and unfueled, using wind power for motion. Since the cloud-
brightening effect requires a constant input of sea spray, the process can 
be turned off relatively quickly if adverse effects appear.17

Costs and Implications

In terms of security-related changes to the environment, ecological 
collateral damage during combat is one of the most significant costs 
of war, because disruption or destruction of the environment and its 
resources hinders the recovery of the civilian population. The UN Envi-
ronment Programme has conducted postconflict environmental assess-
ments in Afghanistan, Iraq, Gaza, and Sudan. Sometimes the ecosystem 
can recover from the effects of a conflict, sometimes it does not.18 Sub-
sequent estimates of the ecological, economic, and human health costs 
of recent wars include $450 million to clean up dioxin in certain areas of 
Vietnam, $6.5 billion to fight fires and make repairs to oil infrastructure 
in Kuwait after the First Gulf War and $27 billion in lost oil/gas profit, 
and approximately $44 million in environmental damage in Gaza since 
the escalation of conflict in 2009.19

Any geoengineering technology on a scale large enough to shift the 
global climate has the potential to inflict damage of the same magni-
tude. Since these technologies have not been tested to scale, direct cost 
comparison can be difficult, but by way of proxy data, the eruption 
of the Eyjafjallajökull volcano in 2010 cost the Icelandic government 
$7.5 million in cleanup and repairs, and the global economy experi-
enced an estimated $5 billion in lost airfare, tourism, and perishable 
consumer goods.20 The total costs of the 1980 Mount St. Helens erup-
tion in Washington State and the 1991 Mount Pinatubo eruption in the 
Philippines were estimated to be $1.1 billion (1980 dollars) and $700 
million (1991 dollars), respectively.21 Since governments have limited 
abilities to calculate ecosystem losses, there may be extended or synergistic 
damages that are not captured.22 
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Furthermore, this damage would be perpetrated knowingly upon 
other states without their consent. Global commons–based geoengineer-
ing is not synonymous with the use of violent force. But, depending 
upon the type of technology used, it could incur the same level of cross-
border environmental destruction and loss of sovereignty as a war. War is 
waged with intent to harm; geoengineering might be deployed without 
that intent, but we argue that—when speaking of that scale of involun-
tary environmental change—that is a distinction without a difference. 
Since the global ecosystem and atmosphere are indivisible, one state can 
cause material changes in the environment of another that have the pos-
sibility to negatively affect the territory, economy, and security of that 
state. These changes would affect the security and material well-being 
of states, just as the use of violent force does. Thus, rules and norms 
about geoengineering have their parallels in rules and norms about use 
of force. Deploying geoengineering technologies raises issues of both 
national security and ethical treatment of the global environment. 

Ecological and Economic Risks to Geoengineering

Research on these methods of geoengineering is not well developed, 
and it is easy to spot both ecological and economic risks. While OIF may 
have a positive effect on fish stocks, it may also result in changes to the 
structure of the marine food web and possible reduction of subsurface 
oxygen.23 Previous OIF experiments have resulted in the production of 
greenhouse-enhancing gases such as dimethylsulfide, nitrous oxide, and 
methane.24 Any type of geoengineering that does not remove carbon 
will allow for the continued acidification of the oceans.25 Such effects 
will vary depending on where on the ocean and at what time of year the 
Flettner ships are deployed.26

The ecological risks of aerosol deployment are significant. Net primary 
productivity is a measure of the amount of chemical energy produced 
by plants and is directly related to the amount of sunlight they receive. 
If SRM reduces the amount of sunlight reaching the earth, then plants 
from crops to forests may become less productive.27 Also, with a 3 per-
cent drop in incoming sunlight under an SRM scheme, solar power 
from photovoltaic panels and dish collectors would become less ef-
fective.28 Sulfur aerosols in particular may accelerate depletion of the 
stratospheric ozone layer, and since sulfur dioxide is the main corro-
sive component in acid precipitation, any sulfur artificially added to the 
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atmosphere via geoengineering will eventually rain out in some form, 
causing localized ecosystem damage and human health concerns.29 Ad-
ditionally, early computer models suggest that cloud brightening may 
interfere with existing precipitation patterns.30 If global GHG emissions 
are not reduced, then any method of SRM would have to be continued 
indefinitely once it is begun. If SRM is stopped and the full comple-
ment of sunlight reaches the earth through an atmosphere thick with 
GHGs, the global temperature would rapidly spike upward, a phenomenon 
known as the termination effect. This carries the more-than-likely risk of 
abrupt and dangerous warming, well outside twentieth-century climate 
variability bounds.31 It should be noted that the potential benefits of 
geoengineering on the climate could also be significant, but just as in 
war, they would be unevenly distributed.

Perhaps the greatest concern regarding geoengineering is the moral 
hazard. Any type of geoengineering method could incur a moral hazard, 
but SRM is particularly dangerous; because SRM methods have the 
potential to work quickly, their effects can be felt quickly. This may lead 
the public to conclude that the global warming problem has been “fixed” 
and that the difficult and disruptive work of de-carbonizing the world’s 
energy supply need not continue. Without public pressure, policy makers 
are unlikely to pursue further climate change mitigation measures, par-
ticularly if they are costly compared to an SRM regime. Already, with 
US participation in the Paris agreement stalled, lawmakers in Congress 
have introduced a bill to formulate a research agenda for “albedo modi-
fication strategies that involve atmospheric interventions” (SRM), citing 
the effects that climate change has on US national security!32

Existing Legal Guidance
Since there are no international instruments that deal explicitly with 

geoengineering, international law only provides limited guidance to 
security policy makers. However, several environmental treaties and war 
conventions may have ancillary relevance. 

Environmental Laws

International environmental laws assign responsibility and regulate 
behavior with respect to the environment as well as describe the norms 
and conventions that govern our relationship to the natural environ-
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ment. Many of these laws address issues that arise in the global com-
mons (ocean and atmosphere), and several may apply to geoengineering 
processes and technologies. The 1972 London Dumping Convention 
and the 1982 UN Convention of the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) both 
contain provisions to address marine pollution; depending on the at-
tempt, this may include iron particles used for OIF.33 UNCLOS Article 
140 states that activities carried out in the high seas area shall be for the 
benefit of mankind as a whole, irrespective of the geographical location 
of states. Although the article is intended to address the disposition of 
minerals and other resources on the ocean floor, it is relevant to our 
discussion because the exclusionary nature of security actions automati-
cally prejudices the interests of one state over another. One state wishing 
to employ a marine-based geoengineering strategy may therefore have 
to demonstrate that the climate benefits they intend to bring about are 
intended to improve the climate generally and not merely for their own 
individual state. The 1979 Convention on Long Range Transboundary 
Air Pollution addresses air pollution and may outlaw the use of sulfur 
aerosols for SRM. The 1992 Convention on Biological Diversity ad-
dresses any process that affects ecological biodiversity; in 2010, the tenth 
conference of the parties issued a statement calling for states to abstain 
from attempts at geoengineering until further research into their effects 
on biodiversity might be assessed.34 By 2016, the subsidiary body on 
scientific, technical, and technological advice issued an updated analysis 
pointing out the environmental and governance uncertainties still in-
herent in these technologies and noting that they are yet ungoverned.35

Laws of War

Legal agreements concerning norms of wartime behavior can also shed 
light on the security, political, and ethical implications of geoengineer-
ing in two ways. First, a few of those agreements directly address treat-
ment of the environment during wartime. Second, since geoengineering 
technologies have the potential to disrupt the global physical status quo, 
they mount a potentially coercive threat with implications as serious 
as those in wartime. Thus, any review of the security ramifications of 
geoengineering technology warrants consideration of legal norms and 
agreements regarding war.
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1977 Environmental Modification Convention

The 1977 Environmental Modification Convention (ENMOD) 
specifically prohibits “military or any other hostile use of environmental 
modification techniques having widespread, long-lasting or severe ef-
fects as the means of destruction, damage or injury to any other State 
Party.”36 This leaves open the possible argument that ENMOD is not 
applicable to geoengineering because it does not qualify as warfare 
since it has no stated intent to destroy, cause damage to, or injure any 
other state.

The prohibition of “military use” of environmental modification tech-
niques appears to apply to the conduct of warfare only and leaves open 
to interpretation whether or not peaceful use could be carried out by 
military personnel or equipment.37 Some of the atmospheric or ocean-
based schemes would require substantial logistical capability to deploy 
successfully, and the national military may be the only state agency with 
the wherewithal to perform such a mission. Most state militaries are 
allowed and even expected to assist civil authorities when officially re-
quested to do so; this includes carrying out disaster relief operations such 
as provision of emergency aid and evacuation of civilians. If deployment 
of a geoengineering scheme becomes a matter of national economic or 
scientific policy, then military involvement would be governed by the 
relevant national laws.

1977 Geneva Protocol I

Protocol I pursuant to the Geneva Conventions of 1949 addresses 
the protection of victims of international armed conflict, and several articles 
specifically address protection of the natural environment. Article 35 
employs similar language to ENMOD in that parties are prohibited 
from employing methods and means of warfare that cause “widespread, 
long-term, and severe” damage to the natural environment. Though the 
two conventions use similar terms to describe prohibited environmen-
tal damage, ENMOD assumes “long-lasting” to mean a few months 
to a season, whereas “long-term” in Protocol I is understood to refer to 
decades.38 Article 54 prohibits parties from attacking objects necessary 
for the survival of the civilian population, including food, water, and 
agricultural land and resources. Article 55 enjoins parties to protect the 
environment from widespread, long-lasting and severe collateral damage 
during war. Article 56 prohibits attacks on works and installations that 
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contain dangerous forces (usually read to mean the built environment, 
such as dams and power plants).39 The reasoning behind both ENMOD 
and Protocol I is that the health of the natural environment is critical 
to the survival of the civilian population and should not be prejudiced 
by war. If this injunction is significant enough to warrant consideration 
during warfare, when states are customarily granted the greatest legal 
and operational leeway in national security operations, then it should 
warrant consideration during peacetime when states have the ability to 
reflect and consult.

Geoengineering in International Legal Limbo

Of the three technologies that would be deployed from the global 
commons, each suffers from a certain kind of legal neglect. For 
example, nothing prohibits peacetime use of environmental modifica-
tion technologies such as aerosol dispersal or cloud brightening. This 
means that any state or nonstate actor deploying such technology could 
claim (truthfully or not) that they were acting for the good of their 
country or of humankind and consequently had no hostile intent. 
Such a claim would render laws such as ENMOD or Geneva Protocol 
I inapplicable. These same actions might be illegal under domestic law, 
but since domestic laws differ in scope and specificity from international 
treaties, a particular technology such as ocean iron fertilization that 
may be illegal in territorial waters may not automatically contravene 
international law if deployed from the high seas. Consequently, any 
one of the Global Commons 3 technologies could be considered legal 
from a positivist perspective.

Finally, nothing in any law, convention, treaty, or custom prohibits 
a state from defending itself and its territory from a real threat to its 
national security. As disruption from climate change becomes more pro-
nounced, and the international security threats arising from these effects 
become more apparent, a state may find itself considering an attempt at 
geoengineering for its own protection or preservation. 

Just Geoengineering Theory
Under every accepted theory of modern international relations, a 

state is allowed, even obligated, to protect its national security. If the 
physical effects of anthropogenic climate change produce or contribute 
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to threats to national security, then abating it or offsetting its negative 
consequences may be viewed as a necessary security requirement, maybe 
even on a pre-emptive or preventive basis. Already, military forces from 
countries around the world are taking steps to address climate-related 
threats. The mounting security threats from climate change have been 
likened to World War III, and the need to mobilize on a nation-changing 
footing to produce renewable energy technology likened to the Ameri-
can industrial run-up to defeat the Axis Powers.40 If geoengineering is 
to be considered as a defense option, and international law provides no 
specific prohibition, we can look to just war theory for further guidance. 

Just war theory provides ethical guidance for decision making about 
the destructive forces of war. It helps define the concepts of “right” and 
“wrong” in warfare and made customary the idea that warfare is limited 
in scope and method.41 Therefore, just war criteria can illuminate im-
portant ethical and security considerations for deploying geoengineer-
ing technology. Using geoengineering for defense and security means 
one of two things: either a state is manipulating the climate as “offense,” 
as a means of war; or the national security problems engendered by the 
changing climate have become so severe that policy makers have begun 
to see geoengineering as a possible means of “defense.” If the former, 
such actions are clearly prohibited by ENMOD and Geneva Protocol I. 
If the latter, decision making becomes a bit murkier. Consequently, we 
can view potential “defensive” attempts at geoengineering through the 
lens of just war theory and ask ourselves whether or not such attempts 
could be both ethically acceptable and a net security gain. In doing so, 
we make use of both jus ad bellum (law of resort to force) and jus in 
bello (law of war fighting) criteria. While not all the elements of just war 
theory relate directly to consideration of geoengineering, three of the 
criteria shed useful light on its utility as a possible option for national 
self-defense.

Competent Authority

This jus ad bellum criterion is generally understood to mean that war 
cannot be undertaken justly without the permission of a publicly recognized 
authority acting in accordance with the rule of law, divine right, or other 
relevant source of political legitimacy. Early Western notions of just war 
were articulated through Christian theology, but just war thinking has 
grown beyond that foundation. On questions of war, states share with 
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intergovernmental organizations (IGO) such as the United Nations and 
NATO the ability to speak authoritatively about when the use of force is 
and is not permitted. Therefore, it is reasonable that states and IGOs, in 
consultation with climate experts, can speak with authority on the use 
of force through geoengineering.42 

However, sovereign states, individually or in groups, are still the only 
actors that can legitimately use force in international relations, ostensibly 
in defense of their citizens. Therefore, they must make a significant and 
allied commitment to prevent any illegitimate geoengineering deploy-
ment by rogue or unauthorized actors.43 Then, if geoengineering is 
deployed, it is done as part of a considered national plan, not from a 
grudge, hostile intent, or a misplaced sense of experimentation. 

Proportionality

This same requirement for expert scientific judgment informs the jus 
ad bellum and jus in bello principles of proportionality. Here, propor-
tionality means that the ecological good that the acting state intends to 
achieve through its use of geoengineering must outweigh any negative 
ecological consequences it brings about. Consideration of proportionality 
in geoengineering is complicated both because the changing climate is a 
moving ecological target and because meaningful tests of the technology 
are currently ineffective or impossible. This means that a “just” deploy-
ment would need to be reassessed regularly over its duration, because 
changing environmental conditions over time mean that geoengineering 
can make things worse, not better. 

Discrimination

Finally, the principle of discrimination distinguishes between morally 
acceptable and unacceptable targets: combatants are legitimate targets; 
noncombatants are not. This distinction is not always easy to make, 
since guerrilla and insurgent warfare frequently involve irregular troops, 
civilians who willingly or unwillingly serve as weapons platforms, and 
tactics such as improvised explosive devices that can be difficult to at-
tribute to a specific source. In such cases, it is difficult to discriminate 
between legitimate and illegitimate targets because the line has blurred 
between who is a combatant and who is not. The old categories do not 
easily fit the new reality of warfare, though the moral imperative of dis-
crimination remains. However, there are two points to consider when 
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applying this principle to geoengineering: how to identify “combatants” 
in this case, and whether global geoengineering technologies raise col-
lateral damage questions similar to those raised by weapons of mass 
destruction (WMDs). 

In considering geoengineering as a use of force, the principle of dis-
crimination forces us to redefine who are considered combatants and 
noncombatants. Combatants are generally the armed forces of two or 
more warring nations, and are legitimate targets under just war theory; 
noncombatants are not legitimate targets. However, when the proper 
authority of a state is considering geoengineering, this policy is intended 
to benefit the government and its citizens. Since they are the ones taking 
the proposed action for their own benefit, they can be loosely termed 
to be the “combatants” in this parallel to war. Conversely, “noncom-
batants” are normally those civilians who are not party to the conflict; 
in this parallel, we might term everyone else on Earth to be the non-
combatants, since the action is not taken for their benefit, nor are they 
necessarily even considered.

Climate Change for National Defense

War involves unleashing powerful forces not only on the target popu-
lation but also on the non-target population as well. Current norms 
of war permit some level of collateral damage during combat, but 
combatants must reasonably foresee and minimize such damage. While 
geoengineering technologies and WMDs differ in important ways, they 
are both instruments of force that cannot be targeted precisely. Further-
more, commons-based geoengineering will not be effective unless tested 
or deployed on a global scale, which adds another level of ecological 
uncertainty to any attempt to minimize collateral damage. Customary 
international law, as stated by the International Committee of the Red 
Cross and reaffirmed in the 1998 Rome Statute of the International 
Criminal Court, holds both that indiscriminate attacks are prohibited 
and that the use of indiscriminately targeted weapons constitutes a war 
crime.44 It stands to reason, then, that a similar precaution would pertain to 
indiscriminately targeted instruments of massive environmental change. 
If states do consider geoengineering from the global commons as a 
method of national defense, we can construct a new framework to func-
tion in geoengineering decision making as just war theory functions in 
conflict decision making. Because of the global and possibly irreversible 
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effects, all precautions must be taken by the decision makers to maxi-
mize transparency and represent all stakeholder views. 

Jus ad climate

The state must be facing a major climate change–related security 
emergency in order to justify using geoengineering. In the same way that 
self-defense is an agreed-upon indicator of a just war, a major climate 
emergency would function as an agreed-upon precondition for geoengi-
neering deployment. However, as in just war theory, this criterion is ex-
tremely subjective. While no financial or mortality estimates have been 
agreed upon as to what constitutes a major emergency, what would be 
a small scale natural disaster for one state might be an existential threat 
to another. Hence, geoengineering technology would be deployed when 
the damage became “bad enough,” presumably as determined by the 
competent national authority. Such an estimation could include costs 
from drought, floods and storms, crop failures, heat deaths, and so forth. 

We propose consideration of several additional factors for determin-
ing whether a situation is “bad enough.” First, the estimated damage 
must meet some threshold in lives or dollars. There is no specific number 
to attach to such a factor, since relative damage varies by state, but the 
competent national authority should think about what those numbers 
might be and presume to set them high so geoengineering does not 
become the option of first resort. Second, the security threat must be 
publicly attributable to climate change. If policy makers want to geoen-
gineer the climate, they need to admit that the security threat the state 
is facing stems from a climate change–related problem and not some 
random force majeure event. In this way, mitigation and adaptation 
measures are brought back into the discussion and not automatically 
dismissed in favor of the technological option.

Third, the real or assumed cost of equivalent climate change miti-
gation or adaptation efforts must be “too high” to afford or take “too 
long” to be effective. Meeting this threshold would permit the just use 
of geoengineering rather than, or in addition to, mitigation or adapta-
tion measures. However, this is where the greatest moral hazard trap 
appears. As environmental conditions further degrade and the need to 
respond grows increasingly urgent, it will be easy for international actors 
to see geoengineering as a technological quick fix for the climate. This 
would be a grave error for two reasons. First, most of the technologies 
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are in the early stages of research and development, so confidence in 
their effectiveness is low. Second, field testing the technologies at the 
planetary level will have the same impact as actual deployment, thus 
eliminating the option of experimentation. This greatly reduced margin 
of error argues for caution even beyond the normal level for scientific 
investigation.

Some analysts have argued for the preemptive early use of SRM, well 
before any such emergency threshold is reached. Such argument is usually 
attached to the justification that this use would temporarily stabilize the 
climate and buy the world’s states enough time to switch from fossil fuels 
to noncarbon energy sources. However, the danger of preemptive use 
lies in its very potential for short-term success. The deployment of atmo-
spheric sulfur may indeed lower global temperature a measurable 1.5°C 
for the span of a few years, similar to the eruption of Mount Pinatubo, 
but this veneer of success removes the urgency for making the switch; as 
most energy infrastructures and systems are path-dependent with a high 
level of technological lock-in, discouraging any shift to other modes of 
production as too expensive.45 

Any decision to deploy geoengineering from the global commons (at-
mosphere or seas) must be made at the national level first, then subject 
to international consent. To guard against rogue actors, any decision to 
deploy geoengineering must be made by the competent national authority, 
presumably in conjunction with scientific advisors. This guarantees that 
such a decision represents the will of the nation, or at least its govern-
ment, and not merely one faction or one individual. However, since the 
ecological changes brought about by geoengineering are global in scope 
and the likelihood of undesirable collateral environmental damage is 
high, there must be some level of international approval for an indi-
vidual state’s decision. 

National decisions concerning evaluation of just war criteria, and 
determination of national security in general, are not usually subject to 
international discussion before they are implemented. But geoengineer-
ing technologies are not like other weapons due to their unique combi-
nation of global reach, potential for nonlinear effect, and fundamental 
implications for the livability of our planet.46 Any type of weapon used 
in modern conflict can be subject to the just war constraints of pro-
portionality and discrimination; geoengineering technologies should 
be as well. Barring formation of a new body, the only standing body 
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that could provide such consent, and hence legitimacy under our just 
geoengineering theory criteria, is the UN Security Council. This means 
that any discussion of deployment would be subject to the veto of the 
five permanent members, which may act as a restraining force on states 
seeking approval for deployment. However, if the UN or any agency it 
designates to make such decisions were to assess the risk of a proposed 
attempt and determine it to be acceptable, then such an action would 
have earned international approval and would not be considered “hostile” 
per ENMOD. 

Any geoengineering attempt must have a reasonable chance of suc-
cess, according to the best scientific and economic knowledge available 
at the time. If a particular method of geoengineering has some negative 
ecological consequences that in itself does not make it unjust. Rather, 
the competent national authority must clearly demonstrate how the eco-
logical and financial good outweighs the bad, based on the best scientific 
knowledge available at the time the decision is made. This could be 
measured in a number of ways: temperature lowered, lives saved, money 
saved, disasters avoided. If this cannot be determined, then the precau-
tionary principle applies: put down the sulfur and step away. The intent 
of the state deploying the technology is key: only defensive deployment 
aimed at avoiding or mitigating a security threat is permitted. Any at-
tempt to use geoengineering for offensive purposes (to manipulate or 
threaten another state) would be considered hostile use and subject to 
the terms of ENMOD.47

Any geoengineering attempt must meet the double effect criteria: 
only the good result is intended, the bad result is not a means to the 
good result, and the actor foresees greater good than bad resulting from 
the deployment. In war, double effect is a matter of both jus ad bellum 
and jus in bello. An actor’s reason for resorting to force may or may not 
violate the principle, though the actor’s means of fighting incur a double 
effect. In either case, actors must ensure that they are not engaging in 
harm for harm’s sake. In geoengineering, double effect is primarily a 
question of resorting to use, rather than one of using the technology 
once it is deployed. This is because effective geoengineering will alter 
the global climate, and any change on that scale will almost certainly 
have both good and bad results. In other words, it would be impossible 
to deploy geoengineering technology without incurring double effect. 
Therefore, the question of double effect arises in assessing not the use 
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of force but rather in determining the ethics of resorting to using geo-
engineering force at all. This suggests that any decision-making about 
geoengineering should proceed with a high level of caution.

Jus in climate

The method chosen must be the least environmentally harmful one 
within the necessary time frame and designed to achieve the minimum 
ecological disruption necessary to offset climate change effects. This cri-
terion echoes the just war criteria of proportionality and comparative 
justice, since it posits that just actors may use only the amount of force 
necessary to achieve their goal. However, this criterion also includes ele-
ments of the need for proper authority, because understanding the avail-
able time frame and levels of ecological disruption will require input 
from scientists and stakeholders. We caution that extreme care should 
be taken with the implementation of this criterion, since it relies heavily 
on subjective scientific and environmental judgment. If done hastily or 
with no ecological care, a reckless deployment attempt could be per-
ceived as an act of war by one aggrieved or desperate nation or party 
against the rest of humanity or the earth. Therefore, transparency of 
negotiation, goals, and possible outcomes will be paramount to ethical 
geoengineering.

The method chosen must yield greater good than harm globally, not 
just to the country deploying it, and from the first year of deployment. 
If not, it must be discontinued as ineffective or unjust. Again relying 
on the obligation to refrain from transboundary environmental harm, 
not only the deploying state but also the world community must mea-
sure the effects of geoengineering for its benefits for the combatants and 
its harm to the noncombatants. The applicability of the double effect 
principle here in jus in climate means that both proportionality and 
discrimination must be reassessed on an annual basis for the duration of 
the deployment, and a workable regime must produce greater environ-
mental good than harm. 

A short time threshold to prove the viability of geoengineering tech-
nology is critical for jus in climate, because unjust or unworkable strategies 
that linger can cause significant environmental and economic damage 
on top of the climate change effects they are trying to mitigate. The im-
portant second-order effects of climate change are availability of fresh 
water, amount of agricultural output, and prevalence of infectious dis-
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ease. Food and water security are significantly affected by climate-dependent 
conditions such as temperature and precipitation, and climate change 
results in outbreaks of infectious diseases due to shifting disease vectors.

Most states that avail themselves of a modicum of international trade 
can recover from a one-year disruption in agricultural output, water sup-
plies (though this is harder), and food and resource markets. Aid agen-
cies such as the World Food Programme or Oxfam can make accom-
modations for one year, and the WHO and other international medical 
authorities can get medicines and personnel in place within one year, 
should they need to respond to an outbreak. However, for food and wa-
ter constraints or disease outbreaks lasting longer than that, adaptation 
becomes more problematic. Consequently, for a geoengineering method 
that is expected to take longer than one year to provide benefits, we should 
assume that the net environmental effect will be neutral, pending a posi-
tive outcome. Otherwise, insisting against evidence that a technique will 
work in the undetermined future can become a cover for faulty technology, 
scientific experimentation, or profit seeking.

Jus post climate

The third category of just geoengineering theory, what we might call 
jus post climate, would have as its equivalent principles those of ending 
the geoengineering deployment as soon as possible and restoring the 
ecosystem to its previous state. However, elucidating this further would 
be premature at this point due to the specific technological nature of 
geoengineering. If the technology deployed is a type of SRM, then not 
only can it not be stopped without concomitant removal of atmospheric 
GHGs, in fact it must be continued indefinitely in order to provide 
the desired global cooling effect. Otherwise the temperature would rise 
rapidly, the previously mentioned termination effect. This means that 
regardless of what SRM methods are used, the world community must 
work to reduce GHG concentrations in the atmosphere at the same 
time. Additionally, the process of geoengineering is not designed to re-
store the climate and the environment to its original state but merely 
to hold off damage and buy time until noncarbon forms of energy have 
replaced fossil fuels. Since the climate always exhibits some degree of 
variability, knowing when a particular deployment had “reset” the cli-
mate would be near impossible.
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Jus post bellum does include a principle stating that those individuals 
guilty of war crimes and crimes against humanity perpetrated in the 
course of a war should be tried in accordance with international law. 
In parallel, states embracing jus post climate could also consider rogue 
geoengineers to be guilty of crimes against humanity. This is not a com-
pletely new concept. The 1998 Rome Statute of the International Criminal 
Court (ICC) includes environmental damages as outlined in the Geneva 
Protocol I as a possible war crime.48 Until now, the ICC has not pursued 
environmental crimes, though the current prosecutor may expand the 
range of the court’s cases.49 Although geoengineering is not explicitly 
enumerated among customary crimes against humanity or war crimes, 
the extensive environmental alteration inherent in any scale geoengineer-
ing attempt could easily result in “widespread, long-lasting, and severe” 
damage if it has unintended effects. 

Conclusion: It’s Not Nice to Fool Mother Nature
States that are threatened by the security effects of climate change and 

considering geoengineering as a result face an unpalatable choice: refrain 
from deploying and run a dangerous or even ruinous security risk or 
deploy some method of geoengineering, gamble that it will not result in 
a climate catastrophe, and face criticism from the international commu-
nity if this decision does not have UN approval. Either of these choices 
entails risks for a state, since climate change-driven security threats are 
often multiyear, multisystem hazards that are not easily quantifiable and 
may not result from a direct adversary.

If addressing climate change–related threats has become part of the 
security decision-making process, does it make sense to try to opera-
tionalize the principles behind just geoengineering theory? In traditional 
defense and security decision making, the principles behind just war 
theory are formalized in treaties such as the Geneva Conventions and in 
customary international law, and put into practice in the form of rules 
of engagement (ROE) that military forces must follow in combat. Since 
international law does not address geoengineering as a security measure, 
could we build an international convention on climate manipulation 
technologies and construct the relevant ROEs from there? This is prob-
lematic for two reasons.

First, there would likely be resistance from the scientific community, 
which has argued for experimentation on the grounds that, should this 
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be needed in an emergency, we would be unwise to deploy untested 
technology.50 It is true that small-scale experiments may yield valuable 
local data on how particular technologies perform, but these results may 
not scale up to planetary level. If a larger-scale deployment were attempted 
under the guise of “experimentation,” the data yielded might be more 
useful, but the risk to the ecosystem is proportionally greater. To this 
end, there would be no justifiable distinction between experimentation 
and actual use.

Second, the growing strain of nationalism in the world is pointing toward 
fewer treaties and less cooperation on global issues and signals a retreat from 
the liberal international order needed to make a geoengineering convention 
work. What we hope to achieve with this development of just geoengineer-
ing theory is to create a set of norms and customs that can be used to guide 
decision making by states and the international community in the absence 
of explicit international law. 

Right now, climate change–related security threats are increasing, 
while mitigation and adaptation efforts are not keeping pace. Even-
tually, geoengineering (especially the three global commons methods 
discussed herein) will start to look like viable climate manipulation 
measures cloaked in national security. However, law and custom re-
quire states to keep environmental harm from negatively affecting 
other states, and these three methods of geoengineering offer no pos-
sibility of limiting effects to one country or region. These methods 
are indiscriminate, nonproportional, and possibly irreversible, and the 
global environmental stakes are too high for anything less than deliberate 
ethical decision making. Consequently, we offer these just geoengi-
neering guidelines as essential to deployment. 
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Space Arms Control: A Hybrid Approach

Brian G. Chow

Abstract

Space arms control proposals such as the Prevention of the Placement 
of Weapons in Outer Space (PPWT) have failed to become treaties in 
spite of countless efforts over the past 50 years. These proposals will not 
work in the emerging space proximity-operations era. This article pro-
poses a hybrid approach to space arms control based on restricting the 
locations in space of some potential space weapons while banning other 
types of space weapons outright. The core of any hybrid space arms 
control (HSAC) treaty should prohibit satellites, whether for antisatel-
lite (ASAT) or peaceful purposes, from positioning too close to more 
than an innocuous threshold number of another country’s satellites 
and authorize preemptive self-defense as a last resort countermeasure. 
This article also proposes a comprehensive list of space arms control 
measures, which can be added to the core proposal to more effectively 
manage both traditional and emerging space weapons. 



In June 2018, the United Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs will 
celebrate the 50th anniversary of the first United Nations Conference 
on the Exploration and Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. The conference 
is an opportunity “for the international community to gather and con-
sider the future course of global cooperation for the benefit of human-
kind.”1 Indeed, there is much to celebrate since the space age began 
because the world has reaped abundant benefits from satellites. We have 
established five treaties and a number of transparency and confidence-
building measures for space activities.2 But, in spite of countless efforts, 
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these treaties and measures focus on civil and commercial activities and 
cannot control space weapons other than weapons of mass destruction 
in orbit. One of the greatest emerging threats in space comes from 
unmanned proximity operations. These operations require maneuvering 
a spacecraft close enough to another object in space to make physical 
contact with the other object or affect the object in some way.3 To date, 
the intent of unmanned proximity operations has been for peaceful pur-
poses such as active debris removal (ADR) or on-orbit servicing (OOS). 
However, a spacecraft that can perform ADR or OOS can also be readily 
commanded to grapple and destroy an adversary’s satellite. Currently the 
United States, China, Russia, the European Union, and other countries 
are pursuing R&D programs for satellites to perform ADR and OOS. 
Each nation is planning to provide such services in early 2020 and beyond. 
To perform these peaceful services, a country needs to master the skill of 
unmanned proximity operations. 

In a 2017 Strategic Studies Quarterly article, I argued that antisatel-
lite weapons (ASAT), called space stalkers, could be placed on orbit in 
peacetime and maneuvered to tailgate US satellites during a crisis and 
attack from such close proximity that the United States would not have 
time to prevent damage.4 I further argued that deterring and defending 
against space stalkers would require prohibiting satellites, whether for 
antisatellite or peaceful purposes, from being too close to more than an 
innocuous threshold number of another country’s satellites. Today, more 
arms control measures should be implemented to further improve ef-
fectiveness and affordability in dealing not only with space stalkers, but 
other emerging space weapons as well. Without successful arms control, 
our continued “peaceful uses of outer space” will be in jeopardy. During 
2018, the international community should take advantage of the seri-
ousness and enthusiasm of the momentous 50th anniversary to establish 
an initiative for a new approach to space arms control. A hybrid space 
arms control (HSAC) treaty is needed because current proposals have 
not worked and will not work in the future. Moreover, implementing 
effective space arms control is urgent because by early 2020, ADR and 
OOS demonstrations will be completed, regular services will begin, and 
these spacecraft can be used as space stalkers.  

This article first describes the emerging proximity operations era and 
the problems with traditional space arms control. Then, it presents the 
core of a hybrid space arms control treaty. Next it proposes additional 
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HSAC measures to complement the core proposal. Finally, the article 
arrays space weapons into six categories that could help manage space 
weapons, creating the ultimate hybrid space arms control. Taken to-
gether, the hybrid approach proposed here will help expand the peaceful 
benefits from space without the threat of space weapons in the emerging 
proximity-operations era. 

The Emerging Proximity-Operations Era 
and Traditional Space Arms Control

Since 2007, the United Nations Committee on the Peaceful Uses of 
Outer Space has adopted a set of space debris mitigation guidelines.5 
These guidelines are important and necessary but not sufficient to deal 
with the growing space debris problem. Following the well-accepted 
Kessler Syndrome theory,6 NASA scientist J.-C. Liou found that, if active 
debris removal starts in 2020 with an annual removal rate of 5 massive in-
tact objects (such as decommissioned satellites and derelict rocket bodies), 
debris population in the low Earth orbits (LEO) would stabilize over the 
next 200 years.7 Space scientist Nicholas Johnson concluded that “in the 
long term, the removal of large orbital debris will be essential to the sustain-
ability of space operations.”8 Studies at the European Space Agency 
arrived at a rate “on the order of 5-10 objects” per year.9 A report based 
on the Third International Interdisciplinary Space Debris Congress 
arrived at a rate of 9.1 objects per year.10 Thus, all these major studies 
are consistent that roughly a high single-digit number of massive intact 
objects per year needs to be removed. 

However, these studies did not consider the recent dramatic growth 
of 14,000 to 16,000 small satellites to be launched into LEOs over the 
next 10 years—in contrast to merely 1,071 LEO satellites of any size 
worldwide as of 31 August 2017.11 Extrapolating from the estimate by 
scientist H. G. Lewis and his team that about one additional intact ob-
ject needs to be removed per year for the additional 1,080 small LEO 
satellites they analyzed, I estimate that about 14 additional removals 
are required for the additional 14,000 to 16,000 small satellites.12 Add-
ing this to the earlier single-digit removal produces the need to remove 
about two dozen massive intact objects every year to keep space debris 
from increasing and to ensure the debris environment remains suitable 
for peaceful uses. However, uncertainties in prediction and provision of 
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a safety margin could increase debris removal demand, which in any case 
should be monitored and updated regularly.

In June 2016, Xinhua, the official press agency of China, reported that 
onboard the inaugural launch of a new generation carrier rocket Long 
March-7 was an “Aolong-1” spacecraft, which was a demonstrator of space 
debris cleaning.13 It re-entered the atmosphere on 27 August 2016 after 
completing a short-duration demonstration mission.14 Spaceflight 101.com 
reported “according to Chinese space officials, Aolong-1 is only the first 
in a series of satellites tasked with the collection of space debris as the 
country develops the technology needed to retrieve small debris up to 
[the size of an] entire spacecraft to be safely brought to a destructive 
re-entry.”15 The European Union also has a program to demonstrate 
the removal of space debris and aims to remove the defunct 8-ton 
remote-sensing satellite Envisat from LEO around 2023.16 In essence 
these developments and others by major spacefaring nations mean that 
the space will be weaponized by early 2020, even if we do not count 
demonstrators as weapons.

In addition to debris removal, countries are pursuing on-orbit servicing. 
For example, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) 
Robotic Servicing of Geosynchronous Satellites R&D program aims 
to provide services including high-resolution inspection; correction of 
some types of mechanical anomalies, such as solar array and antenna 
deployment malfunctions; relocation and other orbital maneuvers; in-
stallation of attachable payloads to enable upgrades or new capabilities; 
and refueling to extend the service life of satellites.17

The United States and China will likely complete their developmental 
and demonstration OOS programs and provide services such as refuel-
ing also in the early 2020s. Once any country has such a spacecraft in 
orbit, there is no reason to deny other countries following suit for com-
mercial and/or national security purposes. Since OOS spacecraft will 
have rendezvous and robotic capabilities even more advanced than those 
for ADR, they become even more threatening as space stalkers. In effect, 
weaponization of space will happen by default in the early 2020s and 
beyond and will be unavoidable and irreversible. 

Traditional Space Arms Control Ineffective 

In the emerging space proximity-operations era, space weapons will 
be technically synonymous with ADR and OOS. The difference is in 
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the intent of whether such spacecraft are used for peaceful or ASAT pur-
poses. Our space defense and deterrence cannot count on adversaries to 
always have peaceful intent. Also, in the emerging era, traditional space 
arms control will not be able to prevent weapons in space. Article IV 
of the Outer Space Treaty states that “State Parties to the Treaty under-
take not to place in orbit around the Earth any objects carrying nuclear 
weapons or any other kinds of weapons of mass destruction.”18 While 
it is critical to ban weapons of mass destruction in space, subsequent 
treaties and transparency and confidence-building measures have done 
little to control or ban the placement of conventional weapons in space. 
Treaty proposals under consideration by the United Nations are mainly 
those proposed by Russia and China. 

Russia and China have been taking the lead to ban weapons in space. 
Their latest version of the draft Prevention of the Placement of Weapons in 
Outer Space treaty (PPWT, hereafter the Prevention Treaty) was issued 
12 June 2014.19 On 3 September 2014, the US analysis submitted to 
the Conference on Disarmament stated, “The draft PPWT (CD/1985) 
proposed by Russia and China, like the 2008 version, remains funda-
mentally flawed.” It concluded that “the United States has determined 
that the 2014 draft PPWT does not satisfy the President’s criteria in 
the 2010 US National Space Policy for considering space arms control 
concepts and proposals, namely, that they must be equitable, effectively 
verifiable, and enhance the national security of the United States and its 
allies.”20 This conclusion is based on three major reasons.

First, the United States stated: “There is no integral verification regime 
to help monitor or verify the limitation on the placement of weapons 
in space. . . .  Moreover, the United States has maintained that it is 
not possible with existing technologies or cooperative measures to effec-
tively verify an agreement banning space-based weapons.”21 Russia and 
China responded that “PPWT is similar to the provision of the Outer 
Space Treaty of 1967. . . . The Outer Space Treaty does not provide 
for any mechanism for verifying the fulfilment of this obligation and 
during the half a century that it has been in force no questions about 
verification have been raised.”22 Basically, the United States insists on 
verification, but Russia and China argue that, if no country including 
the United States complains about the lack of verification for the Outer 
Space Treaty, the United States should not demand a verification regime 
for the Prevention Treaty. Russia and China actually do not object to 
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verification—if it is possible. As they stated: “However, we continue to 
believe that the development of a verification mechanism would be desir-
able for the subsequent full implementation of PPWT.”23

Second, the United States stated: “Typically, arms control treaties that 
prohibit the deployment of a class of weapon also prohibit the posses-
sion, testing, production, and stockpiling of such weapons to prevent a 
country from rapidly breaking out of such treaties. The PPWT contains 
no such prohibitions and thus a Party could develop a readily deploy-
able space-based weapons break-out capability.”24 Russia and China re-
sponded that:  

The Russian Federation and the People’s Republic of China maintain that the 
prohibition against the possession, testing, production and stockpiling of space-
based weapons does not contradict the purposes of PPWT. Furthermore, one 
of the principles that guided defining the scope of the treaty consisted in 
setting limitations that could be monitored. (Such monitoring capability 
is dealt with, for example, in document CD/1785 submitted by Canada in 
2006.) Effective monitoring of ‘research, development, production, and terres-
trial storage of space-based weapons’ — on which there is no prohibition, as is 
pointed out in the United States document — is not feasible in practical terms 
for objective reasons.25 

Basically, Russia and China do not object to “prohibit the possession, 
testing, production and stockpiling of such weapons,” as the United 
States insists. Rather they are being practical “in setting limitations that 
could be monitored.” Thus, Russia and China should have no objection 
that the prohibition of tailgating another country’s satellites can be ob-
served and thereby, monitored. 

Third, the United States claimed: “The Treaty does not address the 
most pressing, existing threat to outer space systems: terrestrially-based 
anti-satellite weapon systems. There is no prohibition on the research, 
development, testing, production, storage, or deployment of terrestrially-
based anti-satellite weapons; thus, such capabilities could be used to 
substitute for, and perform the functions of, space-based weapons.”26 
Russia and China responded that,

While anti-satellite weapons as a class of weapons are not prohibited under the 
draft PPWT, the proliferation of such weapons is restricted through a compre-
hensive ban on the placement in outer space of weapons of any kind, including 
anti-satellite weapons. A ban on ground-based anti-satellite (ASAT) weapon 
systems has been introduced into PPWT through the ban on the use of force, 
regardless of its source, against space objects.27 
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Russia and China argue that ground-based ASATs are covered in the 
draft Prevention Treaty “through the ban on the use of force.” They 
clarify their argument by stating that “Furthermore, we would like to 
emphasize that in acceding to PPWT . . . the placement of weapons of 
any kind in outer space and the use or threat of force are prohibited.”28 
Russia and China have made three additional important observations in 
their response to the US analysis of the Prevention Treaty:

1.  There is a need for “reaching a common understanding of the right 
to self-defense under the Charter as regards outer space in the 
United Nations Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space 
(COPUOS).”

2.  “Furthermore, it is worth noting that the Charter was drafted be-
fore the space age had begun and, consequently, in our view, the 
unqualified and direct application of the provisions of the Charter 
to such a sensitive area of international relations as outer space de-
velopment requires further elaboration and clarification through 
negotiation between States.”

3.  There is “the need for clarification of the issue of the use of force 
in outer space on the grounds provided for under the Charter.”29

“No First Placement” Initiative Led by Russia

On 7 December 2015, the United Nations General Assembly adopted 
Resolution 70/27 entitled “No first placement of weapons in outer 
space.” It “Encourages all States, especially spacefaring nations, to con-
sider the possibility of upholding as appropriate a political commitment 
not to be the first to place weapons in outer space.”30 Ambassador Robert 
Wood, US Permanent Representative to the Conference on Disarma-
ment, explained that the resolution “does not adequately define space 
weapons, leaving the nonbinding resolution difficult to enforce, or for 
compliance with the agreed-upon measures to be verified.”31 Indeed, 
space weapons undefined or ambiguously defined has been an ongoing 
problem in both the no first placement initiative and the proposed Pre-
vention Treaty. Since the same spacecraft designed for debris removal 
or servicing can readily serve as a space weapon at a moment’s notice, 
no first placement of weapons in space would amount to no ADR and 
OOS, which is incompatible with reality. However, a hybrid space arms 
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control approach that allows ADR and OOS spacecraft but prohibits 
close proximity to another country’s satellites offers a win-win solution. 
The common ground among the United States, Russia, and China can 
be used to form the basis for a hybrid approach.  

The Core of Hybrid Space Arms Control

While the Outer Space Treaty of 1967 bans weapons of mass destruc-
tion in space, there has been little success in controlling conventional 
space weapons in spite of substantial efforts led by Russia and China 
over the last 50 years. The United States has yet to offer a viable alterna-
tive proposal and has been relegated to a naysayer with diminishing sup-
port from other countries, including its allies and friends. For example, 
on 30 October 2014, the United Nations Disarmament Committee ap-
proved the text of a draft resolution to the General Assembly to urge an 
early start to substantive work on the 2014 updated draft Prevention 
Treaty. The recorded vote was 126 in favor to 4 against (Israel, Ukraine, 
United States, Georgia). The European Union, Australia, Japan, South 
Korea, and others totaled 46 abstentions. The committee also approved 
the draft resolution on No First Placement Initiative with identical re-
corded votes. Further, the committee approved the draft resolution on 
the Prevention of An Arms Race in Outer Space by a recorded vote of 
180 in favor to none against, with 2 abstentions (United States and 
Israel).32 By proposing and actively pursuing practical space arms con-
trol, the United States can regain leadership and worldwide support to 
ensure beneficial space activities without the dangerous side effects of 
space weapons.

The current US national space strategy cannot deal with the space 
stalker threat.33 However, a new space arms control proposal can deter 
and defend against space stalkers, while the United States and other 
countries continue to use their existing and developing strategies and 
assets to deal with traditional threats such as ground-launched ASATs as 
well as other new threats such as cyberattack.

This new space arms control differs from traditional approaches such 
as those proposed by Russia and China, in four important ways:

1.  Some space weapons cannot be banned.

2.  Non-bannable space weapons can still be controlled.

3.  Treaty verification is required.
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4.  Self-defense should be allowed after treaty violation before or after 
actual attack.

Non-Bannable Space Weapons in the Emerging Era

The proposed Prevention Treaty defines weapon in outer space as “any 
outer space object or component thereof which has been produced or 
converted to destroy, damage or disrupt normal functioning of objects 
in outer space, on the Earth’s surface or in its atmosphere.”34 According 
to the Prevention Treaty, space stalkers would be prevented from being 
placed in space. Unfortunately, once ADR or OOS spacecraft are de-
ployed in space, the same spacecraft can be simply retasked, maneuver 
near any other country’s satellites for space stalking, and attack upon 
command. Therefore, abiding by the Prevention Treaty would imply 
banning the placement of ADR and OOS satellites.  

There are three reasons the United States should not attempt to ban 
debris removal and servicing spacecraft to deal with space stalking threat. 
First, ADR spacecraft are necessary in the emerging era to prevent the 
space debris population from increasing and hindering the peaceful uses 
of space. Also, as space technologies continue to become more capable 
and less expensive, it is highly advantageous to have some satellite ser-
vices performed in space. Second, as noted earlier, China will likely de-
ploy both ADR and OOS spacecraft in the early 2020s and Russia is 
likely to follow suit in the 2020s. Even if the United States wanted to 
delay ADR and OOS deployment for the benefit of preventing space 
stalker threat, it could not dissuade China and Russia from such a de-
ployment. Third, and most importantly, there is a way to both deter and 
defend against space stalkers and still be able to benefit from the pres-
ence of ADR and OOS spacecraft. 

Controlling Non-Bannable Space Weapons

Space weapons being non-bannable does not mean they are noncon-
trollable. Space stalkers can be controlled by prohibiting them from 
being simultaneously placed too close to and threatening another 
country’s satellites. For example, if the United States wants to deter and 
defend against simultaneous space-stalking attacks against geosynchronous 
Earth orbit (GEO) satellites, it could declare that any country position-
ing its space objects of any kind (i.e. whether space stalker or ordinary 
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satellite, as one cannot reliably distinguish them once they are in space) 
within 0.2 degree in longitude (148 km in minimum separation) or in-
clination of more than a threshold number of another country’s satellites 
as an aggressor. The minimum degree separation requirement should be 
determined and approved by the DOD before State Department negoti-
ations with the international community. The defender would also have 
the right to exercise self-defense as the last resort even before an actual 
attack. Additionally, countries should coordinate and limit the number 
of ADR and OOS spacecraft in space, as a larger number would increase 
the possible space stalker threat. It is feasible to arrive at both useful and 
practical limits. For example, both the United States and China need 
not reposition any of their operational satellites to observe the above 
suggested rule of 0.2 degree minimum satellite separation between any 
pair of US-China GEO satellites.35 

In sum, China, Russia, and the United States likely agree that ADR 
and OOS will be needed for essential space missions in the 2020s and 
beyond. China and Russia will recognize that “a ban on the placement 
of weapons of any kind in outer space” is no longer possible since ADR 
and OOS spacecraft can be retasked as weapons.36 Placing satellites—
whether weapons or nonweapons–—in space but restricting their loca-
tions may well be the only viable alternative to control them. This core 
or foundational proposal can keep the peaceful and important services 
of ADR and OOS spacecraft while not allowing them to morph into a 
space stalker threat. As any country can be threatened by space stalkers, 
all countries will benefit from controlling them.

Treaty Verification Required 

President Reagan’s favorite adage, “Trust, but verify,” applies to space 
treaties as well. The United States insists on verification, while Russia 
and China do not include it in the proposed Prevention Treaty because 
verification is not possible in their formulation. However, Russia and 
China “believe that the development of a verification mechanism would 
be desirable.”37 Since compliance and violation of a ‘no simultaneous 
tailgating’ provision can be detected and monitored, the United States, 
China, and Russia as well as other countries can find verification of this 
foundational proposal desirable and agreeable. The hybrid approach can 
resolve the verification issue by allowing certain weapons to be space 
based but prohibiting their being too closely placed (e.g. within 0.2 
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degree in longitude or inclination) to another country’s satellites. By 
banning space weapons being too close instead of outright, the United 
States should find that it is “possible with existing technologies and/or 
cooperative measures,” such as space surveillance systems and requiring 
ADR/OOS spacecraft to broadcast their positions 24/7, “to effectively 
verify an agreement banning space-based weapons” being too close to 
US satellites.38 Thus, the US condition for verification is satisfied.

At the same time, the United States should understand that “the pos-
session, testing, production, and stockpiling” of some weapons, such 
as space stalkers, does not lead to “rapidly breaking out of” the hybrid 
treaty since it is not broken (rather alerted) by the rapidly increased 
number of space stalkers present in space, but by space stalkers being 
too close to US satellites. Finally, compared to the current state of no 
space arms control, a hybrid approach that restricts placement locations 
would be far better. 

Right of Self-Defense

The international community is ambiguous whether a country is al-
lowed to tailgate any number of another country’s satellites. Also, the 
current US national security space strategy is ambiguous about preemp-
tive self-defense, including when it faces a threat from space stalkers.39 
Under these two dangerous ambiguities, China could reason that space 
stalkers would be the best type of ASATs to present the United States 
with two bad choices. First, the United States could preemptively destroy 
the space stalkers to save the targeted satellites so as to maintain space 
support to military operations during crisis and war. However, without 
discussing and resolving these two ambiguities with the international 
community in peacetime, the United States could be condemned as the 
aggressor who fired the first shot, which led to a war in space possibly 
spreading to Earth—something both sides tried to avoid. Second, the 
United States could fight ineffectively without the support of some critical 
satellites. Facing these two bad choices, the United States might end up 
not intervening at all. This would be the perfect outcome for China, as 
it prevented US intervention without firing a single shot.

To attain space security in the emerging era, the world needs to re-
move these two ambiguities now. First, countries should agree and 
declare, in peacetime, that the country that positions real or plausible 
space stalkers to simultaneously threaten another country’s satellites is 
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considered the aggressor. Second, the country whose satellites are under 
such a threat has the right of preemptive self-defense as a last resort to 
disable the threat. 

So, what should be the common understanding of the right to self-
defense under the charter as regards outer space? The self-defense 
doctrine for US policies in space and on Earth, as well as other nations’ 
policies, has long been strongly influenced by Article 51 of the United 
Nations Charter: “Nothing in the present Charter shall impair the inherent 
right of individual or collective self-defence if armed attack occurs against 
a Member of the United Nations.”40 Georgetown University professor 
of government and foreign service Anthony Arend stated, “Although 
the basic contours of Article 51 seem straightforward, its effect on the 
customary right of anticipatory self-defense is unclear.”41 There are two 
interpretations: restrictive and broad of “armed attack occurs” in Article 
51. Legal scholars, who are proponents of a restrictive interpretation, 
allow self-defense only after attack has started. Other legal scholars take 
a broad view that the charter does not “impair the inherent right” em-
bedded in the customary international laws, which allow anticipatory or 
preemptive self-defense if certain conditions are met. Typical conditions 
were suggested as far back as 1842 by US Secretary of State Daniel 
Webster in the Caroline case. Subsequently, jurists like Roberto Ago in 
1980 came to a similar set of conditions: “necessity,” “proportionality,” and 
“immediacy.”42 The 9/11 terrorist attacks in 2001 confirmed the need 
of preemptive self-defense in specific situations and led to the 2002 US 
National Security Strategy: “For centuries, international law recognized 
that nations need not suffer an attack before they can lawfully take action 
to defend themselves against forces that present an imminent danger of 
attack.”43 This premise should apply to preemptive self-defense against 
space stalkers as well because Ago’s three conditions are met.44 Thus, 
preemption against space stalkers would comply with the broad view of 
Article 51. However, for those insisting on its restrictive interpretation, 
the United States should respond that such an interpretation drafted 
in October 1945 understandably could not anticipate and counter the 
space stalker threat seven decades later. As quoted earlier, Russia and 
China observed that “the [United Nations] Charter was drafted before 
the space age” and that the “application of the provisions of the Charter” 
to “outer space development requires further elaboration and clarifica-
tion.”45 Article 51 was designed against armed attack that takes time 
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to prepare and gives warning by the massing of soldiers and weapon 
systems for an attack. The defender would have alternative responses, 
including the referral of the threat to the United Nations for peaceful 
resolution. Articles VI and VII of the Prevention Treaty also recommend 
“assistance of the executive organization of the Treaty, submitting rel-
evant evidence for further consideration of the dispute, which includes 
the claim that a violation of the Treaty is taking place.46 However, in the 
case of space stalkers, there is no time for referral and no means other 
than preemption to neutralize the imminent threat. 

In sum, the common understanding of the right to self-defense should 
include the preemption of space stalkers. Should Russia, China, and/or 
the United States reject such preemptive actions, they need to offer a 
viable alternative and explain why the alternative is more practical and 
effective than the one proposed here. 

Benefits of the Hybrid Core

The foundational or core proposal is a significant improvement in 
three ways. First, it is better than the status quo of no space arms control 
at all. Currently, the world is ambiguous whether space stalking is threaten-
ing or peaceful and whether preemption as last resort is defensive or a 
pretext for aggression. Consequently, a country could be tempted to 
use space stalkers to prevent a third country’s intervention in a conflict 
or intimidate its adversary into submission. The use of space stalking 
could create crisis instability and trigger a war in space and on Earth that 
could kill untold numbers of combatants and noncombatants. The core 
proposal clarifies and condemns space stalking as aggression and permits 
preemption. It unambiguously informs the aggressor that blackmailing 
with space stalkers is destabilizing and, in any case, futile. 

Second, Russia and China stated that the purpose of the Prevention 
Treaty is “very specific: a ban on the placement of weapons of any kind 
in outer space and a ban on the use of force or threat of the use of force 
against outer space objects.”47 Thus, the means is banning “placement 
of weapons,” while the goal is banning “the use of force or threat of the 
use of force.” However, the means of the Prevention Treaty is not pos-
sible in the presence of ADR and OOS satellites in the emerging era of 
proximity operations. Most interestingly, by replacing the means of out-
right banning with prohibiting the threatening configuration of space 
stalking, the foundational proposal can now attain the goal of PPWT. 
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China and Russia, as well as the United States, should find that the 
foundational proposal offers a viable new means to attain their ultimate 
goal of banning “the use of force or threat of the use of force against 
outer space objects.” 

Third, if the foundational proposal fails to gain support from coun-
tries such as China and Russia, the proposal could still have a second 
chance to turn into a treaty. As long as the United States gains over-
whelming support from its allies and friends, it can still declare that 
it will unilaterally observe the proposal, namely, that it will not pose a 
space stalking threat to another country’s satellites but that it will reserve 
the right of preemption as the last resort if its satellites are threatened 
by space stalkers. Once the United States adopts this policy, the space 
stalking threat would no longer deter US intervention. Naturally, China 
and Russia could have preferred no change in US space security strategy 
so as to maintain the potency and leverage of their space stalkers. How-
ever, once the foundational proposal rendered space stalkers ineffective, 
China and Russia could decide it would be better to join the proposed 
treaty. In sum, the foundational proposal deters and defends against 
space stalkers that cannot be banned from space in the emerging era of 
unmanned, close proximity operations. 

Additional HSAC Measures
Additional control measures can improve deterrence and defense 

against not only space stalkers but also many of the traditional and new 
threats. The United States and other countries need to consider and decide 
which ones should be added to the foundational or core proposal. Con-
trol measures described below start with those that are relatively easy 
then progress to those far more difficult to implement but which could 
control space weapons far more effectively and affordably. 

Facilitating the Monitoring of ADR and OOS Spacecraft

The following measures can make verification easier for any country 
that is concerned about an adversary’s ADR and OOS spacecraft being 
repurposed temporarily or permanently as space stalkers. First, each of 
these spacecraft, as well as its technical and performance description 
relevant to ascertaining potential ASAT capability, should be submitted 
to the secretary-general for inclusion in the United Nations Register, as 
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over 92 percent of all prior satellites have been.48 However, this control 
measure should be made more acceptable to some countries by not al-
lowing it to be used to reveal capabilities such as sensor resolution that 
are proprietary and/or military sensitive but not critical for determin-
ing a satellite’s potential ASAT capability. Since the maintenance of the 
Register had been delegated to the United Nations Office for Outer 
Space Affairs (UNOOSA), these ADR and OOS data can be managed 
by the same office as well. Second, each ADR or OOS spacecraft should 
be required to make its location and orbital track known to the public 
and the spacecraft should be easily detectable 24/7 by broadcasting its 
position. Third, the service provider or owner will preannounce to the 
public the itinerary of any repositioning well before the journey starts 
so any country can prepare for defense accordingly, should the precau-
tion be necessary. These measures to facilitate monitoring are consistent 
with, but go beyond, Guideline 6, “Enhance the Practice of Registering 
Space Objects,” in “Guidelines agreed by the United Nations Work-
ing Group on the Long-term Sustainability of Outer Space Activities 
(UNWG Guidelines)” to “be used as the basis for producing the next 
official version of the guidelines for the long-term sustainability of outer 
space activities.”49

Perhaps some countries and spacecraft owners prefer to keep some 
information such as a spacecraft’s new destination private. One option is 
to exempt a pre-agreed number of ADR and OOS spacecraft from pre-
announcement and even registration. However, there seems little justi-
fication for any exemption as an ADR mission is for common good and 
should be public knowledge. As to OOS spacecraft, even if one wanted 
to keep the maintenance and repair record of a satellite, especially a mili-
tary one, confidential, one could still preannounce the OOS spacecraft’s 
new destination but mask the record by adding some unnecessary visits 
to the satellite being serviced.

Prohibiting Test of Simultaneous Unmanned Proximity Operations

On-orbit testing and demonstration are required for the deployment 
and upgrades of proximity operations including robotics. However, there 
is little need over the next decade to test or perform multiple peaceful 
ADR or OOS missions simultaneously. Yet, such simultaneous activities 
would greatly facilitate these spacecraft being repurposed for simulta-
neous space stalking that any space arms control for the emerging era 
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would need to prevent. Should hybrid space arms control become a 
treaty and remain in place for several years, this testing prohibition can 
be relaxed to allow simultaneous ADR or OOS missions.

Prohibiting Ground-Launched Ballistic-Missile ASAT Tests

As discussed, the United States stated, “The Treaty [PPWT] does 
not address the most pressing, existing threat to outer space systems: 
terrestrially-based anti-satellite weapon systems.”50 Two possible control 
measures exist. First, countries may consider banning further ground-
launched (i.e. terrestrially based) ballistic-missile ASAT tests. Since 
testing in space is observable and verifiable, the test ban can result in 
slower development or upgrade of such ASATs. But, since the United 
States withdrew from the 1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty on 13 June 
2002, this control measure would also affect the testing of ground-
launched ballistic-missile defense systems. One compromise is to take 
advantage of the fact that the maximum apogee altitude is around 1,300 
km for a non-lofted ICBM with a range of about 10,000 km.51 The 
apogee actually is lower for ranges greater than 10,000 km.52 Thus, a 
control measure can prohibit all ballistic missile intercept tests against 
both real or virtual targets, whether for ASAT or any other purpose such 
as missile defense, above 2,000 km (the upper limit of LEOs).53 This 
prohibition would reduce the ground-launched, ballistic-missile ASAT 
threat to medium Earth orbit (MEO) and GEO satellites yet would not 
prevent tests of ground-launched ballistic-missile defense system against 
ballistic missiles of any range.

Second, even if countries decide to remain silent about banning all 
ground-launched, ballistic-missile ASAT tests as in the Prevention Treaty, 
they can still consider banning simultaneous tests for the same reasons as 
the above measure for banning test of simultaneous proximity operations. 
However, countries that want to preserve the option for simultaneous 
ground-launched ballistic-missile defense intercept tests would have to 
identify some observables to distinguish ASAT flight-test profiles from 
those of ballistic-missile defense intercept. 

Prelaunch Inspections Required for All Space Launches

This measure calls for a series of inspections before the launch into 
orbit of any spacecraft from any member country. Clearly, delaying the 
adoption of a measure, such as prelaunch inspections, would require 
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grandfathering all space systems already in orbit and, thus, degrade the 
effectiveness of the measure. These inspections of every spacecraft are in 
addition to providing to the United Nations Register its registration and 
technical and performance specifications. All these data together are designed 
to discern, once any spacecraft is in orbit, its technical capability including 
convertibility to perform ASAT missions such as close-in attacks (e.g. 
space stalking) or attacks from far away. Before the United States proposes 
such a drastic but highly useful measure, it needs to carefully consider 
the benefits and costs to the United States as well as to other countries, 
especially China and Russia. Overly intrusive inspections could delay 
a launch, add costs, and, most critically, reveal trade secrets and mili-
tary capability. On the other hand, without inspections, treaty members 
would have far less assurance that their satellites would not be attacked or 
would be protected.

During the early period of implementing this measure, the inspection 
team will include, but not be limited to, space experts from China, the 
United States, Russia, the European Union, and other major spacefar-
ing nations. Their participation is needed to ensure that other countries’ 
space systems would not have a potential ASAT capability that a given 
expert’s country cannot deter or defend against. As the inspection pro-
cedure becomes objective and reliable in uncovering potential ASAT 
capability, trust among countries might eventually permit the inspection 
duty to be taken over by a third-party team under the auspices of the 
United Nations.

The number of spacecraft with exemptions from registration and/or spec-
ification can be negotiated. However, the number can be small or even zero 
especially when countries are willing to trade the sacrifice of some military 
expedience with the tremendous benefits of space arms control. 

Article II of the Convention on Registration of Objects Launched 
into Outer Space stated that “when a space object is launched into earth 
orbit or beyond, the launching State shall register the space object by 
means of an entry in an appropriate registry which it shall maintain.”54 
While Article II intends to make transparent what objects are in space, 
prelaunch inspections further this goal.

Acceptable and Effective Prelaunch Inspections

The foundational proposal by itself is a significant improvement over 
the status quo of no agreement. However, if prelaunch inspections are 
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added to the foundational proposal, comprehensive space arms control 
on a wide variety of space weapons would become possible or far more 
effective. Discussed below are suggestions on how inspections can be 
designed to be acceptable to the international community and effective 
in maintaining a peaceful space environment.

First, business practices—particularly regarding exports—provide les-
sons learned on how to inspect space systems without exposing essential 
trade secrets. Military systems, which contain many proprietary and 
highly sensitive hardware and software, are exported to foreign entities 
including potential adversaries. The recipients can take their time to 
repeatedly open up, inspect, test, and reverse-engineer their acquired 
systems to learn about trade-secrets. Yet, the United States and others are 
capable of protecting these secrets and comfortable in exporting them. 
If countries can do so on these exported sensitive systems, they should 
be able to do the far easier job of protecting the secrets through only 
prelaunch inspections, which are far more time constrained and far less 
intrusive.

Second, gathering even general information through prelaunch inspec-
tions could adequately specify the designed or retasked ASAT capability of 
a space system. Take ADR or OOS spacecraft as an example. Knowing the 
type, number and power of thrusters; the type and dimensions of the solar 
panel; the dry mass of the spacecraft; and the amount of propellant could 
be adequate for assessing the maneuverability and speed capability of un-
manned rendezvous proximity operations for ASAT. The availability of a 
robotic arm also shows the spacecraft’s potential ASAT capability. Again, 
as for ADR and OOS spacecraft, the intent of both specifying technical 
and performance information during registration and the data obtained 
through prelaunch inspections on every space launch should exclusively 
focus on determining the potential ASAT capability, should the space system 
be retasked to do so. This focus should lessen the danger of revealing other 
sensitive information for non-ASAT purposes.

Third, prelaunch inspections can be designed so the revealed infor-
mation does not lessen a country’s capability or offer much help to 
adversaries. For example, one may be concerned that such inspections 
could degrade the benefits of using a potentially militarily sensitive re-
connaissance, surveillance, or intelligence satellite such as a LEO imaging 
satellite or US Geosynchronous Space Situation Awareness Program 
satellite. A country may want to sneak in for a picture or close look of 
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a ground or space target in its unalerted and unconcealed state. How-
ever, prelaunch inspections would not reduce the satellite’s ability to 
surprise, because inspection data offer little help to the targeted country 
in knowing whether the satellite is at a suitable location for such a peek. 
For the targeted country to prevent a surprise look, it would have to rely 
on direct observation of the location of the reconnaissance satellite, and 
prelaunch inspection data would be of little help. 

Fourth, as discussed before, 14,000 to 16,000 small satellites are ex-
pected to be launched into LEOs over the next decade. They will add a 
significant burden to space tracking, because they are both numerous and 
small. Just like the control measure to facilitate the monitoring of the 
ADR and OOS spacecraft discussed above, these small satellites should 
have their locations as well as their repositioning plans known to the 
public and be easily detectable 24/7. Also, since they have no peace-
ful reason to be placed at or travel to GEOs or even high MEOs, they 
should stay at LEOs and low MEOs only. Without these requirements 
or restrictions, they could serve as numerous and hard-to-track space 
stalkers as well, making the defense against stalking more difficult. These 
measures can be used as “design solutions that increase the trackability 
of small-size space objects and all other space objects that are difficult to 
track” as described in Guideline 30 of the UNWG Guidelines.55 

Fifth, there have been reports of stealth spacecraft such as Misty, 
which are supposed to be difficult to detect.56 Should such spacecraft 
exist and be used for ASAT, they would make satellite defense far more 
difficult. Countries should consider whether to ban them outright. The 
risks of having stealth satellites may outweigh the benefits. Again, pre-
launch inspections can prevent them from being placed into space and 
lurking for attacks. 

Sixth, in the emerging era of proximity operations, space weapons 
cannot be banned. As space weapons will always be present in space, it 
would be foolish to ban the use of space weapons for defensive purposes. 

Seventh, by seeing the interior of a spacecraft, one can inspect whether 
anything is hiding inside that could be a potential ASAT. It should be 
noted that the most important purpose of prelaunch inspections is to 
ensure there is no long-range ASAT capability hiding in the spacecraft, 
because any short-range ASAT including space stalker can be adequately 
handled by the foundational proposal. The subsection below further 
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explains that banning space-based long-range ASATs can pave the way 
for a truly comprehensive and effective space arms control.

Ultimate Space Arms Control
Incorporating the foundational proposal and all of the above control 

measures that are compatible could be the basis of the ultimate space 
arms control treaty that the United Nations has been seeking since the 
Outer Space Treaty entered into force in 1967. The foundational pro-
posal should be the core of any ultimate space arms control treaty. In 
addition to these two actions, space weapons should be arrayed into six 
categories to help manage them:

1.  Space-based less-than-10km-range ASAT weapons. The final range 
demarcation is to be determined by DOD and the international 
community.

2.  Space-based less-than-10km-range defensive weapons

3.  Space-based 10km-or-more-range ASAT weapons

4.  Space-based 10km-or-more-range defensive weapons

5.  Ground-launch ASAT weapons

6.  Space-based weapons against terrestrial targets

Since spacecraft such as those for ADR or OOS or even garden-variety 
satellites can be potential weapons, they either would be controlled as 
if they were weapons or could not be converted into weapons. In other 
words, the control measures for each weapon category should cover both 
weapons and potential weapons alike or prelaunched inspections should 
ensure the inconvertibility into weapons. 

All category 1 space-based less-than-10km-range ASAT weapons and 
ASAT-capable spacecraft such as those for ADR and OOS will be con-
trolled by prohibiting them from tailgating another country’s satellites 
beyond a pre-agreed innocuous number.

Once weapons and potential weapons of the first category are present, it 
is far better to allow weapons of the second category for defense, because 
using “guns” to defend against “guns” in space is far more effective than 
using no “gun” to defend against “guns” especially in the proximity-
operation era. On the other hand, since weapons and potential weapons 
of the first two categories cannot be observably distinguished from one 
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another, we should consider it a treaty violation if these defensive weapons 
and potential weapons are too close to more than the threshold number 
of an adversary’s satellites. Also, whenever possible, defensive weapons 
that can produce reversible or soft kill are the first choice, while defen-
sive weapons that result in hard kill but with little enduring space debris 
are the second choice.57 For the latter, a defensive weapon with a robotic 
arm can disable a space stalker with little debris.

Space weapons of the third and fourth categories are banned outright. 
Prelaunch inspections are needed to ascertain their range or potential 
range and prevent such weapons and potential weapons from being 
launched into orbit. The foundational proposal works well when these 
long-range weapons and potential weapons are absent in space, because 
short-range space-based weapons can be kept from reaching satellites 
even when the satellite population is large. In contrast, if long-range 
space-based weapons were not banned, they could attack satellites far 
away. Then, the defensive weapons would be forced to be long-range as 
well. Alternatively, the number of short-range defensive weapons around 
each critical satellite would have to be greatly increased to counter the 
threat of multiple space-based long-range ASAT weapons because, even 
if they are far away from the target satellite, they can still quickly concen-
trate their attacks on the same target to overwhelm the defense. Longer 
range and/or increased numbers of weapons are major causes of a space 
arms race that should be prevented for more efficient space arms control. 

Space weapons of the fifth category cannot be banned because the ban-
ning cannot be monitored. However, as discussed earlier, the testing of 
ground-launch ASAT weapons can be banned or restricted to LEOs only. 

If countries agree to ban space weapons of the sixth category, pre-
launch inspections will prevent them from being launched in orbit. But, 
if countries wanted to allow, a space-based missile defense system, some 
specific give-and-take would have to be worked out. For example, the 
system can be restricted to being located only in LEO. The range of the 
defensive missile can only be long enough to intercept incoming bal-
listic missiles but short enough to be unable to attack MEO and GEO 
satellites. It may even be possible to structurally fix the sensor, the firing 
mechanism, and the interceptor to only look and shoot downward and 
thus render the system incapable of attacking any satellite far above the 
system’s altitude. The prelaunch inspections would have to be designed 
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to ensure that the system cannot be used or reconfigured in space to hit 
any satellite that the system has been designed and committed not to hit. 

Finally, it would make satellite defense easier if the numbers of ren-
dezvous proximity operation–capable spacecraft such as those for ADR 
or OOS are limited. Many of them can be controlled and managed by a 
United Nations organization so as to prevent any country from retask-
ing its spacecraft controlled by a neutral independent party for space 
stalking or other offensive purposes. 

Conclusion
The 50th anniversary of the first United Nations Conference on the 

Exploration and Peaceful Uses of Outer Space in 2018 is a time to 
celebrate the establishment of the Outer Space Treaty and many other 
accomplishments, which guide the civil and commercial activities in 
providing peaceful benefits of space. It is also time for reflection on how 
we have failed to arrive at a treaty to control space weapons and the 
space arms race to ensure peace in space in spite of countless effort over 
the last 50 years. Space is irreversibly entering into an era of unmanned, 
rendezvous proximity operations, in which space weapons are inevitable 
and space will become weaponized. The world needs to face this reality. 
Fortunately, while space weapons cannot all be banned, they can still be 
effectively controlled. A foundational space arms control treaty would 
be better than the status quo of no space arms control or continuing the 
impossible tradition of banning weapons of any kind in outer space.

A core space arms control proposal that deals with space stalkers can 
be negotiated and established by itself. It can also be used as the core 
of a more comprehensive hybrid space arms control proposal as only 
some space weapons are banned outright while others are prohibited from 
being too close to an adversary’s satellites. A comprehensive set of control 
measures can be added to the core proposal from the start or gradually 
over time after the core treaty is first established. These added measures 
will allow countries to better deter and defend against not only tradi-
tional threats and space stalkers but also emerging space threats. Both 
the foundational proposal and the additional measures aim to provide 
effective space arms control and are reasonable for adoption by coun-
tries. All suggested measures are verifiable, recognize the right of self-
defense as the last resort after treaty violation, and most importantly, can 
lead to peace in space.
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In the worst-case scenario where no space arms control comes out of 
this hybrid approach, the United States would still have acted in good 
faith for pursuing an international space arms control treaty. Conse-
quently, the world would have more understanding and support toward 
the United States as it had no choice but to switch to unilateral space 
arms control measures to ensure space security and stability. 

Space arms control permits the continued benefits from peaceful 
space activities yet prevents the horror of war in space. While the emerg-
ing era of proximity operations will be upon us in the early 2020s, space 
arms control is still within reach, provided countries are open to ideas 
new and old and are willing to promptly deliberate, negotiate, and com-
promise for the benefit of humankind. 
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The Logic of American Nuclear Strategy: Why Strategic Superiority Matters by 
Matthew Kroenig. Oxford University Press, 2018, 280 pp.

In 1984, Robert Jervis published a wide-ranging critique of American nuclear strategy 
entitled The Illogic of American Nuclear Strategy, in which he argued that much of the thinking 
by nuclear strategists and decision makers within the US federal government had, over the pre-
vious decades, been based on a flawed understanding of the nature of both nuclear deterrence 
and strategic stability. He suggested that the United States need only possess the ability to retaliate 
against the Soviets to deter them from launching a surprise attack on the US or its allies. Any 
capability in excess of this was unnecessary and, even more problematically, destabilizing. 

For both Thomas Schelling and Jervis, threats issued by a state with a numerical inferiority 
could also be viewed as equivalently credible as, if not more so than, those issued by a state with 
a larger and thus more destructive capability if the stakes involved were greater for the numeri-
cally inferior state. Matthew Kroenig’s recently released work The Logic of American Nuclear 
Strategy is in many ways a direct rebuttal to Jervis, Schelling, and the many scholarly works 
published since that echo these sentiments. In it, he lays out a detailed argument as to why such 
an approach is at best incomplete, if not wholly misguided. 

Kroenig begins by reviewing the classic logic of the brinkmanship game, which suggests 
that once each state in a two-player game possesses a second-strike capability, any additional 
capability should not affect the outcome. If both sides escalate to nuclear war, each player in 
the game is affected equally (destruction). The “winner” is thus determined not by whether one 
possesses more or less capability but by which one is more resolute and/or risk acceptant. Kroenig 
smartly points out, as he has in previous scholarship, that it is obviously not the case that two 
states with drastically different-sized nuclear arsenals would suffer in the same way in such a 
situation. Were such an exchange to occur between the United States and China, for example, 
the comparatively small size of the Chinese nuclear force combined with the US’s ability to destroy 
much of the Chinese nuclear arsenal before its use would virtually guarantee a US victory. 

To reflect this dynamic, Kroenig offers his “superiority-brinkmanship synthesis theory,” 
which suggests that states with a superior destructive capability have a distinct advantage in 
crisis bargaining situations because the potential cost of escalating to nuclear war is less for 
them than it is for those with a numerically inferior force. 

He tests the strength of this theory using both qualitative and quantitative analyses and finds 
that nuclear superiority bolsters both deterrence and coercion. Furthermore, he finds that the 
scale of these effects increases as the disparity in capability between the two parties in a nuclear 
crisis increases (a rather troubling conclusion for those interested in nuclear disarmament). 

The second part of the book not only attempts to dispel the conventional wisdom that nuclear 
superiority is inherently destabilizing but also challenges the prevailing logic of the stabilizing 
influence of nuclear parity. Nuclear parity, he points out, was always considered tenuous 
because it relied on “mutual vulnerability” between adversaries. If either side in such a relation-
ship ever felt that its adversary possessed or was developing a first-strike capability, the other 
side might be incentivized to preemptively strike or else risk losing the ability to respond. As a 
result, there were strong pressures on both sides to guarantee the ability to conduct a retaliatory 
strike. However, Kroenig argues that situations where preponderances of capability exist are not 
subject to such tenuous circumstances because it is much clearer at the outset of a nuclear crisis 
who the likely victor would be, regardless of who launches first or second. Thus this kind of 
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situation is inherently more stable than one in which parity exists. Kroenig further argues that 
many of the most often cited instability-inducing byproducts of nuclear superiority, including 
arms races and nuclear proliferation, are wholly unsupported by the empirical record.

Certain criticisms can be leveled at this book—including the brevity of the case studies and 
reliance on a dataset that Kroenig himself views as inherently flawed. Furthermore, chapter 
2 appears least significant since its sole purpose is to empirically support the assertion that 
if a state has more or bigger bombs than an adversary it can inflict more damage than said 
adversary (hypothesis 1). Perhaps the most interesting aspect of this book is the questions it 
raises for both scholars and the strategic-planning community, the most obvious of which is 
why academics and those involved in US nuclear planning have been so at odds for so long. 
If Kroenig is correct that preponderances of nuclear capability create more stable relationships 
than those where capabilities are roughly equivalent, why is it that the opposite conventional 
wisdom among academics remains prevalent? One might wonder, for instance, whether it is 
more ideology than strategy. 

While the academic community has been almost monotheistic in its reverence for the con-
cepts associated with parity, including the oft-cited doctrine of mutually assured destruction 
(MAD), the US nuclear planning community has, by and large, endeavored to create the situation 
Kroenig advocates. MAD, as many have pointed out, was never a doctrine to adhere to but 
rather an unfortunate reality to be dealt with. If given the choice between parity and US 
numerical superiority over all potential adversaries, it is hard to imagine that even the most 
reverential of MAD supporters would choose the former over the latter.

Overall this book is a noteworthy and necessary contribution to the renewed debate on 
the utility and appropriate constitution of the US nuclear arsenal. Kroenig’s preference for US 
strategic superiority seems to be echoed by the current presidential administration, a sharp 
departure from the past eight years. It will thus be interesting to see whether or to what 
extent his arguments filter into the narrative crafted by the administration to justify current 
and planned efforts toward force modernization. This volume may come to define the US 
approach to nuclear strategy for the foreseeable future—in which case, one can only hope that 
his assertions are correct.

Todd C. Robinson
Air Command and Staff College

Strategic Cyber Deterrence: The Active Cyber Defense Option by Scott Jasper. 
Rowman & Littlefield, 2017, 255 pp.

The book Strategic Cyber Deterrence: The Active Cyber Option is particularly relevant today 
in the face of the continuing challenges for America from the Russians, the Chinese, the Iranians, 
and the North Koreans. While many feel cyber deterrence is unattainable, Professor Scott 
Jasper of the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, CA, shows quite clearly that we can in 
fact get there, if we open our intellectual aperture. This is a subject of ever increasing relevance 
to the physical and digital security of the nation, as well as America’s wider national interests. 
It is tough ground to cover, filled with a great deal of technical information and international 
relations jargon, but it is a needful task and worth the intellectual effort.

Jasper has structured the book logically, into three parts. He begins with a section of solid 
introductory material covering the main theoretical areas that must be understood to address 
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deterrence. “Strategic Landscape” (chapter 1) covers all the preliminary concepts. It is heavy, 
but understandable. The next two chapters (“Cyber Attacks” and “Theoretical Foundations”) 
expand on the concepts introduced in the first and will satisfy those who may think chapter 1 
covered too much ground, too fast. 

In Part II, “Traditional Deterrence Strategies,” chapters 4–6 form an excellent primer on 
deterrence. Jasper categorizes deterrence three ways: retaliation, denial, and entanglement. De-
fining each, he means: deterrence because your opponent is worried about the backlash, deter-
rence because the opponent’s efforts will have no effect, and deterrence because the opposing 
system and your own are so intertwined that hostile attack becomes self-defeating. For readers 
with a scholastic background in deterrence, these three chapters are classic treatments and can 
be covered quickly. For other readers, this section offers solid background information and is 
well worth reading to grasp coverage of critical concepts.

Jasper finishes the book by investigating an active cyber defense strategy in two chapters 
(7 and 8): what it is, what it is not, why it can work, and why it may be our only real, effective 
choice while considering alternative strategy selection.

The book has many strengths. First, it is loaded with understandable definitions, especially 
helpful with terms that typically are misused or at least misunderstood. That alone would make 
it worth reading. Second, it challenges the intellectual status quo without dismissing traditional 
thought. He gives the traditional deterrence theories a fair look. This gives great balance and 
credibility to his later arguments. Finally, his alternative, an active cyber defense, is presented 
rationally and without zealotry. Jasper remains scholarly and objective, showing the potential 
advantages and liabilities of the solution. 

There are weaknesses to Strategic Cyber Deterrence. Primary of these is that a nonexpert could 
get lost in the strategic and technical jargon. Jasper tries to avoid this, but cyber and deterrence 
are impossible to discuss without their associated vocabularies, and mixing them creates dif-
ficulty. Additionally, he seems to spend too much time setting the stage in the first six chapters. 
While Jasper covers those areas much better than most academics, another reader may have 
more patience. 

Reading this book is well worth the effort. While not a summer beach page-turner, it is a 
well-written, accessible volume, providing a superb reference for those involved or interested in 
this key national security debate. Active cyber defense is the way forward to achieve deterrence 
and to guide response. What we have now is simply not enough. Jasper gets away from the 
view that active measures will turn the internet into the Wild West, filled with vigilantes. He 
shows how an active defense policy can work and that it really is the most viable option. If one 
only read the excellent chapter 7 on the active cyber defense option (and the appendix on the 
national strategy agenda), it would justify the cost of the book and the time spent in reading. 
This chapter is insightful and enormously persuasive.

Every expert in the cyber field should read this book and consider Jasper’s cogent arguments. 
Every legislator who wants to propose legislation to “solve” the cyber problem needs this book 
to become adequately literate in this crucial area. Every pundit who wants to break the next 
big cyber story should read it to avoid distortions and false reporting. Any civilian who wants a 
glimpse of the present and the future of our security world should also invest the time. 

Scott Jasper has written a compelling work and should be congratulated for a fine book. 

Stephen Bucci
       The Heritage Foundation
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US Foreign Policy and Defense Strategy: The Evolution of an Incidental Super-
power by Derek S. Reveron, Nikolas K. Gvosdev, and Mackubin Thomas Owens. 
Georgetown University Press, 2015, 262 pp.

With US Foreign Policy and Defense Strategy, the authors synthesize concepts from two related 
academic fields—national security and strategic studies—with a bit of international relations 
thrown in for good measure. This book is not a historical review of US policy and strategy; 
rather, history informs how the United States assumed primacy among nations in the twentieth 
century and the ways by which foreign policy and national defense contributed to the rise of the 
“incidental superpower.”

The authors are current or former professors of national security affairs at the US Naval 
War College. All three have extensive academic experience with several published books in the 
national security and strategy fields. By merging their expertise, they have exploited a unique 
niche, combining foreign policy considerations with defense strategy. Despite having multiple 
authors, the book is not merely a compilation of their respective writings on related subjects 
but rather a well-integrated and superbly researched study.

The structure of the book illuminates a dialectical discussion on the United States as super-
power and the conditions that led to this status. The introduction and first chapter summarize 
the main points of the book, providing an overview and explanation for the rise of American 
power. Subsequent chapters are analytical essays, highlighting US defense organization, civil-
military relations, foreign policy, warfare and peace, and the peculiarities of defense financing. 
The final chapter concludes and projects US foreign policy and defense strategy into the future. 
The authors took great pains to integrate related ideas so previously introduced material is 
referenced in subsequent chapters. It is well written, concise, and lacks obfuscating jargon. A 
minor distraction is with the order of chapter 3, “The American Way of Civil-Military Rela-
tions.” Structurally, the outline of the book has civil-military relations following the discussion 
about the US defense organization, which seems to suggest a cause-and-effect relationship—
that civil-military relations is a result of how the United States organized for defense. Rather, 
the nature of US civil-military relations, rooted in the constitutional order that sets relations 
between the military and political branches, precedes any understanding about the organiza-
tional structure that follows from this precept.

The crux of their thesis is that the United States’ rise to power was not accidental but inci-
dental. Despite a previous history of relative isolation from the affairs and conflicts of powers 
outside the western hemisphere, the perceived challenges of the post–World War II security 
environment created conditions for US political leadership to acquiesce and assume the mantle 
of an “incidental” superpower.

The historical focus for the book is primarily from World War II to the present, which 
necessarily constrains analysis to ideas and events over approximately a 70-year period. Where 
necessary, additional historical context buttresses their arguments, but overall, this is a study of 
US foreign policy and resulting defense strategy as a result of a postwar environment character-
ized by ideological struggles and wars of liberation.

Despite a progressive vision for international harmony through the League of Nations 
championed by Woodrow Wilson following World War I, the United States returned to its 
previous pattern of demobilization and withdrawal from entangling alliances outside of the 
western hemisphere. Referencing political scientist Bear F. Braumoeller, the authors argue this 
pattern was not a result of nationalistic isolationism but of a fight between political factions, 
those advocating using US military power to advance international ideals or those who wanted 
greater autonomy to advance primarily American interests. Nonetheless, America post–World 
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War I saw a return to previous patterns of using nonmilitary instruments of power in the pur-
suit of US interests.

Preferring to impose harsh measures on Germany, triumphant British and French leaders 
unwittingly set conditions for a second world war, leading to the eventual rise of American 
global leadership. As “the last nation standing,” the United States held almost half the share of 
global GDP at the end of the war. Reluctantly, political leaders realized that there was no return 
to the status quo ante. Thus, the organization for defense, the creation of international security 
and financial structures, the expeditionary nature of US military power, tensions with civil-
military relationships, the ways by which the machinery of war is financed, and preferences for 
converting foes to friends reflects a uniquely American approach to foreign policy and defense 
that was incidental to any preferred strategy.

One of the key challenges for books of this type is determining not only what to include 
but also limiting discussion to information of direct relevance to the main points of the book 
without stripping the coherence of the overall narrative. For the most part, the book succeeds 
in this endeavor with the exception of chapter 5, “The American Way of War.” Summarizing 
the multifarious theories of the American way of warfare would be difficult for a book-length 
treatment, but to do so in only 25 pages meant that only a gloss was provided on the many 
variables of a complex subject.

The strength of the arguments presented in the book will not fade with time but will con-
tinue to be a scholarly source for understanding how the United States historically managed the 
challenges of being a superpower without necessarily having a deliberate strategy for securing 
long-term benefits. It is only in retrospect that we can see the efficacy of any so-called grand 
strategy. The authors present a convincing account of the United States’ rise to dominance 
as a result of environmental pressures and internal adaptations that facilitated its superpower 
status. I highly recommend this book, not only for instructors and students of foreign policy 
and strategic studies but also for any reader interested in how the United States became an 
“incidental” superpower.

LTC Kurt P. VanderSteen, USA, Retired
US Army Command and General Staff College

Getting Nuclear Weapons Right: Managing Danger and Avoiding Disaster by 
Stephen J. Cimbala. Lynne Reinner Publishers, 2017, 269 pp.

Recent Russian pronouncements about nuclear weapons, Chinese nuclear force modern-
ization, and the release of the Trump administration’s Nuclear Posture Review have reignited a 
debate on the role of nuclear weapons in national security and the state of nuclear deterrence 
today. Stephen Cimbala wades into the discourse of the day with his latest offering on nuclear 
strategy and policy. Getting Nuclear Weapons Right is a timely work that analyzes the concerns of 
today as well as examining the validity of various positions within the nuclear deterrence land-
scape. The author is a distinguished professor of political science at Penn State–Brandywine 
and has an impressive list of previous publications, to include multiple books on nuclear and 
national security issues as well as numerous articles and op-eds related to this topic. This work 
draws upon previous work on nuclear deterrence but updates those theoretical approaches by 
looking at how technology, cyber, and nuclear proliferation might upset the stability nuclear 
deterrence has maintained for decades. While some of this is plowed ground, the author fertilizes 
it with new analyses and original thoughts on the future of nuclear policy.

Cimbala’s book addresses two issues that he sees as threats in the post–Cold War nuclear age, 
what some have termed the second nuclear age, that could threaten the “stabilizing condition 
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of nuclear deterrence that has prevailed until now” (p. 1). The first threat the author sees as 
possibly disturbing this stability is the risk associated with additional nonnuclear states acquir-
ing nuclear arsenals. His second threat is that “developments in technology and in politics” also 
can act to upset the strategic stability nuclear deterrence has provided since the early days of the 
Cold War. To make his argument, Cimbala organizes his book in a topical format to address 
more specific issues under these two overarching threats that, as the title suggests, can lead to 
danger and/or disaster.

Cimbala begins his analysis of how nations can avoid nuclear disaster by outlining the 
various types of nuclear regimes that can, and have, emerged among nuclear powers. Accord-
ing to the author, a regime “is a collection of rules or behavioral expectations that provide a 
framework for the interactions among states or actors” (p. 9). He identifies five nuclear regimes 
that can come to fruition: deterrence/assured retaliation, nuclear primacy, defense dominance, 
nuclear abolition, and nuclear plentitude. He seems to suggest that the regime with the most 
validity is the assured retaliation model not simply because of the stability it brings but because 
this is the one that was “road-tested” in the Cold War (p. 37). Interestingly enough, Matthew 
Kroenig’s latest work, The Logic of American Nuclear Strategy, makes the argument that nuclear 
primacy is the best strategic choice for the United States. Cimbala’s logic and argument stem 
from his position that a stable relationship between the two nuclear superpowers brings greater 
stability to the world order.

Since President Obama’s 2009 Prague speech, nuclear abolition has gained some traction 
as interest groups have lobbied for nations to follow their Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty 
obligations and craft a path to a nuclear-free world. Cimbala explores all sides of the nuclear 
abolition issue and concludes that it is unlikely to come to fruition. The most convincing of his 
arguments is the fact that “nuclear weapons are symbols of national sovereignty and interna-
tional power” (p. 63). Following that logic, and the theme of the book, the author posits that 
those nations that have them will want to keep them and those that do not will want to acquire 
them. If nuclear weapons are here to stay, then Cimbala offers an alternative nuclear strategy: 
minimum deterrence. Minimum deterrence would rely on smaller stockpiles but retain enough 
weapons for a secured second strike, thus bringing crisis stability. The trouble with any discus-
sion of minimum deterrence is that most gravitate to the Thomas Schelling model of limited 
nuclear weapons and a secured second-strike capability. Lost in the minimum deterrence de-
bate is how Bernard Brodie defined minimum deterrence in his book Strategy in the Missile Age, 
which was “enough to win the war.” 

As Cimbala examines more contemporary issues from nuclear proliferation to missile de-
fense to the expanding cyber capability among nations, a common theme runs throughout his 
analysis. The author seems to indicate that politics at the grand strategic level can maintain and 
manage the potential for danger and or disaster. While NATO and Europe dominated in the 
Cold War, Cimbala sees the Pacific as the place where increased emphasis is needed. Although 
China will not reach parity with the United States or Russia, the author concludes, “Chinese 
nuclear modernization is not necessarily incompatible with their engagement with Russia and 
the United States on strategic nuclear arms control” (p. 165). To bring stability to this complex 
technological and political environment, he suggests the United States seek a realist approach 
to relations with Russia, “cooperate on security matters where cooperation is possible and 
mutually beneficial, and where disagreements exist, state clearly US vital interests and US 
willingness to support those interests” (p. 222). Cimbala would seem to indicate that a return 
to the Cold War order of the US and Russia maintaining an assured destruction force structure 
would bring stability to the modern era and get nuclear weapons right. 
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Getting Nuclear Weapons Right provides vital insight into the debates of the day and must 
find wide readership among those interested in nuclear policy, strategy, and force structure options. 
Cimbala’s analysis of varying alternative regimes, nuclear arsenals, and nuclear exchange sce-
narios serves as starting point for discussions that must take place in light of the president’s 
Nuclear Posture Review and the argument by some for a return to nuclear primacy. While some 
hailed the end of the Cold War, recent events suggest it has returned, and Cimbala would seem 
to indicate that maintaining a balance between the United States and Russia is the solution to 
avoiding danger and disaster in today’s world. Readers will have to judge for themselves the 
validity of the argument, but the research, discussion, and analysis presented in this work are 
vital to framing discussions about the future of nuclear weapons and policy. 

Mel Deaile
Air Command and Staff College

The President’s Book of Secrets: The Untold Story of Intelligence Briefings to 
America’s Presidents from Kennedy to Obama by David Priess. Public Affairs, 
2016, 386 pp.

David Priess pulls back the veil on the President’s Book of Secrets to introduce a world where 
a single private conversation might make the difference between safety and national catastrophe. 
Despite the enormity of the stakes, Priess ably draws upon his experience as a career CIA officer 
to craft a human tale across 10 administrations. He invites us with intimate details about the 
series of briefers passing the crown jewels of national intelligence to the commander in chief 
and a tight circle of advisers on a daily basis. We learn how one young analyst fought back 
morning sickness as she presented the president’s daily brief (PDB) to Al Gore in the back seat 
of the vice presidential limousine, Gore all the while scarfing down breakfast on his way to the 
White House. Priess takes us inside the presidential residence in April 1981 as Ronald Reagan 
recovers from an assassin’s bullet. The Gipper is too exhausted to absorb the briefing but sharp 
enough to notice the bulge of get-well cards in his national security adviser’s folder, smuggled 
into the first national security session back from the hospital in partial fulfillment of a fatherly 
promise to the adviser’s kindergarten-age daughter. Reagan inscribes the kindergartner’s card 
with a thank you note of his own, and a photo of this remarkable correspondence appears on 
page 142.

The human element painstakingly incorporated into President’s Book of Secrets serves a second 
purpose of current relevance to the health of the intelligence profession and connected to a 
broader restoration of faith in American democracy. In the aftermath of the Vietnam War, 
the eminent twentieth-century political scientist Sam Huntington called our spasms of doubt 
“creedal passion periods.” Others have remarked on volatility in American political develop-
ment marked by critical elections when old structures are swept away and novel coalitions form 
to reconstitute major parties. As society becomes more complex, more technological, more 
bureaucratic, and more dependent on specialized services, critical transitions for American 
democracy bring virulent ideological divisions between absolutists, who wish to tear down 
institutions to rescue traditional American values, and pragmatists, who believe that progress 
toward American ideals is only possible if a popular movement can drain the swamp and, on a 
solid foundation, replace it with enlightened administration.

From sociological works by Talcott Parsons, C. Wright Mills, Terence Johnson, and Andrew 
Abbott, Naval War College professor Tom Nichols in The Death of Expertise (Oxford, 2017) 
recently related how these factions may grow to detest one another, agreeing on little else but 
that the obsolete establishment must go. Radical revision is politically easier, and the risks more 
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palatable, if the current regime is rotten to the core, filled with craven bureaucrats who care 
nothing for their professions or the country they serve. Indeed, corporate expertise and pro-
fessional jurisdiction under the revolutionary view are perverted to afflict cancer on the body 
politic. The Deep State at some point breaks free of social responsibility, the general will, and 
the president’s power to rein it all in.

Priess does not set out explicitly to slay this dragon, but in the book, he marshals his formi-
dable powers as writer, intelligence analyst, and social scientist to convince a broad audience 
that this untold story of unsung heroes is true. If, in the age of narrowcast news, celebrity talk-
ing heads, and crowdsourced reporting, authentic patriots within the CIA and throughout the 
executive branch cannot be properly understood or appreciated, then revolutionaries at the gate 
have reason to pause before dismantling the state.

Priess’ chronology of the PDB covers a lot of ground with a cast of hundreds—many of 
whom he interviewed for behind-the-scenes electricity in this narrative. Among the multitude 
of protagonists, though, one self-effacing, humble personality, whose saga of public service 
actually eclipses the book’s epic proportions, emerges as the main hero. George H. W. Bush 
anchors one of 10 case chapters as president during world transformation after the end of the 
Cold War. He figures in six more, owing to his multiple roles as ambassador to China, director of 
the CIA, vice president, former president, and father to a president. In addition, Pres. George 
H. W. Bush penned a gracious foreword for Book of Secrets, declaring that his “love of the job [of 
director of Central Intelligence] was all about the remarkable men and women who make up 
our intelligence community. Their dedication, their courage . . . inspired me every single day.”

In Book of Secrets, George H. W. Bush is the one and only “spymaster president.” He thus 
understands the importance to national security of reserving precious face time with the PDB 
briefer—for the opportunity to read and listen, to interact with a professional intelligence 
officer when formulating presidential requests for further research, and to shore up morale 
of devoted analysts who labor long each day to serve the “first customer” the most useful 
briefing possible.

Even so, Priess does not pull punches. Over the half-century of the PDB’s existence, Pres. 
George H. W. Bush’s example has not been followed all that often. Indeed, several presidents 
and senior advisers appear in the book disparaging the PDB as not much better than press 
clippings or what they get from other agencies, such as State or Defense, responsible for imple-
menting specific policies. For some interview subjects in the book, the most important reason 
to pay attention to the PDB is not the quality of professional analysis but the fact that the 
president sees it nearly every day. Even the spymaster president would likely agree that despite 
constitutional checks and balances and the rise of professionalism in modern executive branch 
bureaucracy, the coin of the White House realm, as it was in the European courts of old, 
remains propinquity—access to the chief and the opportunity to influence thinking before 
important decisions are taken.

State bureaucracies around the world come up against a similar dilemma. In American 
intelligence circles, it is known as the Kent-Kendall debate: hew close to the pure, objective 
professional ideal where expert service is substantially the same regardless of ideology, party, 
or policy agenda of democratically elected authority and risk becoming irrelevant or, worse, 
irritating to said authority; or customize professional advice to make it useful and politically 
responsive from the customer’s perspective and color intelligence away from actual threats and 
opportunities shaping the country’s fate. Either extreme, of course, is untenable. The trick is to 
work continually under the Constitution toward the best balance. Priess’s recommendation for 
increased access and therefore greater influence from senior career CIA analysts who craft the 
PDB goes to show that, as the United States slides from unquestioned hegemony to competitive great 
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power politics on multiple fronts, here is one experienced official who would like to see more 
Kent than Kendall, a disciplined, objective intelligence product above endemic political jockeying 
surrounding the White House.

Book of Secrets came out just before the 2016 elections. Its concluding recommendations 
must now be weighed in light of a victorious populist who campaigns against both party estab-
lishments, ardently lambastes a multiyear investigation of close aides by special prosecutor—
picking up where President Obama’s Federal Bureau of Investigation left off—and who, in so 
many words, accuses top intelligence professionals in the previous administration of proffering 
all Kendall and not enough Kent.

Pres. George H. W. Bush and Priess contend the country would be safer if every commander 
in chief reserved space at the start of each workday for a thorough, unguarded, private conver-
sation with the PDB briefer. This practice puts a face on the ranks of highly skilled, dedicated 
professionals within the executive branch who carry the burden of a sacred trust to defend the 
republic against enemies foreign and domestic. Trust in the relationship binding the president 
and his long-time subject matter experts in intelligence, not to mention the uniformed and 
civil services, pays dividends, when American democracy must navigate the next international 
crisis (as Priess shows happened immediately after the 9/11 attacks).

Action items from Book of Secrets, however, do not apply exclusively to the president. If the 
PDB process is to flourish and achieve its urgent objective, that influential yet amorphous layer 
of appointed officials between the president and career professionals will have to consider their 
own behavior. For members of the president’s National Security Council, there is no escaping 
Machiavelli or Kent-Kendall—any shift toward the rigid objectivity of Kent will come with a 
political price. Still, that may be precisely what is required before any administration can follow 
the sage advice in the President’s Book of Secrets.

Damon Coletta
USAFA

Future War: Preparing for the New Global Battlefield by Robert H. Latiff. Alfred 
A Knopf, 2017, 208 pp. 

Future War is a timely, authoritative, and wide-ranging look at the interplay of ethics and 
technology in warfare. While the title promises preparing for the “new global battlefield,” this 
book does not delve into the question of how, where, or with what weapons future wars will 
be fought. Instead it limits itself to surveying the ethical and moral dilemmas of employing 
advanced, autonomous, or futuristic weapons such as artificially intelligent machines, gene 
editing, or long-range hypersonic vehicles. While Dr. Robert Latiff explicitly states his purpose 
is to explore how new technology has changed warfare and to “highlight both the dramatic 
developments in technology and war and the speed with which they have occurred and to 
describe how these will challenge soldiers, decision makers, and the public,” he is less than im-
mediately clear that the challenges he is describing are ethical and moral in nature. Ultimately 
Future War is a cautionary tale warning that unless we begin to understand the ramifications of 
technology on war, as a nation and a military the United States will be ill-equipped to control 
technological development and the destructiveness it can cause.

Future War begins by cataloging the myriad technologies that already have been integrated 
into military arsenals or potentially could be in the coming decades. After Latiff conducts his 
analysis on future technologies’ potential impact on war, the soldier, society, and the military, 
he concludes with an impassioned argument that we must all take on the task of deciding what 
technology we will deliberately and ethically employ in combat—and how.
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Within his catalog of future weapons, Latiff shows a remarkable understanding of numerous 
technological disciplines and a keen awareness for how these technologies—many of which are 
still highly experimental—might be employed during hostilities. The first chapter alone serves 
as a wonderful primer for anyone interested in the scope and scale of developing technologies 
broadly defined within national security circles as the “Third Offset Strategy.” However, given 
Latiff’s extensive experience in defense science, technology, and engineering it should not be 
surprising to see such a comprehensive review setting the stage for a book on future war. 

What is surprising to find in a book on future war is a rather deep and informed discus-
sion of just war theory, the law of armed conflict, and the importance of military leadership. 
Central to his discussion, Latiff argues that although its adversaries may be unethical in the use 
and development of advanced technologies, the United States should not sacrifice its values by 
pragmatically following suit but instead should preserve the standards and values that make us 
human. By doing so the United States will be able to lead by example and thereby help per-
suade its adversaries that discrimination, proportionality, military necessity, and the reduction 
of suffering should be critical criteria used in limiting warfare, especially as technology deadens 
our senses to the horror of war and its consequences.

Throughout the book, Latiff posits that in future wars killing will be impersonal. It is argued 
that technology will reduce the amount of human interaction required on the battlefield by 
continuing to replace humans with intelligent and autonomous systems with long-range 
capabilities. Latiff worries that without the fear of death to modulate and restrict their actions, 
soldiers of the future may be willing to be unethical in their actions and their political and 
military leadership more willing to engage in armed conflict. He even goes one step further in 
arguing that the conflicts of tomorrow will be increasingly defined by speed-of-light weapons 
and computer automation, making human perception and coordination a limitation. Wars of 
the future will become more a test of technology than a struggle between humans, and death 
by algorithm would be the ultimate indignity for the soldier.

This brings Latiff to his final point, echoing ethicist Wendell Wallach that we are at an 
inflection point in our development of technology. We can either choose to deliberately and 
ethically develop our weapons, being fully aware of the implications of their use, or we can lose 
control of technology and potentially suffer the loss of our humanity. Latiff argues that as the 
primary conduit through which most of the public and our political leadership are informed 
about the military and war, the media has the burden of educating society on technology and 
ethical warfare. However, his argument suffers in the closing chapters of his book as he dwells 
on his observation that “there is a strong strain and long history of anti-intellectualism in 
American culture. In its current form, it dismisses science, the arts, and the humanities in favor 
of entertainment and self-satisfied ignorance.” The concluding two chapters of the book border 
on diatribe as Latiff uses numerous and disparate anecdotes to illustrate his point that politi-
cians, the media, and the military have willfully shirked their responsibilities to inform society 
of the implications and reality of war. Despite this, Latiff returns to his primary thesis at the 
conclusion of the book, that the deliberate and ethical development of technology is possible if 
our leaders and the public make the concerted effort to create the generational changes neces-
sary to educate themselves and take ownership of the issues.

Overall, Future War is a quick read and a wonderful introduction to several topics relevant to 
military conflict. While the book’s constrained look at future conflict through the lens of tech-
nology and ethics initially seems to limit its utility, the strength of this book comes in providing 
a framework for grounding the technologies of the future in the key war-fighting principles of 
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the past. This book should be a welcome read for anyone serving in acquisitions, concerned 
with how the United States should use future weapons of war, or charged with commanding 
those who will use them.

Capt Sean E. Thompson, USAF

Courting Science: Securing the Foundation of a Second American Century by Damon 
V. Coletta. Stanford Security Studies, 2016, 236 pp.

Courting science? Courting science to do what? As the title indicates, US Air Force Academy 
professor Damon V. Coletta has written an interesting thought piece on the role of science in 
modern geopolitics—a combination of concepts not often associated with each other. As 
such, this work does not fit easily into disciplinary boxes; it is an effort by the author to bring 
US science policy into the wider frameworks of both international relations and domestic 
social policy.

The author posits that the US is in “hegemonic decline,” and his work investigates “whether 
the escape route might lay with neglected links between scientific achievement and international 
leadership” (p. 16). He states that a nation’s scientific advances “bring a certain respect and 
credibility to the state that discovers them, beyond what statesmen could expect from eco-
nomic or military preponderance” (p. 16). The book is what Coletta calls a re-examination of 
the “Scientific State.” A major part of this argument is the need to differentiate between science 
and technology. The author suggests a convolution of these concepts has actually contributed 
to America’s decline, even while the US made significant technological advances (p. 2). He 
dips into the literature relating to this subject, for example Robert Gilpin’s France in the Age of 
the Scientific State, to give a theoretical framework to his argument. In subsequent chapters, he 
makes the rather broad claim that in democracies “a national commitment to scientific achieve-
ment brings with it a salutary discipline, moderating popular opinion and refining political 
culture” (p. 63). Case studies include US-Brazilian scientific cooperation and the role of the US 
in understanding outer space as a global commons. Since “Science” is a means for a nation to 
encourage both “engagement and trust,” “mutually beneficial cooperation” in space and other 
scientific activities “would allow American hegemony to survive a second century” (p. 131).

Certainly Coletta’s work is ambitious: to argue in an almost utopian way that science is the 
solution to many of America’s current problems and thereby enables a “second American century,” 
as the title of the work indicates. Does Coletta pull this off? An old saw is that extreme claims 
require extreme evidence. I might add that sweeping claims also need careful definitions to be 
used in making those claims. In both these regards, this work could have been more detailed 
and explicit. As far as evidence goes, for this reviewer, it seemed the book asserted much but 
gave little hard evidence—the work came across as more of a philosophical discourse than a 
detailed argument. Also, it seems that potential counterarguments are never addressed. For 
example, were not Nazi Germany and the Communist Soviet Union at least in some ways 
“scientific states”? How do they fit into this analysis of the value of scientific states? Second, the 
lack of precise definitions causes one to pause; as important as “science” is to this thesis, Coletta 
never really gives a detailed definition of what he means by science. On the first page of his 
book, he states that “science is a method of inquiry, a practice of high culture, a human activity 
that cannot be cornered or harnessed entirely by any single government.” All this may be true, 
but it does not really give the reader a good idea of what science is and why it is something to 
be courted. Additionally, Coletta uses terms like “Scientific State,” “Power,” and “Truth” (with 
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each capitalized) but never gets into the detailed explanations of these ideas as he understands 
them. It is assumed the reader will know what he means when he employs these terms, yet 
certainly terms like power and truth are problematic. 

Due to the complexity of Coletta’s approach and his use of references that many might 
not understand (for example, “Mancur Olson’s k-Group” [p. 128]), this book is certainly not 
light reading or for the faint of heart. It is best suited for graduate students or others deeply 
enmeshed in the intricacies of US science policy and its relationship to the international scene. 
The author is to be congratulated for taking on such an ambitious endeavor, but this reviewer 
remains unconvinced that science is a panacea to any problems relating to US prominence on 
the world stage.

Lt Col Joe Bassi, PhD, USAF, Retired

Forthcoming in 2018 from Air University Press

A Discourse on Winning and Losing, by Col John R. Boyd, USAF, 
Retired; edited and compiled by Grant T. Hammond.  

This book highlights the ideas of John R. Boyd, famous for creating 
the OODA loop. He challenged orthodoxy, including the theory of how 
wars should be fought. Boyd had the courage to profess radically different 
opinions—and defend them regardless of consequence. His ideas continue 
to influence the military, business, politics, and education.
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